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AUTHOR’S PREFACE

The essays treated here appeared under the

subtitle of this book in the first numbers of the

periodical Inu^o edited by me. They repre-

sent my first efforts to apply view-points and
results of psychoanalysis to unexplained prob-

lems of racial psychology. In method this

book contrasts with that of W. Wundt and the

works of the Zuri<^ Psychoanalytic School.

The former tries to accomplish the same object

through assiunptions and procedures fromnon-
analytic psydiok^, while the latter follow

the opposite course and strive to settle prob-

lems of individual pyschology by referring

to material of racial psychology^ I am
pleased to say that the first stimulus formy own
works came from these two sources.

I am fully aware of the shortcomings in these

essays. I shall not touch upon those which are

characteristic of first efforts at investigation.

The others, however, demand a- word of

• Jang ; Wa/ndhutgetk and SfmboU der Libido (TmwfannatioBC
and Symbok of the lihido] tnnilsted by Dr. Beetcioe lAnkle
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explanati<Hi. The four essays whidi are here

collected will be of interest to a wide circle of

educated people, but they can only be

thoroughly understood and judged by those

¥dio are really acquainted wh^ psychoanalysis

as such. It is hoped that they may serve as a

bond between students of ethnology, philology,

folklore and of the allied sciences, and psycho-

analysts ; they cannot, however, supply both

groups the entire requisites for such co-opera-

tion. They will not furnish the former with

suffldent insight into the new pyschological

techmque, nor will the pyschoanalysts acquire

through them an adequate command over the

material to be elaborated. Both groups will

have to content themselves with whatever

attention they can stimulate here and there

and with the hope that frequent meetings be-

tween them will not remain improductive for

science.

The two principal themes, totem and taboo,

which give the name to this small book are not

treated alike here. The problem of taboo is

presented more exhaustively, and the effort to

solve it is approached with perfect confidence.

The investigation of totemism may be modestly

expressed as :
** This is all that psychoanalytic

study can contribute at present to the elucida-

tion of the problem of totemism.” This differ-
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ence in the treatment of the two subjects is

due to tile tBX± that taboo still exists in our

midst. To be sure, it is negatively conceived

and directed to different contents, but according

to its psycholi^cal nature, it is still nothing

else than Kant’s ’ Categorical Imperative ’

,

which tends to act compulsively and rejects

all conscious motivations. On the other hand,

totemism is a religio-social institution which

is alien to our present feelings; it has bng
been abandoned and replaced by new forms

In the religions, morals, and customs of the

civilized races of to-day it has left only slight

traces, and even among those races where it is

still retained, it has had to undergo great

changes. The social and material progress of

the history of mankind could obviously change

taboo much less than totemism.

In this book the attempt is ventured to find

the original meaning of totemism through its

infantile traces, that is, through the indications

in which it reappears in the development of our
own children. The close connection between
totem and taboo indicates the further paths to

the hypothesis maintained here. And although

this hypothesis leads to somewhat improbable

conclusions, there is no reason for rejecting the

possibility that it comes more or less near to

the reality which is so hard to reconstruct.
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TRANSLATOR’S INTRODUCTION

Week one reviews the history of psycho-

analysis* one finds that ithad its inception in the

study ofmorbid mental states. Beginning wilh

the observation of hysteria and the other neu-

roses* Professor Freud gradually extended his

investigations to normal psychologyand evolved

new concepts and new methods of study. The
neurotic symptoms were no longer imaginary

troubles the nature ofwhich one could not grasp,

but were conceived as mental and emoti(Hial

maladjustments to one’s environment. The
stamp of d^^eracy impressed upon neurotics

by other schools of medicine was altogether

eratBcated. Deeper investigation showed con-

clusively that a person might beccnne neurotic

if subjected to certain environments, and that

there wat no definite dividing line between

normal and abnormal. The hysterical symp-

BMteki Pmamt cmEMAm tmd cAtrPmkkoMMnms, tninUtad
17 A. A. BriD.

B ix
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toms, obsessions, doubts, phobias, as well as

haUucinations oi the insane, show the same

mechanisms as those similar psychic structures

vdiich one constantly en(K>unters in normal

persons in the form of mistakes in talking, read-

ing, writing, forgetting*, dreams and wit. The
dream, always highly valued by the populace,

and as much despised by the educated classes,

has a definite structure and meaning when sub-

jetced to analysis. Professor Freud’s monu-

mental work. The Interpretation of Dreame ,

marked a new epoch in the history of mental

science. One might use the same words in

reference to his profound anaylsis of wit *.

Faulty psydxic actions, dreams and wit are

products of the unconscious mental activity,

and like neurotic or psydiotic manifestations

represent eSorts at adjustment to one’s environ-

ment. The slip of the tongue shows that on
account of unconscious inhibitions the indi-

vidual concerned is unable to express his true

thou^ts ; the dream is a distorted or plain

expression of those wishes which are prohibited

in the waking states, and the witticism, owing
to its veiled or indirect way of expression.

• Tkt P4yeAo}Mtto{(yy of Xvayimf Life, (atamkted by A. A.
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enables the individual to obtain pleasure from

forbidden sources. But whereas dreams, wit-

ticisms, and faulty actions give evidences of

inner conflicts which the individual ovenxMnes^

the neurotic or psychotic symptom is the result

of a failure and represents a morbid adjustment.

The aforementioned psychic formations are

therefore nothing but manifestations of the

struggle with reality, the constant effort to ad-

just one’s primitive feelings to the demands of

civilization . In spite ofall laterdevelopment the

individual retains all his infantile psychic struc-

tures. Nothing is lost; the infantile wishes

and primitive impulses can always be demon-
strate in the grown-up and on occasion can be

brought back to the su^uie. In his dreams the

normal person is constantly reviving his child-

hood, and the neurotic or psychotic individual

merges back into a sort of psychic infantilism

through his morbid productimut. The uncon-
scious mental activity which is made up of

repressed infantile material for ever tries to

express itself. Whenever the individual finds

it impossible to dominate the difficulties of the

world of reality there is a reg^'ession to the

infantile, and psychic disturbances ensue which
are conceived as peculiar thoughts and acts.

Thus the civilized adult is the result of his

childhood or the sum total of his early impress-
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ions; psychoanalysis thus confinns the old

saying : The child is father to the man.

It is at this point in the development of

psychoanalysis that the paths gradually broad-

ened until they finally culminated in this work.

There were many indications that the child-

hood of the individual showed a marked resem-

blance to the primitive history or the child-

hood of races. The knowledge gained from

dream analysis and phantasies *, when applied

to the productions of racial phantasies, like

myths and fairy tales, seemed to indicate that

the first impulse to form myths was due to the

same emoti<mal strivings which produced

dreams, fancies and symptoms’. Further

study in this direction has thrown much light

on our great cultiual institutions, such as

religion, morality, law and philosophy, all of

which Professer Freud has modestly formulated

in this volume and thus initiated a new epoch

in the study of racial psychology.

I take great pleasure in acknowledging my
indebtedness to Idr Alfred B. Kuttner for the

invaluable assistance he rendered in the transla-

tion of this work.

A. A. Bull.

* Freod : Leonardo Da Vind, tnukted by A. A. BriH
' Ct the voifci of Atnebui, SpMran, Jtmg, ud BmJe.
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CHAPTER I

TEE BATAGE’S dread OF INCEST

Primitive man is known to us by the stages of

development through which he has passed :

that is, through the inanimate monuments and
implements which he has left behind for us,

through our knowledge of his art, his religion

and his attitude towards life, which we have re-

ceived either directly or through the medium of

legends, myths and fairy tales ; and through the
remnants of his ways of thinking that survive

in our own manners and customs. Moreover,

in a certain sense he is still our contemporary :

there are people whom we still consider more
closely related to primitive man than to our-

selves, in whom we therefore recognize the

direct descendants and representatives of

earlier man. We can thus judge the so-called

savage and semi-savage races ; their psychic

life assumes a peculiar interest for us, for we can

recognize in their psychic life a well-preserved,

early stage of our own development.
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If this assumption is correct, a comparison of

the ‘ Psychology of Primitive Races ’ as taught

by folklore, with the psychology of the neurotic

as it has become known through psyehoanalysis,

will reveal numerous points of correspondence

and throw new light on subjects that are more
or less familiar to us.

For outer as well as for inner reasons, I am
choosing for this comparison those tribes which
have been described by ethnographists as being

most backward and wretched : the aborigines

of the youngest continent, namely Australia,

whose fauna has also preserved for us so much
that is archaic and no longer to be found else-

where.

The aborigines of Australia are looked upon
as a peculiar race which shows neither physical

nor linguistic relationship with its nearest neigh-

bours, the Melanesian, Polynesian and Malayan
races. They do not build houses or permanent

huts ; they do not cultivate the soil or keep any
domestic animals except dogs ; and they do not

even know the art of pottery. They live exclu-

sively on the flesh of all sorts of animals which

they kill in the chase, and on the roots which

they dig. Kings or chieftains are unknown
among them, and all communal affairs are

decided by the elders in assembly. It is quite

doubtful whether they evince any traces of
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religion in the form of worship of hij^er beings.

The tribes living in the interior who have to

contend with the greatest vicissitudes of life

owing to a scarcity of water, seem in every way
more primitive than those who live near the

coast.

We surely would not expect that these poor

naked cannibals should be moral in their sex

life according to our ideas, or that they should

have imposed a high d^ree of restriction Upon
their sexual impulses. And yet we learn th&t

they have considered it their duty to exercise

the most searching care and the most painful

rigour in guarding against incestuous sexual

relations. In fact their whole social organiza'

tion seems to serve this object or to have been

brought into relation with its attainment.

Among the Australians the system of Totem-

ism takes the place of all religious and social in-

stitutions. Australian tribes are divided into

smaller septs or clans, each taking the name of

its totem. Now what is a totem ? As a rule it

is an animal, either edibleand harmless, or dan-

gerous and feared ; more rarely the totem is a

plant or a force of nature (rain, water), which

stands in a peculiar relation to the whole clan.

The totem is first of all the tribal ancestor of the

clan, as well as its tutelary spirit and protector

;

it sends oracles and, though othenvise dangerous,
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the totem knows and spares its children. The
members of a totem are therefore under a sacred

obligation not to kill (destroy) their totem,

to abstain from eating its meat or from any
other enjoyment of it. Any violation of these

prohibitions is automatic^y punished. The
character of a totem is inherent not only in a
single animal or a single being but in all the

members of the species. From time to time

festivals are held at which the members of a

totem represent or imitate, in ceremonial dances,

the movements and characteristics of their

totems.

The totem is hereditary either through the

maternal or the paternal line
;
(maternal trans-

mission probably always preceded and was
only later supplanted by the paternal). The
attachment to a totem is the foundation of all

the social obligations of an Australian : it

extends on the one hand beyond the tribal

relationship, and on the other hand it super-

sedes consanguineous relationship *.

The totem is not limited to district or to

locality ; the members of a totem may live

separated from one another and on friendly

terms with adherents of other totems*.

* Fruer, ToUvutm and Exogamy, VoL I, p. 63. “ The totem
bond is itronger than the bond of Uood or family in the modem

' This VDiy brief extract of the totemio ayitem cannot be left
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And now, finally, we must consider that pe-

culiarity of the totemic system which attracts

irithont lome elnckUtion and without djwniwrfng iti Hmitiitionii.

The nune Totem or ToUm waa firat learned from the North
Amerwimi by the TBwglwhwiim, J, Long, in 1791. The
eubjeot haa gradnally aoqniied great aoientifio inteieet and haa
oalM forth a oopiona literatnie. 1 refer eapeoially to TotenMm
and Exogamy by J. G. Fiaaer. 4 tda., 1010, ami the booka
and artidea of Andrew Lang (Tie Surtt of Totem, 1906). The
credit f<nr having reoogniied the aignifloanoe of totemiam for the
ancient hiatory of man bekmga to the Sootohman, J. Feignaon
MaoLennan (FortnegMy Beo^, 1809-70). Exte^ to Ana-
traUa, totemio inatitntiona were fouml and are atill obaerved ammig
Nwth Anwrinan Indiana, aa well aa among the racea of the Poly-

neaian lalanda group, in Eaat India, and in a large part of Africa.

Many traoea aumvala otherwise hard to interpret lead to

the oondoaion that totemiam also once existed among the abori-

ginal Aryan and Semitio races of Europe, ao that many mveatigatom
are inclined to recogniae in totemiam a necessary phase of human
development throng which every race has paaeed.

How then did prehistano man come to acquire a totem ; that
is, how did he come to make his descent from this or that animal
foundatiim of hia social duties and, as we ahall hear, of bia sexual

restriotiona as well ? Many difiermt theories have been advanced
to explam thia, a review of which the reader may find in Wundt’s
Vodkerp»y(Mog%e (Vd. 11 ; Mytkue emd Rdigion).

I promiae soon to make the problem of totemiam a subject of

special study in which an effort will be made to solve it by apply-

ing the p^yohoanalytio method. (CL The fourth chapter of tl^
woric.)

Not only is the theory of totemiam oontroveraial, but the very
facta ocnoeming it are hardly to be expxeaaed in such general

statements as were attempted above. There is hardly an aaaer-

tum to which one would not have to add ezoeptiona and omttra-

diotiona. But it must not be forgotten that even the most prim-
itive and conservative racea are, in a certain sense, old, and have a
Img period behind them during which vrhatsoever was aborig-

inal with tiiem haa undergone much development and distoriaoa

Thus among those races who stiU evince it, we find totemiam to-

day in the most manifold states of decay and diaintegntum ; we
observe that fragments of it have paased over to othw social and
religions institutions ; or it may exist in fixed forms but far re-

mo^ from its ori^nal nature. The difficulty then oonsiata in
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the interest of the psychoanalyst. Almost

everywhere the totem prevails there also exists

the law that the members of the same totem are not

aUowed to enler into eewual relations with each

other ; that is, that they cannot marry each other.

This represents the exogamy which is associated

with the totem.

This sternly maintained prohibition is very

remarkable. There is nothing to accoimt for it

in anything that we have hitherto learned from
the conception of the totem or from any of its

attributes ; that is, we do not understand how
it happened to enter the system of totemism.

We are therefore not astonished if some investi-

gators simply assume that at first exogamy

—

both as to its origin and to its meaning—^had

nothing to do with totemism, but that it was
added to it at some time without any deeper

association, when marriage restrictions proved

necessary. However that may be, the associa-

tion of totemism and exogamy exists, and
proves to be very strong.

Let us elucidate the meaning of this prohibi-

tion through further discussion.

(a) The violation of the prohibition is not left

to what is, so to speak, an automatic punish-

ment, as is the case with other violations of the

the fact that it ia not altogether ea^ to decide what in the actual

condithnu is to be taken as a faithful copy of the significant past
and what is to be oomadered ha a leotmduT distortioi of it.
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prdiibitions of the totem (e.g., not to kill the

totem animal), but is most energetically avenged

by tiie whole tribe as if it were a question of

warding off a danger that threatens the com-

munity as a whole or a guilt that weighs upon
all. A few sentences from Frazer’s book • will

show how seriously such trespasses are treated

by these savages who, according to our standard

are otherwise very immoral.
“ In Australia the regular penalty for sexual

intercourse with a person of a forbidden clan is

death. It matters not whether the woman is

of the same local group or has been captured in

war from another tribe ; a man of the wrong
clan who uses her as his wife is hunted down and
killed by his clansmen, and so is the woman

;

thovigh in some cases, if they succeed in eluding

capture for a certain time, the offence may be

condoned. In the Ta-Ta-thi tribe, New South

Wales, in the rare cases which occur, the man is

killed, but the woman is only beaten or speared,

or both, till she is nearly dead ; the reason given

for not actually killing her being that she was
probably coerced. Even in casual amours the

clan prohibitions are strictly observed
; any

violations of these prohibitions ‘ are regarded

with the utmost abhorrence and are punished

by death ’ (Howitt).”
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(fr) As the same severe pimishment is also

meted out for temporary love afibirs which have

not resulted in childbirth, the assumption of

other motives, perhaps of a practical nature,

becomes improbable.

(c) As the totem is hereditary and is not

changed by marriage, the results of the prohibi-

tion, for instance in the case of maternal

heredity, are easily perceived. If, for example,

the man belongs to a clan with the totem of the

Kangaroo and marries a woman of the Emu
totem, the children, both boys and girls, arc all

Emu. According to the totem law incestuous

relations with his mother and his sister, who are

Emu like himself, are therefore made impossible

for a son of this marriage*.

(d) But we need only a reminder to realize

that the exogamy connected with the totem ac-

complishes more ; that is, aims at more than

the prevention of incest with the mother or the

sisters. It also makes it impossible for the man
to have sexual union with all the women of his

• Bnt the father, who la a Kangaroo, is free-^t least nndor thu
prohibition—^to oomimt inoeat with hia dangfatcre, who arc Emu.
in t^ oaae of paternal mhoritonce of tho totem the father would
be Kangaroo as well as the children ; then ineeet with the daugh-
ten would be fwbidden to the father and incest with the mother
would be left opm to the son. These oonsoquenoea of the totem
prohibition soem to indicate that the maternal inheritance u older

than the paternal one, for there are grounds for assuming that the

totem prohiUtiems are directed first cf all against the inoeatnous

desires ol the son.
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own group, with a number of females, therefore,

who are not consanguineously related to him, by
treating all these women like blood relations.

The psychological justification for this extra-

ordinary restriction, which far exceeds any-

thing comparable to it among eivilized races,

is not, at first, evident. All we seem to under-

stand is that the rdle of the totem (the animal)

as ancestor is taken very seriously. Everybody
descended from the same totem is consanguin-

eous ;
that is, of one family ; and in this family

the most distant grades of relationship are

recognized as an absolute obstacle to sexual

union.

Thus these savages reveal to us an unusually

high grade of incest dread or incest sensitiveness,

combined with the peculiarity, which we do not

very well imderstand, of substituting the totem

relationship for the real blood relationship.

But we must not exaggerate this contradiction

too much, and let us bear in mind that the

totem prohibitions include real incest as a

special case.

In what manner the substitution of the totem

group for the actual family has come about re-

mains a riddle, the solution of which is perhaps

bound up with the explanation of the totem it-

self. Of course it must be remembered that

with a certcun freedom of sexual intercourse.
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extending beyond the limitations ofmatrimony,

the blood relationship, and with it also the pre-

vention of incest,- becomes so uncertain that

we cannot dispense with some other basis for

the prohibition. It is therefore not superfluous

to note that the customs of Australians recog-

nize social conditions and festive occasions at

which the exclusive conjugal right of a man to a

woman is violated.

The linguistic customs of these tribes, as well

as of most totem races, reveals a peculiarity

which undoubtedly is pertinent in this connec-

tion. For the designations of relationship of

which they make use do not take into considera-

tion the relationship between two individuals,

but between an individual and his group ; they

belong, according to the expression of L. H.
Morgan, to the ‘ classifying ’ system. That
means that a man calls not only his begetter
‘ father ’ but also every other man who, accord-

ing to the tribal regulations, might have married
his mother and thus become his father ; he calls

‘ mother ’ not only the woman who bore him
but also every other woman who might have
become his mother without violation of the
tribal laws ; he calls ‘ brothers ’ and ‘ sisters

’

not only the children of his real parents, but
also the children of all the persons named who
stand in the parental group relation with him.
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and so on. The kinship names which two
Australians give each other do not, therefore,

necessarily point to a blood relationship be-

tween them, as they would have to according

to the custom of our language ; they signify

much more the social than the physical rela-

tions. An approach to this classifying system

is perhaps to be found in our nursery, when the

child is induced to greet every male and female

friend of the parents as ‘ uncle ’ and ‘ aunt ’,

or it may be foimd in a transferred sense when
we speak of * Brothers in Apollo ’, or " Sisters

in Christ

The explanation of this linguistic custom,

which seems so strange to us, is simple if looked

upon as a remnant and indication of those mar-

riage institutions which the Rev. L. Fison has

called ‘ group marriage ’, characterized by a

number of men exercising conjugal rights over

a number ofwomen. The children of this group

marriage would then rightly look upon each

other as brothers and sisters although not bom
of the same mother, and would take all the men
of the group for their fathers.

Althoughanumber of authors, as, for instance,

B. Westermarck in his History of Human Mar-
riage *, oppose the conclusions which others

have drawn firom the existence of group-rela-

* SeooQd edition, 190S,
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tionship names, the best authorities on the

AustrtJian savages are agreed that the classi-

ficatory relationship names must be considered

as survivals from the period of group marriages.

And, according to Spencer and Gillen', a

certain form of group marriage can be estab-

lished as still existing to-day among the tribes

of the Urabunna and the Dieri. Group marriage

therefore preceded individual marriage among
these races, and did not disappear without leav-

ing distinct traces in language and custom.

But if we replace individual marriage, we can

then grasp the apparent excess of cases of incast

shtmning which we have met among these same
races. The totem exogamy, or prohibition of

sexual intercourse between members of the

same clan, seemed the most appropriate means
for the prevention of group incest ; and this

totem exogamy then became fixed and long

survived its original motivation.

Although we believe we understand the

motives of the marriage restrictions among the

Australian savages, we have still to learn that

the actual conditions reveal a still more be-

wildering complication. For there are only

few tribes in Australia which show no other

prohibition besides the totem barrier. Most
of them are so organized that they fall into two

* The Native Tribee of Oeatral Ametralia (Ltndon, 1899).
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divisions which have been called marriage

classes, or phratries. Each of these marriage

groups is exogamous and includes a majority

oftotem groups. Usucdly each marriage group
is again divided into two subclasses (subphra-

tries), and the whole tribe is therefore divided

into four classes ; the subclasses thus standing

between the phratries and the totem groups.

The typical and very often intricate scheme
of organization of an Australian tribe therefore

looks as follows :

The twelve totem groups are brought under

four subclasses and two main classes. All the

divisions are exogamous The subclass c

forms an exogamous unit with e, and the sub-

class d with f. The success or the tendency of

these arrangements is quite obvious ; they serve

as a further restriction on the marriage choice

and on sexual freedom. If there were only these

T The number ot totmni is aibitnrily ofaoseo.
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twelve totem groups—assuming the same num
her of people in each group—every member
of a group would have of all the women
of the tribe to choose from. The existence of

the two phratries reduces this number to or

^ : a man of the totem * can only marry a
woman from the groups 1 to 6. With the

introduction of the two subclassess the selection

sinks to ^ or i ; a man of the totem “ must
limit his marriage choice to a woman of the

totems 4, 5, 6.

The historical relations ofthe marriage classes

—of which there are found as many as eight in

some tribes—are quite tmexplained. We only

see that these arrangements seek to attain the

same object as the totem exogamy, and even

strive for more. But whereas the totem exog-

amy makes the impression of a sacred statute

which sprang into existence, no one knows how,

and is therefore a custom, the complicated insti-

tutions of the marriage classes, with their sub-

divisions and the conditions attached to them,

seem to spring from legislation with a definite

aim in view. They have perhaps taken up
afresh the task of incest prohibition because the

influence of the totem was on the wane. And
while the totem system is, as we know, the basis

of all other social obligations and moral restric-

tions of the tribe, the importance ofthe phratries
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generally ceases when the regulation of the

marriage choice at which they aimed has been

accomplished.

In the further development of the classifica-

tion of the marriage system there seems to be a

tendency to go beyond the prevention of natural

and group incest, and to prohibit marriage be-

tween more distant group relations, in a manner
similar to the Catholic church, which extended

the marriage prohibitions always in force for

brother and sisters, to cousins, and invented for

them the grades of spiritual kinship

It would hardly serve our purpose to go into

the extraordinarily intricate and unsettled dis-

cussion concerning the origin and significance of

the marriage classes, or to go more deeply into

their relation to totemism. It is sufficient for

our purposes to point out the great care ex-

pended by the Australians as well as by other

savage people to prevent incest*. We must
say that these savages are even more sensitive

to incest than we, perhaps because they are

more subject to temptations than we are, and
hence require more extensive protection against

it.

* Artiok Totmitm in Eneydoftdia Briiamtiea, efeveutb edition,

1011 (A
* Stoder hae 10060% diavn neoial atteotaoo to thk point in

hie monosteph : PUrrioide at a Special Cate. Papers on Applied
Pepehie InvesHpaikM, Na 12 (Vienne, 1911).
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But the incest dread of these races does not

content itself with the creation of the institu-

tions described, which, in the main, seem to be
directed against group incest. We must add
a series of ‘ customs ’ which watch over the

individual behaviour to near relatives in our

sense, which are maintained with almost religi-

ous severity and of whose object there can

hardly be any doubt. These customs or custom

prohibitions may be called ‘ avoidances ’. They
spread far beyond the Australian totem races.

But here again I must ask the reader to be

content with a fragmentary excerpt hrom the

abimdant material.

Such restrictive prohibitions are directed in

Melanesia against the relatimis of boys with their

mothers and sisters. Thus, for instance, on

Lepers Island, one of the New Hebrides, the boy

leaves his maternal home at a fixed age and
moves to the ‘ clubhouse ’, where he there regu-

larly sleeps and takes his meals. He may still

visit his home to ask for food ; but if his sister is

at home he must go away before he has eaten

;

if no sister is about he may sit dovm to eat near

the door. If brother and sister meet by chance

in the open, she must run away or turn aside

and conceal herself. If the boy recognizes

certain footprints in the sand as his sister’s he is

not to follow them, nor is she to follow his. He
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will not even mention her name and will guard

against using any current word if it forms

part of her name. This avoidance, which
begins with the ceremony of puberty, is strictly

observed for life. The reserve between mother
and son increases with age and generally is

more obligatory on the mother’s side. If she

brings him something to eat she does not give

it to him herself but puts it down before him,

nor does she address him in the familiar

manner of mother and son, but uses the formal

address. Similiar customs obtain in New Cale-

donia. If brother and sister meet, she flees

into the bush and he passes by without turning

his head toward her

On the Gazella Peninsula in New Britain a

sister, beginning with her marriage, may no
longer speak with her brother, nor docs she

utter his name but designates him by means
of a circiunlocution^i.

In New Mecklenburg some cousins are subject

to such restrictions, which also apply to

brothers and sisters. They may neither

approach each other, shake hands, nor give each

other presents, though they may talk to each

other at a distance of several paces. The
>• B. H. Codiington, The Mdanena»s, alao Fruer Totemsm,

and JSxoaomv, VoL !• d. 77»

IVaxer, le., II, p. 124, according to Kleintitoben : TMa /n-

habUmiti pf the Coatt of the OaeOe Ptmotyla,
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penalty for incest with a sister is death through

hanging

These rules of avoidance are especially severe

in the Fiji Islands where they concern not only

consanguineous sisters but group sisters as well.

To hear that these savages hold sacred orgies

in which persons of just these forbidden degrees

of kinship seek sexual union would seem still

more peculiar to us, if we did not prefer to make
use of this contradiction to explain the prohibi-

tion instead of being astonished at it **.

Among the Battas of Sumatra these laws of

avoidance affect all near relationships. For in-

stance, it would be most offensive for a Battan

to accompany his own sister to an evening

party. A brother will feel most uncomfortable

in the company of his sister even when other

persons are also present. If either comes into

the house, the other prefers to leave. Nor will

a father remain alone in the house with bis

daughter any more than the mother with her

son. The Dutch missionary who reported

these customs added that unfortunately he

had to consider them well foimded. It is

assumed without question by these races that

a man and a woman left alone together will

“ Fraser, lx., II, p. 131, oooording toP.G.Feokel in AfUhropu,
1908.

>* Fracer, le., n, p. 147, aooindiiig to the Bey. L. FiM».
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indiilge in the most extreme intimacy, and as

they expect all kinds of punishments and evil

consequences from consanguineous intercourse

they do quite right to avoid all temptations by
means of such prohibitions

Ammig the Barongos in Delagoa Bay, in

Africa, the most rigorous precautions are di-

rected, curiously enough, against the sister-in-

law, the wife of the brother of one’s own wife.

If a man meets this person who is so dangerous

to him, he carefully avoids her. He does not

dare to eat out of the same dish with her ;
he

speaks only timidly to her, does not dare to

enter her hut, and greets her only with a

trembling voice

Among the Akamba (or Wakamba) in British

East Africa, a law of avoidance is in force which

one would have expected to encounter more fre-

quently. A girl must carefully avoid her own
father between the time of her puberty and her

marriage. She hides herself if she meets him

on the street €ind never attempts to sit down
next to him, behaving in this way right up to her

engagement. But after her marriage no further

obstacle is put in the way of her social inter-

course with her father'*.

The most widespread and strictest avoidance,

X Frazer, l.e., IL p. 189,
>» Frazer, !,&, II, p. 388, acoording to JunoA
“ Frazer, he., H, p. 424.
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which is perhaps the most interesting one for

civilized races is that which restricts the social

relations between a man and his mother-in-law.

It is quite general in Australia, but it is also in

force among the Melanesian, Polynesian and
Negro races of Africa as far as the traces of

totemism and group relationship reach, and
probably further still. Among some of these

races similar prohibitions exist against the

harmless social intercourse of a wife with her

father-in-law, but these are by far not so con-

stant or so serious. In a few cases both

parents-in-law become objects of avoidance.

As we are less interested in the ethnographic

dissemination than in the substance and the

purpose of the mother-in-law avoidance, I will

here also limit myself to a few examples.

On the Banks Island these prohibitions are

very severe and painfully exact. A man will

avoid the proximity of his mother-in-law as she

avoids his. If they meet by chance on a path,

the woman steps aside and turns her back tmtil

he is passed, or he does the same.

In Vanna Lava (Port Patterson) a man will

not even walk behind his mother-in-law along

the beach until the rising tide has washed away
the trace of her footsteps. But they may talk

to each other at a certain distance. It is quite

out of the question that he should ever pro-
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nounce the name of his mother-in-law, or she

his

On the Solomon Islands, banning with his

marriage, a man must neitiier see nor speak with

his mother-in-law, If he meets her he acts

as if he did not know her and runs away as fast

as he can in order to hide himself

Among the Zulu Kaffirs custom demands that

a man should be ashamed of his mother-in-law

and that he should do everything to avoid her

company. He does not enter a hut in which
she is, and when they meet he or she goes aside,

she perhaps hiding behind a bush while he holds

his shield before his face. If they cannot avoid

each other and the woman has nothing with

which to cover herself, she at least binds a

bunch of grass aroimd her head in order to

satisfy the ceremonial requirements. Com-
munication between them must either be made
through a third person or else they may shout

at each other at a considerable distance if they

have some barrier between them as, for in-

stance, the enclosme of a kraal. Neither may
utter the other’s name *•.

Among the Basogas, a negro tribe living in

the region of the Nile sources, a man may talk

” Fracer, I.c , II, p. 76.

»• Fnaer, I.c., II, p. 113, aoooiding to C. Ribbe: Tvo rears

among the CannibaU of the Solomoa Islands, 1905.

Fracer, I.c., H, p. 386,
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to his mother-in-law only if she is in another

room of the house and is not visible to him.

Moreover, this race abominates incest to such

an extent as not to let it go unpunished even

among domestic animals

Whereas all observers have interpreted the

purpose and meaning ofthe avoidances between

near relatives as protective measures against in-

cest. different interpretations have been given

for those prohibitions which concern the

relationship with the mother-in-law. It was
quite incomprehensible why all these races

^ould manifest such great fear of temptation

on the part of the man for an elderly woman,
old enough to be his mother

The same objection was also raised against

the conception of Fison who called attention

to the fact that certain marriage class systems

diow a gap in that they make marriage between

a man and his mother-in-law theoretically not

impossible and that a special guarantee was
therefore necessary to guard against this possi-

bility.

Sir J. Lubbock, in his book The Origin of

Civilization, traces back the behaviour of the

mother-in-law toward the son-in-law to the

former ‘ marriage by capture " As long as
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the capture of women actually took place, the

indignation of the parents was probably serious

enough. \Mien nothing but symbols of this

form of marriage survived, the indignation of

the parents was also symbolized and this custom
continued after its origin had been forgotten.’*

Crawley has found it easy to show how little this

tentative explanation agrees with the details of

actual observation.

E. B. Tylor thinks that the treatment of the

son-in-law on the part of the mother-in-law is

nothing more than a form of ‘ cutting ’ on the
part of the woman’s family. The man counts

as a stranger, and this continues until the first

child is bom. But even if no account is taken

of cases in which this last condition does not

remove the prohibition, this explanation is

subject to the objection that it does not throw
any light on the custom dealing with the

relation between mother-in-law and son-in-law,

thus overlooking the sexual factor, and that it

does not take into account the almost sacred

loathing which finds expression in the laws of

avoidance ”.

A Zulu woman who was asked about the basis

for this prohibition showed great delicacy of

feeling in her answer :
‘‘ It is not right that he

Cnidey, l.c^ p. 407.
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should sfee the breasts which nursed his wife ” “

It is known that also among civilized races

the relation of son-in-law and mother-in-law

belongs to one of the most difficult sides of

family organization. Although laws of avoid-

ance no longer exist in the society of the white

races of Europe and America, much quarrelling

and displeasure would often be avoided if they

did exist and did not have to be re-established

by individuals. Many a European will see an
act of high wisdom in the laws of avoidance

which savage races have established to preclude

any tmderstanding between two persons who
have become so closely related. There is

hardly any doubt that tiiere is something in

the psychological situation of mother-in-law

and son-in-law which furthers hostilities be-

tween them and renders living together difficult.

The fact that the witticisms of civilized races

show such a preference for this very mother-in-

law theme seems to me to point to the fact that

the emotional relations between mother-in-law

and son-in-law are controlled by components

which stand in sharp contrast to each other.

I mean that the relation is really ‘ ambivalent

that is, it is composed of conflicting feelings of

tenderness and hostility.
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A certain part of these feelings is evident.

The mother-in-law is unwilling to give up the

possession of her daughter ; she distrusts the

stranger to whom her daughter has been de-

livered, and shows a tendency to maintain the

dominating position, to which she became
accustomed at home. On the part of the man,
there is the determination not to subject himself

any longer to any foreign will, his jealousy of all

persons who preceded him in the possession of

his wife’s tenderness, and, last but not least, his

aversion to being disturbed in his illusion of

sexual over-valuation. As a rule such a dis-

turbance emanates for the most part from his

mother-in-law who reminds him of her daughter

through so many common traits but who lacks

all the charm of youth, such as beauty and that

psychic spontaneity which makes his wife

precious to him.

The knowledge of hidden psychic feelings

which psychoanalytic investigation of indi-

viduals has given us, makes it possible to add

other motives to the above. Where the psycho-

sexual needs of the woman are to be satisfied

in marriage and family life, there is always the

danger of dissatisfaction through the premature

termination of the conjugal relation, and the

monotony in the wife’s emotional life. The
ageing mother protects herself against this by
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living through the lives of her children, by
identifying herself with them and making their

emotional experiences her own. Parents are

said to remain young with their children, and
this is, in fact, one of the most valuable psychic

benefits which parents derive from their children.

Childlessness thus eliminates one of the best

means to endure the necessary resignation

imposed upon the individual through marriage.

This emotional indentification with the daugh-

ter may easily go so far with the mother that

she also falls in love with the man her daughter

loves, which leads, in extreme cases, to severe

forms of neurotic ailments on account of the

violent psychic resistance against this emotional

predisposition. At all events the tendency

to such infatuation is very frequent with the

mother-in-law, and either this infatuation itself

or the tendency opposed to it joins the conflict

of contending forces in the psyche of the

mother-in-law. Very often it is just this harsh

and sadistic component of the love emotion

which is turned against the son-in-law in order

better to suppress the forbidden tender feelings.

The relation of the husband to his mother-in-

law is complicated through similar feelings

which however, spring from other sources. The
path of object selection has normally led him to

his love object through the image of his mother
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and perhaps of his sister ; in consequence of the

incest barriers his preference for these two
beloved persons of his childhood has been

deflected and he is then able to find their image

in strange objects. He now sees the mother-

in-law taking the place of his own mother and

of his sister’s mother, and there develops a

tendency to return to the primitive selection,

against which everything in him resists. His

incest dread demands that he should not be

reminded of the genealogy of his love selection

;

the actuality of his mother-in-law, whom he had

not known all his life like his mother so that

her picture can be preserved unchanged in his

imconscious, facilitates this rejection. An
added mixture of irritability and animosity in

his feelings leads us to si^pect that the mother-

in-law actually represents an incest temptation

for the son-in-law, just as it not infrequently

happens that a man falls in love with his

subsequent mother-in-law before his inclination

is transferred to her daughter.

I see no objection to the assumption that it is

just this incestuotis factor of the relationship

which motivates the avoidance between son-

and mother-in-law among savages. Amongthe

explanations for the * avoidances ’ which these

primitive races observe so strictly, we would

therefore give preference to the opinion origin-
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ally expressed by Fison. who sees nothing in

these regulations but a protection against

possible incest. This would also hold good for

all the other avoidances between those related

by blood or by marriage. There is only one

difference, namely, in the first case the incest

is direct, so that the purpose of the prevention

might be conscious ; in the other case, which
includes the mother-in-law relation, the incest

would be a phantasy temptation brought about

by unconscious intermediary links.

We have had little opportunity in this

exposition to show that the facts of folk-psycho-

logy can be seen in a new light through the appli-

cation of the psychoanalytic point of view, for

the incest dread of savages has long been known
as such, and is in need of no further interpreta-

tion. What we can add to the further apprecia-

tion of incest dread is the statement that it is a
subtle infantile trait and is in striking agree-

ment with the psychic life of the neurotic.

Psychoanalysis has taught us that the first

object selection of the boy is of an incestuous

nature and that it is directed to the forbidden

objects, the mother and the sister ; pyscho-

analysis has taught us also the methods tlurough

which the maturing individual frees himself

from these incestuous attractions. The neu-

rotic, however, regularly presents to us a piece
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of psychic infantilism ; he has either not been

able to free himself from the childlike conditions

of psychosexuality, or dse he has returned to

them (inhibited development and regression).

Hence the incestuous fixations of the libido

still play or again are playing the main r6le

in his unconscious psychic life. We have gone

so far as to declare that the relation to the

parents instigated by incestuous longings is the

central complex of the nemosis. This dis-

covery of the significance of incest for the

neurosis naturally meets with the most general

incredulity on the part of the grown-up, normal

man ; a similar rejection will also meet the

researches of Otto Rank, which show in even

larger scope to what extent the ineest theme
stands in the centre of poetical interest and
how it forms the material of poetry in countless

variations and distortions. We are forced to

believe that such a rejection is above all

the product of man’s deep aversion to his

former incest wishes which have since suc-

cumbed to repression. It is therefore of im-

portance to us to be able to show that man’s in-

cest wishes, which later are destined to become
imconscious, are still felt to be dangerous by
savage races who consider them worthy of the

most severe defensive measures.



CHAPTER II

TABOO AND THE AMBIVALENCE OF EMOTIONS

1

Taboo is a Polynesian word, the translation

of which provides difficulties for us because we
no longer possess the idea which it connotes. It

was still current with the ancient Romans : their

word * sacer ’ was the same as the taboo of the

Polynesians. The dyot of the Greeks and the

Kodaush of the Hebrews must also have sig-

nified the same thing which the Polynesians ex-

press through their word taboo and what many
races in America, Africa (Madagascar), North
and Central Asia express through analogous

designations.

For us the meaning of taboo branches oft into

two opposite directions. On the one hand it

means to us sacred, consecrated : but on the

other hand it means, uncanny, dangerous, for-

bidden, and unclean. The opposite for taboo is

designated in Poiyn^ian by the word noa and
signifies something ordinary and generally

accessible. Thus s<Hnething like the concept
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of reserve inheres in taboo; taboo expresses

itself essentially in prohibiticms and restrictions.

Our combination of * holy dread ’ would often

express the meaning of taboo.

The taboo restrictions are different from
religious or moral prohibitions. They are not

traced to a commandment of a god but really

they themselves impose their own prohibitions ;

they are differentiated from moral prohibitions

by fedling to be included in a system which
declares abstinences in general to be necessary

and gives reasons for this necessity. The taboo

prohibitions lack all justification and are of

unknown origin. Though incomprehensible to

us they are taken as a matter of course by those

who are under their dominance.

Wundt ^ calls taboothe oldest unwritten code

of law of hmnanity. It is generally assumed
that taboo is older than the gods and goes back
to the pre-religious age.

As we are in need ofan impartial presentation

of the subject of taboo before subjecting it to

psychoanalytic consideration I shall now cite

an excerpt from the article Taboo in the En-
cyclopedia Britannica written by the anthro-

pologist Northcote W. Thomas •

:

‘ VodkernayeMogit, II. Band : MyOtua umd BAgton, 1906, II,

p. 308.

Elerenth Edition ; tbia artiole alao gives the moet impartaot
refoenoes.
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“ Properly speaking taboo includes only (a)

the sacred (or unclean) character of persons or

things, (b) the kind of prohibition which results

from this character, and (c) the sanctity (or un-

cleanliness) wliich results from a violation of the

prohibition. The converse of taboo in Poly-

nesia is ‘ noa ’ and allied forms which mean
‘general’ or ‘common’ . . .

“ Various classes of taboo in the wider sense

may be distinguished : 1. natm^l or direct, the

result of ‘ mana ’ mysterious (power) inherent in

a peraon or thing
; 2. communicated or indirect,

equally the result of ‘mana’ but (a) acquired or

(6) imposed by a priest, chief or other person ;

8. intermediate, where both factors are present,

as in the appropriation ofa wife to her husband.

The term taboo is also applied to ritual prohibi-

tions of a different nature
;
but its use in these

senses is better avoided. It might be argued

that the term should be extended to embrace

cases in which the sanction of the prohibition is

the creation of a god or spirit, i.e., to religious

interdictions as distinguished from magical, but

there is neither automatic action nor contagion

in such a case, and a better term for it is religi-

ous interdiction.

“ The objects of the taboo are many : 1 . direct

taboos aim at (a) protection of important per^

sous—chiefs, priests, etc.—and things against
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harm ; (b) safeguarding of the weak—women
children and common people generally—from

the powerful mana (magical influence) of chiefs

and priests
;

(c) providing against the dangers

incurred by handling or coming in contact with

corpses, by eating certain food, etc.
;

(d) guard-

ing the chief acts of life—^births, initiation, mar-

riage and sexual functions—^against interfer-

ence ; (e) securing human beings against the

wrath or power of gods and spirits*
; (/) secur-

ing unborn infants and young children who
stand in a specially sympathetic relation with

their parents, from the consequence of certain

actions, and more especially from the communi-
cation of qualities supposed to be derived from

certain foods. 2. Taboos are imposed in order

to secure against thieves the property of an
individual, his fields, tools, etc.”

Other parts of the article may be summarized

as follows. Originally the punishment for the

violation of a taboo was probably left to an
inner, automatic arrangement. The violated

taboo avenged itself. "Wherever the taboo was

related to ideas of gods and demons an auto-

matic punishment was expected from the power
of the godhead. In other cases, probably as a

result of a further development of the idea, so-

' Thu appUoation of the taboo can be omitted u not onguuUy
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ciety took over the punishment of the offender,

whose action has endangered his companions.

Thus man’s first systems of punishment are also

connected with taboo.
“ The violation of a taboo makes the offender

himself taboo.” The author goes on to say that

certain dangers resulting from the violation of

a taboo may be exercised through acts of

penance and ceremonies of purification.

A peculiar power inherent in persons and
ghosts, which can be transmitted from them to

inanimate objects is regarded as the source of

the taboo. This part of the article reads as fol-

lows :
“ Pci*sons or things which are regarded

as taboo may be compared to objects charged

with electricity
;
they are the seat of tremendous

power which is transmissible by contact, and
may be liberated with destructive effect if the

organisms which provoke its discharge are too

weak to resist it ; the result of a violation of a
taboo depends partly on the strength of the

magical influence inherent in the taboo object

or person, partly on the strength of the opposing

mana of the violator of the taboo. Thus, kings

and chiefs are possessed of great power, and it

is death for their subjects to address them
directly ; but a minister or other person of

greater mana than common, can approach them
unharmed, and can in turn be approached by
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their inferiors without risk. ... So, too, in-

direct taboos depend for their strength on the

Ttiana. of him who opposes them ; if it is a
chief or a priest, they cure mmre powerful than

those imposed by a common person.”

The fact that a taboo is trcmsmissible has

surely given rise to the effort of removing it

through expiatory ceremonies.

The author states that there are permanent
and temporary taboos. The former comprise

priests and chiefs as well cus the dead and every-

thing that has belonged to them. Temporary
talxm attach themselves to certain conditions

such as menstruation and child-bed, the status

of the warrior before and cdter the expedition,

the cMJtivities of fishing and of the chase, and
similar activities. A general taboo may also be

imposed upon a large district hke an ecclesias-

tic^ intei^ct, and may then last for years.

If I judge my readers’ impressions cx>rrectly,

I dare say that after hecuring cdl that was said

about tal^ they are far from knowing what to

understand by it and where to store it in their

minds. This is surely due to the insufficient in-

formation 1 have given cmd to the omission of

all discussions (x>n(»ming the relation of tab<x>

to superstition, to belief in the soul, and to re-

ligion. On the other hand I fear that a more
detailed description of what is known about
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taboo would be still more confusing; I can

therefore assure the reader that the state of

affairs is really far from dear. We may say,

however, that we deal with a series of restric-

tions which these primitive races impose upon
themselves ; this and that is forbidden without

any apparent reason ; nor does it occur to them
to question this matter, for they subject them-

sdves to these restrictions as a matter of course

and are convinced that any transgression will

be punished automatically in the most severe

manner. There are reliable reports that

innocent transgressions of such prohibitions

have actually been punished automatically.

For instance, the innocent offender who had
eaten from a forbidden animal became deep-

ly depressed, expected his death and then

actually died . The prohibitions mostly concern

matters which are capable of enjoyment such as

freedom of movement and unrestrained inter-

course ; in some cases they appear very in-

genious, evidently representing abstinences and
renunciations ; in other cases their content is

quite incomprehensible, they seem to concern

themselves with trifles and give the impression

of ceremonials. Something like a theory seems

to underlie all these prohibitions, it seems as if

these prohibitions are necessary because some
persons and objects possess a dangerous power
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TThich is transmitted by contact with the object

so charged, almost like a contagion. The
quantity of this dangerous property is also

taken into consideration. Some persons or

things have more of it than others and the

danger is precisely in accordance with the

charge. The most peculiar part of it is that

any one who has violated such a prohibition

assumes the nature of the forbidden object as

if he had absorbed the whole dangerous charge.

This power is inherent in all persons who are

more or less prominent, such as kings, priests

and the newly bom, in all exceptional physical

states such as menstruation, puberty and birth,

in everything sinister like illness and death and
in everything connected with these conditions

by virtue of contagion or dissemination.

However, the term ‘ taboo ’ includes all per-

sons, localities, objects and temporary condi-

tions which are carriers or sources of this

mysterious attribute. The prohibition derived

from this attribute is sdso designated as taboo,

and lastly taboo, in the literal sense, includes

everything that is sacred, above the ordinary,

and at the same time dangerous, unclean and
mysterious.

Both this word and the system corresponding

to it express a fragment of psychic life which

really is not comprehensible to us. And indeed
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it would seem that no understanding of it could

be possible without entering into the study of

the belief in spirits and demons which is so

characteristic of these low grades of culture.

Now why should we take any interest at all in

the riddle of taboo ? Not only, I think, because

every psychological problem is well worth the

effort of mvestigation for its own sake, but for

other reasons as well. It may be surmised that

the taboo of Polynesian savages is after all not

so remote from us as we were at first inclined to

believe
;
the moral and customary prohibitions

which we ourselves obey may have some essen-

tial relation to this primitive taboo the explana-

tion of which may in the end throw light upon
the dark origin ot our own ‘ categorical impera-

tive.’

We are therefore inclined to listen with keen

expectations when an investigator like W.
Wundt gives his interpretation of taboo, espe-

cially as he promises to go back to the very roots

of the talxw concepts”*.

Wundt states that the idea of taboo “ includes

all customs which express dread of particular

objects connected with cultic ideas or of actions

having reference to them ” *.

On another occasion he says :
“ In accord-

« VotOerpigokologie, VoL H: Bdigkm uod MyUimt, p. 900,

* ix, p. 887.
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anoe ^th th^ general sense of the word we
understand by taboo every prohibition laid

down in customs or manners or in expressly

formulated laws, not totouch an object or to take

it for one’s own use, or to make use of certain

proscribed words. . . Accordingly there

would not be a single race or stage of culture

which had escaped the injurious effects of taboo.

Wundt then shows why he finds it more prac-

tical to study the nature of taboo in the primi-

tive states of Australian savages rather than

in the higher culture of the Polynesian races.

In the case of the Australians he divides taboo

prohibitions into three classes according as they

concern animals, persons or other objects. The
animal taboo, which consists essentially of the

taboo against killing and eating, forms the

nucleus of Totemism •. The taboo of the

second class, which has human beings for its

object, is of an essentially different nature

To begin with it is restricted to conditions which

bring about an unusual situation in life for the

person tabooed. Thus young men at the feast

of initiation, women during mcnstniation and
immediately after delivery, newly born children,

the deceas^ and especially the dead, are all

taboo. The constantly used property of any
person, such as his clothes, tools and weapons*

* Comp, dmpter I.
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is pennanently taboo for everybody else. In

Australia the new name which a youth receives

at his initiation into manhood becomes part of

his most personal property, it is taboo and
must be kept secret. The taboos of the third

class, which apply to trees, plants, houses and
localities, are more variable and seem only to

follow the rule that anything which for any
reason arouses dread or is mysterious, becomes
subject to taboo.

Wundt himself has to acknowledge that the

changes which taboo undergoes in the richer

culture of the Polynesians and in the Malayan
Archipelago are not very profound. The
greater social differentiation of these races mani-

fests itself in the fact that chiefs, kings and
priests exercise an especially effective taboo and
are themselves exposed to the strongest taboo

compulsion.

But the real sources of taboo lie deeper than

in the interests of the privileged classes

:

“ They begin where the most primitive and at

the same time the most enduring human
impulses have their origin, namely, in the fear

of the effect of demonic powers “ The taboo,

which originally was nothing more than the

objectified fear of the demonic power thought

to be concealed in the tabooed object, forbids

» .c., p. 307.
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the irritation of this power and demands the

placationof the demon whenever the taboo has

been knowingly or unknowingly violated.”

The taboo then gradually became an auto-

nomous power which has detached itself from
demonism. It becomes the compulsion of

custom and tradition and finally of the law.

But the commandment concealed behind

taboo prohibitions which ditfer materially ac-

cording to place and time, bad originally the

meaning ; Beware of the wrath of the demons.”

Wundt therefore teaches that taboo is the ex-

pression and evolution of the belief of primitive

races in demonic powers, and that later taboo

has dissociated itself from this origin and has

remained a power simply because it was one by
virtue of a kind of a psychic persistence and in

this manner it became the root of our customs

and laws. As little as one can object to the

first part of this statement I feel, however, that

1 am only voicing the impression of many of

my readers if I call Wundt’s explanation dis-

appointing. \Vimdt’s explanation is far from

going back to the sources of taboo concepts or to

their deepest roots. For neither fear nor

demons can be accepted in psychology as final-

ities defying any further deduction. It would

be different if demons really existed ;
but we

know that, like gods, they are only the product
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of the psychic powers of man ; they have been

created and out of somethin .

Wimdt also expresses anumber of important

though not altogkher clear opinions about the

double meaning of taboo. According to him
the division between sacred and unclean does

not yet exist in the first primitive stages of

taboo. For this reason these conceptions

entirely lack the significance which they could

only acquire later on when they came to be con-

tra sted. The animal, person or place on which
there is a taboo is demonic, that is, not sacred,

and therefore not yet,in the later sense, imclean.

The expression taboo is particularly suitable

for this undifferentiated and intermediate

meaning of the demonic, in the sense of some-

thing which may not be touched, since it empha-

sizes a characteristic which finally adheres both

to what is sacred and to the imclean, namely,

the dread of contact. But the fact that this

important characteristic is permanently held in

common points to the existence of an original

agreement here between these two spheres

which gave way to a differentiation only os the

result of further conditions through which both

finally developed into opposites.

The belief associated with the original taboo,

according to which a demonic power concealed

in the object avenges the touching of it or its fo^
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bidden use by bewitching the offender was still

an entirely objectified fear. This had not yet

separated into the two forms which it assumed

at a more developed stage, namely, awe and

aversion.

How did this separation come about ? Ac-

cording to Wundt, this was done through the

transference of taboo prohibitions from the

sphere of demons to that of theistic conceptions.

The antithesis of sacred and imclean coincides

with the succession of two mythological stages

the first of which did not entirely disappear when
the second was reached but continued in a state

of greatly lowered esteem which gradually

turned into contempt. It is a general law in

mythology that a preceding stage, just because it

has been overcome and pushed bade by a higher

stage, maintains itself next to it in a debased

form so that the objects of its veneration be-

come objects of aversion*.

AVundt’s further elucidations refer to the

relation of taboo to lustration and sacrifice.

2

He who approachestheproblem of tnboo from
the field of psychoanalysis, which is concerned

with the study of the imconscious part of the

individual’s psychic life, needs but a moment’s

• U, p. 318.
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reflection to realize that these phenomena areby
no means foreign to him. He knows peoifle who
have individually created such tabw prohibi-

tions for themselves, whidi they follow as

strictly as savages observe the taboos common
to their tribe or society. If he were not accus-

tomed to call these individuals ‘ compulsion

neurotics’ he would find the term ‘ taboo

disease ’ quite appropriate for their malady.

Psychoanalytic investigation has taught him
the clinical etiology and the essential part of the

psycholc^cal mechanism of this compulsion

disease, so that he cannot resist applying what
he has learnt there to explain corresponding

manifestations in folk psychology.

There is one warning to which we shall have to

give heed in making this attempt . The similar-

ity between taboo and compulsion disease may
be purely superficial, holding good only for the

manifestations of both without exteu^ng into

their deeper characteristics. Nature loves to

use identical forms in the most widely different

biological connections, as, for instance, for coral

stems and plants and even for certain crystals

or for the formation of certain chemical precipi-

tates. It would certainly be both premature

and improfitable to base conclusioos relating to

inner relationships upon the correspondence of

merely mechanical conditions. We shall beat
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this warning in mind without, however, giving

up our intended comx>arison on account of the

possibility of such confusions.

The first and most striking correspondence

between the compulsion prohibitions of neu-

rotics and taboo lies in the fact that the origin

of these prohibitions is just as unmotivated and
emgmatic. They have appeared at some time

or other and must now be retained on account

of an unconquerable anxiety. An external

threat of punishment is superfluous, because an
inner certainty (a conscience) exists that viola-

tion will be followed by xmbearable disaster.

The very most that compulsion patients can tell

us is the vague premonition that some person

of their environment will suffer harm if they

should violate the prohibition. Of what the

harm is to consist is not known, and this inade-

quate information is more likely to be obtained

during the later discussions of the expiatory and
defensive actions than when the prohibitions

themselves are being discussed.

As in the case of taboo the nucleus of the neu-

rotic prohibition is the act of touching, whence
we derive the name ‘ touching phobia ’ or dSlire

de toucher. The prohibition extends not only to

direct contact with the body but also to the fig-

urative use of the phrase as * to come into con-

tact ’ or * be in touch with smne one or some-
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tiling*. Anything that leads the thoughts to

what is prohibited and thus calls forth mental

contact is just as much prohibited as immediate

bodily contact; this same extension is also

found in taboo.

Some prohibitions are easily imderstood from
their purpose but others strike us as incompre-

hensible, foolish and senseless. We designate

such commands as ‘ ceremonials ’ and we find

that taboo customs show the same variations.

Obsessive prohibitions possess an extraordi-

nary capacity for displacement ; they make use

ofalmost any form of connection to extend from

one object to another and then in turn make this

new object ‘ impossible as one of my patients

aptly puts it. This impossibility finally lays an
embargo upon the whole world. The compul-

sion neurotics act as if the ‘ impossible * persons

and things were the carriers of a dangerous con-

tagion which is ready to displace itself through

contact to all neighl^riring things. We have
already emphasizsed the same characteristics of

contagion and transference in the description of

taboo prohibitions. We also know that any
one who has violated a taboo by touching some-

thing which is taboo becomes taboo himself, and
no one may come into contact with him.

1 shall put side by side two examples of trans-

ference or, to use a better term, displacement^
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onefromthe life ofthe Maori, and the other from
my observation of a woman suffering from a

compulsion neurosis

:

“ For a similar reason a Maori chief would not

blow on a fire with his mouth ; for his sacred

breath would communicate its sanctity to the

fire, which would pass it on to the meat in the

pot, which would pass it on to theman who ate

the meat which was in the pot, which stood on
the fire, which was breathed on by the chief ; so

that the eater, infected by the chiefs breath

conveyed through these intermediaries, would

surely die ” •.

My patient demanded that a utensil which

her husband had purchased and brought home
should be removed lest it make the place where

she lives impossible. For she has heard that

this object was bought in a store which is situ-

ated, let us say, in Stag Street. But as the

word * stag ’ is the name of a friend now in a

distant city, whom she has known in her youth

under her maiden nameand whom she now finds

‘ impossible ’, that is taboo, the object bought

in Vienna is just as taboo as this friend with

whom she does not want to come into contact.

Compulsion prohibitions, like taboo prohibi-

tions, entail the most extraordinary renimcia-

• Fnuwr.TJUOoUmjBoivAn; Talno and Oe Perib of Ac Sonl,

1911, p. 136.
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tions and restrictions of life, but apart of these

can be removed by carrying out certain acts

which now also must be done because they have

acquired a compulsive character (obsessive acts);

there is no doubt that these acts are inthenature

of penances, expiations, defence reactions, and
purifications. The most common of these

obsessive acts is washing with water (washing

obsession). A part of the taboo prohibitions

can also be replaced in this way, that is to say,

their violation can be made good through such a
‘ ceremonial ’, and here too lustration through

water is the preferred way.

Let us now summarize the points in which

the correspondence between taboo customs and
the symptoms of compulsion neurosis are most
clearly manifested : 1. In the lack of motiva-

tion of the commandments, 2. in their enforce-

ment through an inner need, 8. in their capacity

of displacement and in the danger of contagion

from what is prohibited, 4. and in the causation

of ceremonial actions and commandments
which emanate from the forbidden.

However, psychoanalysis has made us familar

with the clinical history as well as the psychic

medianism of compulsion neurosis. Thus the

history of a typical case of touching phobia

reads as follows : In the very beginning, during

the early period of childhood, the person mani-
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fested a strong plefisure in touching himself, the

object of which was much more specialized than

one would be inclined to suspect. Presently

the carrying out of this very pleasurable act of

touching was opposed by a prohibition from
without 1®. The prohibition was accepted be-

cause it was supported by strong inner forces “ ;

it proved to be stronger than the impulse wliich

wanted to manifest itself through this act of

touching. But due to the primitive psychic

constitution of the child this prohibition did not

succeed in abolishing the impulse. Its only suc-

cess lay in repressing the impulse (the pleasure

of touching) and banishing it into the uncon-

scious. Both the prohibition and the impulse

remained ;
the impulse because it had only

been repressed and not abolished, the proliibi-

tion, because if it had ceased the impulse would
have broken through into consciousness and
would have been carried out. An unsolved

situation, a psychic fixation, had thus been

created and now everything else emanated

from the continued conflict between prohibition

and impulse.

The main characteristic of the psychic con-

stellation which has thus gone under fixation lies
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in what one might call the ambivalent behav-

iour “ of the individiial to the object, or rather

to an action regarding it. The individual con-

stantly wants to carry out this action (the act

of touching), he sees in it the highest pleasure,

but he may not carry it out, and he even abom-
inates it. The opposition between these two
streams cannot be easily adjusted because

—

there is no other way to express it—they are so

localized in the psychic life that they cannot

meet. The prohibition becomes fully conscious,

while the surviving pleasure of touching remains

unconscious, the person knowing nothing about

it. If this psychological factor did not exist the

ambivalence could neithermaintain itself solong

nor lead to such subsequent manifestations.

In the clinical history of the case we have em-
phasized the appearance of the prohibition in

early childhood as the determining factor
; but

for the further elaboration of the neurosis this

r61e is played by the repression which appears

at this age . On accoimt ofthe repression which

has taken place, which is connected with forget-

ting (amnesia), the motivation of the prohibi-

tion that has become conscious remains un-

known, and all attempts to unravel it intellec-

tually must fail, as the point of attack cannot be

found. The prohibition owes its strength—its

To oae an excellent term corned by Bleuler,
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compulsive character—to its association with

its unknown counterpart, the hidden and
unabated pleasure, that is to say, to an inner

need into which conscious insight is lacking.

The transferability and reproductive power of

the prohibition reflect a process which harmon-
izes with the unconscious pleasure and is very

much facilitated through the psychological

determinants ofthe unconscious. The pleasure

of the impulse constantly undergoes displace-

ment in order to escape the blocking which it

encounters and seeks to acquire surrogates for

the forbidden in the form of substitutive objects

and actions. For the same reason the prohibi-

tion also wanders and spreads to the new aims
of the proscribed impulse. Every new advance
of the repressed libido is answered by the pro-

hibition with anewseverity. The mutual inhibi-

tion of these two contending forces creates a
need for discharge and for lessening the existing

tension, in which we may recognize the motiva-

tion for the compulsive acts. In the neurosis

there are distinctly acts of compromise which

on the one hand may be r^^arded as proofs of

remorse and efforts to expiate and similiar

actions
; but on the other hand they are at the

same time substitutive actions which recom-

pense the impulse for what has been forbidden.

It is a law of neurotic diseases that these obscs-
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sive acts serve the impulse more and more and

come nearer and nearer to the original and for-

bidden act.

We may now make the attempt to study

taboo as if it were of the same nature as thecom-

pulsive prohibitions of our patients. It must
naturally be clearly understood that many of

the talxra prohibitions which we shall study are

already secondary, displaced and distorted, so

that we shall have to be satisfied if we can shed

some light upon the earliest and most important

taboo prohibitions. We must also remember
that the differences in the situation of the

savage and of the neiurotic may be important

eno\igh to exclude complete correspondence

and prevent a point by point transfer from one

to the other such as would be possible if we
were dealing with exact copies.

First of all it must be said that it is useless to

question savages as to the real motivation of

their prohibitions or as to the genesis of taboo.

According to our assumption they must be
incapable of telling us anything about it since

this motivation is * unconscious ’ to them. But
following the model of the compulsive prohibi-

tion we shall construct the history of taboo as

follows : Taboos are very ancient prohibitions

which at one time were forced upon a generation

of primitive people from without, that is, they
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probably were forcibly impressed upon them by
an earlier generation. These prohibitions con-

cerned actions for which there existed a strong

desire. The prohibitions maintained them-

selves from generation to generation, perhaps

only as the result of a tradition set up by
paternal and social authority. But in later

generations they have perhaps already become
‘ organized ’ as a piece of inherited psychic

property. Whether there are such ‘ innate

ideas ’ or whether these have brought about the

fixation of the taboo by themselves or by co-

operating with education no one could decide

in the particular case in question. The per-

sistence of taboo teaches, however, one thing,

namely, that the original pleasure to do the for-

bidden still continues among taboo races.

They therefore assume an ambivalent attitude

toward their taboo prohibitions ; in their un-

conscious they would Uke nothing better than to

transgress them but they are also afraid to do

it ; they are afraid just because they would

like to transgress, and the fear is stronger than

the pleasure. But in every individual of the

race the desire for it is unconscious, just as in

the neurotic.

The oldest and most important taboo prohi-

bitions are the two basic laws of toiemism:

namely not to kill the totem animal, and to avoid
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sexual intercouise with totem compamcms of

the other sex.

It wotjld therefore seem that these must have

been the oldest and strongest desires ofmankind.

We cannot understand this and therefore we
cannot use these examples to test our assump-

tions as long as the meaning and the origin of the

totemic system is so whollyunknown to us. But
the very wording of these taboos and the fact

that they occtir together will remind any one

who knows the results of the psychoanalytic

investigation of individuals, of something quite

definite which psychoanalysts call the central

point of the infantile wish life and the nucleus

of the later neurosis

All other varieties of taboo phenomena which

have led to the attempted classifications noted

above become unified if we sum them up in the

following sentence : The basis of taboo is a for-

bidden action for which there exists a strong

inclination in the unconscious.

We know, without imderstanding it, that

whoever does what is prohibited and violates

the taboo, becomes himself taboo. But how
can we connect this fad with the other, namely

that the taboo adheres not only to persons who
have done what is prohibited but also to persons

who are in exceptional circumstances, to these

>* See Chapter IV : Totmum, etc,
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circumstances themselves, and to impersonal

things ? >Vhat can this dangerous attribute be

which always remains the same under all these

different conditions ? Only one thing, namely,

the propensity to arouse the ambivalence of

man and to tempt himto violate the prohibition.
An individual who has violated a taboo be-

comes himself taboo because he has the danger-

ous property of tempting others to follow his

example. He arouses envy ;
why should he be

allowed to do what is prohibited to others ?

He is therefore really contagiom, in so far as

every example incites to imitation, and there-

fore he himself must be avoided.

But a person may become permanently or

temporarily taboo without having violated any
taboos, for the simple reason that he is in a con-

dition which has the property of inciting the

forbidden desires of others and of awakening
the ambivalent conflict in them. Most of the

exceptional positions and conditions have this

character and possess this dangerous power.

The king or chieftain rouses envy of his pre-

rogatives
; everybody would perhaps like to

be king. The dead, the newly bom, and women
when they are incapacitated, all act as incite-

ments on account of their peculiar helpless-

ness, while the individual who has just reached

sexual maturity tempts through the promise of
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a new pleasure. Therefore tdl these persons

and all these conditions are taboo, for one must
not yield to the temptations which they offer.

Now, too, we understand why the forces

inherent in the ‘ mana ’ of various persons can

neutralize one another so that the mana of one

individual can partly cancel that of the other.

The taboo of a king is too strong for his subject

because the social difference between them is too

great. But a minister, for example, can become
the harmless mediator between them. Trans-

lated from the language of taboo into the lan-

guage of normal psychology this means ; the

subject who shrinks from the tremendous

temptation which contact with the king creates

for him can brook the intercourse of an official,

whom he docs not have to envy so much and
whose position perhaps seems attainable to him.

The minister, on his part, can moderate his envy
of the king by taking into consideration the

power that has been granted to him. Thus
smaller differences in the magic power that

lead to temptation are less to be fcar^ than ex-

ceptionally big differences.

It is equally clear how the violation of certain

taboo prohibitions becomes a social danger

whicli must be punished or expiated by all the

members of society lest it harm them all. This

danger really exists if we substitute the known
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impulses for the imconscious desires. It con-

sists in the possibility of imitation, as a result

of which society would soon be dissolved. If

the others did not punish the violation they

would perforce become aware that they want
to imitate the evil doer.

Though the secret meaning of a taboo prohi-

bition cannot possibly be of so special a nature

as in the case of a neurosis, we must not be

astonished to find that touching plays a similar

r61e in taboo prohibition as in the dSlire de

toucher. To touch is the beginning of every act

of possession, of every attempt to make use of

a person or thing.

We have interpreted the power of contagion

which inheres in the taboo as the property of

leading into temptation, and of inciting to imita-

tion. This does not seem to be in accord with

the fact that the contagiousness of the taboo is

above all manifested in the transference to

objects which thus themselves become carriere

of the taboo.

This transferability of the taboo reflects what
is found in the neurosis, namely, the constant

tendency of the unconscious impulse to become

displaced through associative channels upon
new objects. Our attention is thus drawn to

the fact that the dangerous magic power of the
* mana ’ corresponds to two real faculties, the
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capacity of reminding man of his forbidden

wishes, and the apparently more important one

of tempting him to violate the prohibition in the

service of these wishes. Both functions reunite

into one, however, if we assume it to be in

accord with a primitive psychic life that with

the awakening of a memory of a forbidden

action there should alsobe combined the awaken-

ing of the tendency to carry out the action.

Memory and temptation then again coincide.

We must also admit that if the example of a
person who has violated a prohibition leads

another to the same action, the disobedience

of the prohibition has been transmitted like a
contagion, just as the taboo is transferred from

a person to an object, and from this to another.

If the violation of a taboo can be ccoidoned

through expiation or penance, which means, of

course, a renunciation of a possession or a

liberty, wc have the proof that the observance of

a taboo regulation was itself a renunciation of

something really wished for. The omission

of one renunciation is cancelled through a
renunciation at some other point. This would
lead us to conclude that, as far as taboo cere-

monials are concerned, penance is more primi-

tive than purification.

Let us now summarize what understanding

we have gained of taboo through its comparison
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with the compulsive prohibition of the neurotic.

Taboo is a very primitiye prohibition imposed

from without (by an authority) and directed

against the strongest desires of man. The

desire to violate it continues in the unconscious ;

persons who obey the taboo have an ambivalent

feeling toward what is affected by the taboo.

The magic power attributed to taboo goes ba(^

to its ability to lead man into temptation ; it

behaves like a contagion, because the example is

contagious, and because the prohibited desire

becomes displacing in the unconscious upon

something else. The expiation for the violation

of a taboo through a renunciation proves that a

renunciation is at the basis of the observance of

the taboo.

8

We may ask what we have gained from the

comparison of taboo with compulsion neurosis

and what value can be claimed for the interpre-

tation we have given on the basis of this com-

parison ? Our intrepretation is evidently of

no value unless it affords an advantage not to be

had inany otherwayand unless it affords a better

understanding of taboo than was otherwise

possible. We might claim that we have already

given proof of its usefulness in what has been

said above; but we shall have to try to
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strengthen our proof by continuing the explana-

tion of taboo prohibitions and cust<Hns in detail.

But we can avail ourselves of another method.

We can shape our investigation so as to ascer-

tain whether a part of the assumptions which

we have transferred from the neurosis to the

taboo, or the conclusions at which we have

thereby arrived can be demonstrated directly

in the phenomena of taboo. We must decide,

however, what we want to look for. The asser-

tion concerning the genesis of taboo, namely,

that it was derived from a primitive prohibition

which was once imposed from without, cannot,

of coxmse, be prov^. We shall therefore seek

to confirm those psychological conditions for

taboo with which we have become acquainted

in the case of compulsion neurosis. How did

we gain our knowl^gc of these psychological

factors in the case of neurosis ? Through the

analytical study of the symptoms, especially

the compulsive actions, the defence reactions

and the obsessive commands. These mechan-
isms gave every indication of having been

derived from ambivalent impulses or tendencies,

they either represented simultaneously the wish

and counter-wish or they served preponder-

antly one of the two contr^ tendencies. If we
shouldnow succeed in showing that ambivalence,

i.e., the sway of contrary tendencies, exists
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also in the case of taboo regulaticms or if we
should find among taboo mechanisms scxne

which like neurotic obsessions give simultaneous

expression to both currents,~we would have

established what is practically the most import-

ant point in the psychological correspondence

betwe^ taboo and ccnnpulsion neurosis.

We have already mentioned that the two fun-

damental taboo prohibitions are inaccessible to

our analysis because they belong to totemism

;

another part of the taboo rules is of secmidary

origin and cannot be used for our purpose. For
among these races taboo has become the general

form of law giving and has helped to promote
social tendencies which are certainly younger

than taboo itself, as for instance, the taboos

imposed by chiefs and priests to insure their

property and privil^^. But there still

remains a large group of laws which we may
undertake to investigate. Among these 1

lay stress on those taboos which are attached

(a) to enemies, {b) to diiefe, and (c) to the dead

;

^e material for our investigation is taken frc»n

the excellent oollectimi of J. G. Frazer in his

great work, The Golden Bought'*.
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(A) XHE TREATMENT OF ENEMIES

Inclined as we may have been to ascribe to

savage and semi-savage races uninhibited and
remorseless cruelty towards their enemies, it is

of great interest to us to learn that with them,

too, the killing of a person compels the observa-

ticm of a series of rules which are associated with

taboo customs. These rules are easily brought

under four groups ; they demand 1. reconcilia-

tion with the slain enemy, 2. restrictions, 8. acts

of expiation, and purifications of the manslayer,

and 4. certain ceremonial rites. The incom-

plete reports do not allow us to decide with

certainty how general or how isolated sudh

taboo customs may be among these races, but

this is a matter of indifference as £ar as our

interest in these occurences is concerned. Still,

it may be assumed that we are dealing with

widespread customs and not with isolated

peculiarities.

The reconciliation custmns practised on the

island of Timor, after a victorious band of war-

riors has returned with the severed heads of the

vanquished enemy, are especially significant be-

cause the leader of the expedition is subject to

heavy additicmal restricticMis. “ At the solemn

entry of the victors, sacrifices are made to con-

ciliate the souls of the enem^ ; otherwise one
would have to expect harm to come to the vie-
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tors. A dance is given and a song is sung in

which the slain enemy is mourned and his for-

giveness is implored :
‘ Be not angry they say

‘ because yom head is here with us ; had we
been less lucky, our heads might have been

exposed in your village. We have offered the

sacrifice to appease you. Your spirit may now
rest and leave us at peace. \Vhy were you our

enemy ? Would it not have b^n better that

we should remain friends ? Then your blood

would not have been spilt and your head would
not have been cut off

’ ”

Similar customs are found among the Palu in

Celebes ; the Gallas sacrifice to the spirits of

their dead enemies before they return to their

home villages”.

Other races have found methods of making

friends, guardians and protectors out of their

former enemies after they are dead. This con-

sists in the tender treatment of the severed

heads, of which many wild tribes of Borneo

boast. When the See-Dayaks of Sarawak bring

home a head from a war expedition, they treat

it for months with the greatest kindness and

courtesy and address it with the most endearing

names in their language. The best morsels

from their meals are put into its mouth, to-

“ FnuOT, lx., p. 166.
M PtaUtMhke, EOuiofmfhjf of Norik-taM Afnea.
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gether with titbits and cigars. The dead enemy
is repeatedly entreated to hate his former

friends and to bestow his love upon his new
hosts because he has now become one of them.

It would be a great mistake to think that any
derision is attached to this treatment, horrible

though it may seem to us”.

Observers have been struck by the mourning
for the enemy after he is slain and scalped,

among several of the wild tribe of North
America. When aChoctaw had killed an enemy
he began a month’s mourning during which he

submitted himself to serious restrictions. The
Dakota Indians mourned in the same way.

One authority mentions that the Osaga Indians

after mourm'ng for their own dead mourned for

their foes as if they had been friends •*.

Before proceeding to the other classes of

taboo customs for the treatment of enemies, we
must define our position in regard to a pertinent

objection. Both Frazer as well as other author-

ities may well be quoted against us to show that

the motive for these rtiles of reconciliation is

quite simple and has nothing to do with ’ ambi-

valence.’ These races are dominated by a

superstitious fear of the spirits of the slain, a

fear which was also familiar to classical an-
’’ Fruer Adnit, AtU$, Osvris, p. 848, 1007. Aoooniiiig to
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tiquiiy, and which the great British dramatist

brought upon the stage in the hallucinations

of Macbeth and Richard the Third. From this

superstition all the reconciliation rules as well

as the restrictions and expiaticms which we shall

discuss later can be logically deduced; more-

over, the ceremonies mduded in the fourth

group also argue for this interpretation, since

the (mly explanation of which they admit is the

effort to drive away the spirits of the slain

which pursue the manslayers^*. Besides, the

savages themselves directly admit their fear

for the spirits of their slain foes and trace back

the taboo customs under discussion to this fear.

This objection is certainly pertinent and if it

were adequate as well we would gladly spare

ourselves the trouble of our attempt to find a

further explanation. We postpone the consid-

eration of this objection rmtil later and for the

present merely contrast it to the interpretation

derived from our previous discussion of taboo.

All these rules of taboo lead us to conclude that

other impulses besides those that are merely

hostile find expression in the behaviour towards

enemies. We see in them manifestations of

repentance, of r^;ard for the enemy, and of a

bad conscience for having slain him. It seems

u FiMer, TtAoo, pp. 166-174. Tbew oenoiinuM oouiat of

hitting shield!, shontt^ bellowing and mahing noises with various

instnimeats, eto.
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that the commandment. Thou shalt not slay,

which could not be violated without punish-

ment, existed also amcmg these savages, long

before any legislation was received from the

hands of a god.

We now return to the remaining classes of

taboo rules. The restrictions laid upon the vic-

torious manslayer are unusually frequent and
are mostly of a serious nature. In Timor (com-
pare the reconciliation customs mentioned
above) the leader of the expedition cannot

return to his house under any circumstances. A
special hut is erected for him in which he spends

two months engaged in the observance of var-

ious rules of purification. During this period he
may not see his wife or nourish himself

;

another person must put his food in his mouth.***

Am(»g some Dayak tribes warriors returning

frcHU a successful expeditionmust remain seques-

tered for several days and abstam from certain

foods; they may not touch iron and must
remain away from their wives. In Logea, an
island near New Guinea, men who have killed

an enemy or have taken part in the killing,

lock themselves up in their houses for a week.

They avoid every intercourse with their wives

and friends, they do not touch their victuals

* Fruer,7aioo,p. 166,Moording to S. Moeller, Beiaem tn Onder-

toihingm in den InHeehen Arehipd, (Amstordun, 1857).
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with their hands and live on nothing but veget-

able foods which are cooked for them in special

dishes. As a reason for this last restriction it

is all^^ that they must smell the blood of

the slain, otherwise they would sicken and
die. Among the Toaripi- or Motumotu-tribes

in New Guinea a manslayer must not approach

his wife and must not touch his food with his

fingers. A second person must feed him with

special food. This continues until the next

new moon.
I avoid the complete enumeration of all the

cases ofrestrictions ofthe victorious slayer men-
tioned by Frazer, and emphasize <xily such cases

in which the character of taboo is especially

noticeable or where the restriction appears in

connection with expiation, purification and
ceremonial.

Among the Monumbos in German New
Guinea a man who has killed an enemy in com-
bat becomes ‘ xmclean ’, the same word being

employed which is applied to women during

menstruation or confinement. For a consider-

able period he is not allowed to leave the men’s

dub-house, while the inhabitants of his village

gather about him and cdebrate his victory with

songs and dances. He must not touch any one,

not even his wife and children ; ifhe did so they

would be afiOicted with boils. He finally b^
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comes dean through washing and other cere-

monies.

Among the Natchez in North America young
warriors who had procured their first scalp were

bound for six months to the observance of cer-

tain renunciaticms. They were not allowed to

sleepwith theirwives orto eatmeat, and received

only and maize pudding as nourishment.

When a Choctaw had killed and scalped an
enemy he began a period of mourning for one

month, during which he was not allowed to

comb his hair. When his head itched he was
not allowed to scratch it with his hand but used

a small stick for this purpose.

After a Pima Indian had killed an Apache he

had to submit himself to severe ceremonies of

purification and expiation. Dining a fasting

period of sixteen days he was not allowed to

toudb meat or salt, to look at a fire or to speak

to any one. He lived alone in the woods, where

he was waited upon by an old woman who
brought him a small allowance of food; he
often bathed in the nearest river, and carried a
lump of day on his head as a sign of mourning.

On^e seventeenth day there took place a public

ceremony through which he and his weapons
were solemnly purified. As the Pima Indians

took the manslaycr taboo much more seriously

than their enemies and, unlike than, did not
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postpone expiation and purification untilthe end

of the expedition, their prowess in war suffered

very much through their moral severity or what
might be called their piety. In spite of their

extraordinarybravery theyproved to be unsatis-

factory allies to the Americans in their wars

against the Apaches.

The detail and variations of these expiatory

and purifying ceremonies after the killing of an
enemy would be most interesting for purposes of

amore searching study, but I need not enumerate

any more of them here because they cannot fur-

ni^ us with any new points of view. I might

mention that the temporary or permanent isola-

tion of the professional executioner, which was
maintained up to our time, is a case in point.

The position of the ‘ free-holder ’ in medieeval

society really conveys a good idea of the ‘ taboo ’

of savages”.

The current explanation of all these rules of

reconciliation, restriction, expiationand purifica-

tion, combines two principles, namely, the ex-

tension of the taboo of the dead to everything

that has come into contact with him, and the

fear ofthe spirit ofthe slain. In what combina-
tion tiiese two elements are to explain the cere-

monial, whether they are to be considered as of

For theM exunplei see Fruer, Ttiboo, p. 166-170, “Maa-
skyen Tebooed."
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equal value or whether one of them is primary

a^ the other secondary, and which one, is no-

where stated, nor would this be an easy matter to

decide. In contradistinction to all this we em-

phasize the unity which our interpretation gains

by deducing all these rules from the ambivalence

of the emotion of savages towards their enemies.

(b) the taboo of BUIJSBS

The behaviour ofprimitive races towards their

chiefs, kings, and priests, is controlled by two
principles which seem rather to supplement than

to contradict each other. They must both be

guarded and be guarded against*'.

Both objects are am)mplished through in-

numerable rules of taboo. Why one must guard
against rulers is already known to us ; because

they are the bearers ofthat mysterious and dan-

gerous magic power which commum'cates itself

by contact, like an electric charge, bringing

death and destruction to any one not protected

by a similar charge. All direct or indirect con-

tact with this dangerous sacredness is therefore

avoided, and where it cannot be avoided a cere-

monial has been found to ward off the dreaded

consequences. The Nubas in Blast Africa, for

instance, believe that they must die ifthey enter

* Frazer, Tofioo. p. 132. “ He must not only be guarded, be
must alao be gnar^ against.”
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the house of their priest-king, but that they

escape this danger if, on entering, they bare the

left shoulder and induce the king to touch it with

his hand. Thus we have the remarkable case

of the king’s touch becoming the healing and
protective measure against the very dangers

that arise from contact with the king ; but it is

probably a question of the healing power of the

intentional touching on the king’s part in con-

tradistinction to the danger of touching him, in

other words, of the opposition between passivity

and activity towards the king.

Where the healing power of the royal touch is

concerned we do not have to look for examples

among savages. In comparatively recent times

the kings of England exercised this power upon
scrofula, whence it was called ‘ The King’s Evil ’.

Neither Queen Elizabeth nor any of her suc-

cessors renounced this part of the royal preroga-

tive. Charles I is said to have healed a hundred

sufferers at one time, in the year 1688. Under
his dissolute son Charles II, after the great

English revolution had passed, royal healings of

scrofula attained their greatest vogue.

This king is said to have touched close to a

hundred thousand victims of scrofula in the

course of his reign. The crush of those seeking

to be cured used to be so great that on one occa-

sion six orseven patients suffereddeath by suffo-
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cation instead of being healed. The sceptical

king of Orange, William III, who became king

of England after the banishment of the Stuarts,

refused to exercise the spell ; on the one occasion

when he consented to practise the touch, he did

so with words :
“ May God give you better

health and more sense”**.

The following account will bear witness to the

terrible effect of touching by virtue of which a
person, even though unintentionally, becomes

active against his king or against what belongs

to him. A chief ofhi^ rank and great holiness

in New Zealand happened to leave the remains

of his meal by the roadside. A young slave

came along, a strong healthy fellow, who saw
what was left over and started to eat it. Hardly

had he finished when a horrified spectator in-

formed him of his offence in eating the meal of

the chief. The man had been a strong, brave

warrior, but as soon as he heard this he coUapsed

and was afflicted by terrible convulsions, from

which he died towards sunset of the following

day**. A Maori woman ate a certain fruit and

then learned that it came from a place on which

there was a taboo. She cried out that the spirit

of the chief whom she had thus offended would

•• Ftuer, ne Magin Art, 1. p. 368.

Zealand, by m Ptkthn Maori (Lcmdon. 1884), aee

Fnuter, Taboo, p. 138.
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surely kill her. This incident occurred in the

afternoon, and on the next day at twelve o’clock

she was dead”. The tinderbox of a Maori chief

once cost several persons their lives. The chief

had lost it, and those who found it used it to

light their pipes. When they learned whose
property the tinder box was they all died of

fright”.

It is hardly astonishing that the need was felt

to isolate dangerous persons like chiefs and
priests, by building a wall around them which

made them inaccessible to others. We surmise

that this wall, which originally was constructed

out of taboo rules, still exists to-day in the form
of court ceremony.

But probably the greater part of this taboo of

the rulers cannot be traced back to the need of

guarding against them. The other point of view

in the treatment of privileged persons, the need

of guarding them from dangers with which they

are threatened, has had a distinct share in the

creation of taboo and therefore of the origin of

court etiquette.

The necessity ofguarding the king from every

conceivable dsmger arises from his great impor-

tance for the weal and woe of his subjects.

Strictly speaking, he is a person who regulates

“ W. Brown, New Ztdland md It* Abcriginet (London, 1840)

Fnxer, lx.
*• JVwcer, lx.
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the coiirse ofthe world ; his people have to thank
him not only for rain and suns^e, which allow

the fruits of the earth to grow, but fdso for the

wind which brings the ships to their shores and
for the solid ground on which they set their

feet".

These savage kings are endowed with a A\ealth

of power and an ability to bestow happiness

which only gods possess ; certainly in later

stages of civilization none but the most servile

courtiers would play the h5rpocrite to the extent

of crediting their sovereigns with the possession

of attributes similar to these.

It seems like an obvious contradiction that

persons of such perfection ofpower should them*
selves require the greatest care to guard them
against threatening dangers, but this is not the

only contradiction revealed in the treatment of

royal persons on the part of savages. These

races consider it necessary to watch over their

kings to see that they use their powers in the

right way ; they are by no means sure of their

good intentions or of their conscientiousness.

A strain of mistrust is mingled with the motiva-

tion of the taboo rules for the king. “ The idea

that early kingdoms are despotisms”, says

Frazer**, “ in which the people exist only for the

*< Fmur, Taboo. Th» Burim of Boyabf, p. 7.

•• J.«, D. 7.
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sovereign, is wholly inapplicable to the mon-
archies we are considering. On the contrary, the

sovereign in them exists only for his subjects

;

his life is only valuable so long as he discharges

the duties of his position by ordering the course

of nature for his people’s benefit. So soon as he

fails to do so, the care, the devotion, the religious

homage which they had hitherto lavished on
him cease and are changed into hatred and con-

tempt ; he is ignonainiously dismissed and may
be thankful if he escapes with his life. Wor-

shipped as a god one day, he is killed as a

criminal the next. But in this changed behavi-

our of the people there is nothing capricious or

inconsistent. On the contrary, their conduct is

quite consistent. If their king is their god he is,

or should be, also their preserver ; and if he will

not preservethem hemustmakeroom for another

who will. So long, however, as he answers their

expectations, there is no limit to the care which

they take of him, and which they compel him
to take of himself. A king of this sort lives

hedged in by ceremonious etiquette, a network

of prohibitions and observances, of which the

intention is not to contribute to his dignity,

much less to his comfort, but to restrain h^
from conduct which, by disturbing the harmony
of nature, might involve himself, his people, and
the universe in one common catastrophe. Far
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frcnn adding to his comfort, these observances,

by trammelling his every act, annihilate his free-

d(»n and often render ^e very life, vdiich it is

their object to pres^e, a burden and sorrow

to him.”

One of the most glaring examples of thus fet-

teringand paralysing a holy ruler through taboo

ceremonial seems to have been reached in the

life routine of the Mikado of Japan, as it existed

in earlier centuries. A description which is now
over two hundred years old** relates: “He
thinks that it would be very prejudicial to his

dignity and holiness to touch the ground with

his feet ; for this reason when he intends to go

anywhere, he must be carried thither on men’s

shoulders. Much less will they suffer that he

should expose his sacred person to the open air,

and the sun is not thought worthy to shine on

his head. There is such a holiness ascribed to aU
the parts of his body that he dares to cut off

neither his hair, nor his beard, nor his nails.

However, lest he should grow too dirty, they

may clean him in the night when he is asleep

;

becausethey saythatwhat istaken from hisbody
at that time, hath been stolen from him, and
that such a theft does not prejudice his holiness

or dignity. In ancient times, he was obliged to

sit on the throne for some hours every morning,
* Kaempler, Hiitory of Japan, mo in nuer, p. 3.
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with the imperial crown on his head ; but to sit

altogether like a statue without stirring either

hands or feet, head or eyes, nor indeed any part

of his body, becauseby this means it was thought
that he could preserve pCace and tranquillity in

his empire ; for if unfortunately, he turned him-

self on one side or othor, or if he looked a good
while towards any part of his dominion, it was
apprehended that war, famine, fire or some other

great misfortune was near at hand to desolate

the country.”

Some of the taboos to which barbarian kings

are subject vividly recall the restrictions placed

on murderers. On Shark Point at Cape Padron
in Lower Guinea (West Africa), a priest-king

called Kukulu lives alone in a woods. He is not

allowed to touch a woman or to leave his house

and cannot even rise out of his chair, in which he

must sleep in a sitting position. If he should lie

down the wind would cease and shipping would
be disturbed. It is his hmction to keep storms

in check,and in general,to see to an even, healthy

condition ofthe atmosphere *”. The more power-

ful a king of Loango is, says Bastian, the more
taboos he must observe. The heir to the throne

is also bound to them from childhood on ; they

accumulate about him while he is growing up,

'* Tike Qtrman SieptdMon to the Coaet of Lovtgo (Jen*

1874X oitoil by Fiuu, Le^ p. A
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and by the time of his a(K;ession he is suffocated

by them.

Our interest in the matter does not require us

to take up more space to describe more fully the

taboos that cling to royal and priestly dignity.

We merely add that restrictions as to freedom

ofmovement and diet play the main r61e among
them. But two examples of taboo ceremonial

taken from civilized nations, and therefore from

much higher stages of culture, will indicate to

what an extent association with these privileged

persons tends to preserve ancient customs.

The Flamen Bialis, the high-priest of Jupiter

in Rome, had to observe an extraordinarily large

munber of taboo rules. He was not allowed to

ride, to see a horse or an armed man, to wear a

ring that was not broken, to have a knot in his

garments, to touch wheat flour or leaven, or even

to mention by name a goat, a dog, raw meat,

beans and ivy ; his hair could only be cut by a

free man and with a bronze knife,^ hair comb-
ings and naU parings had to be biuied under a
lucky tree ; he could not touch the dead, go into

the open with bare head, and similar prohibi-

tions. His wife, the flaminica, also had her

own prohibitions : she was not allowed to ascend

more than three stejm on a certain kind of stairs

and on certain holidays she could not comb her

hair; the leather for her shoes could not be
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taken from any animal that had died a natural

death but only from one that had been slaugh-

tered or sacrificed ; when she heard thimder she

was unclean until she had made an expiatory

sacrifice*^.

The old kings of Ireland were subject to a

series of very curious restrictions, the observance

of which was expected to bring every blessing to

the country while their violation entailed every

form of evil. The complete description of these

taboos is given in the Book of Rights, of which

the oldest manuscript copies bear the dates 1890

and 1418. The prohibitions are very detailed

and concern certain activities at specified places

and times
;
in some cities, for instance, the king

cannot stay on a certain day of the week, while

at some specified hour this or that river may not

be crossed, or again there is a plane on which he

cannot camp a full nine days, etc.’*

Among many savage races the severity of the

taboo restrictions for the priest-kings has had re-

sults of historic importance which are especially

interesting from our point of view. The honour

of being a priest-king ceased to be desirable ; the

person in line for the succession often used every

means to escape it. Thus in Combodscha, where

there is a fire and water king, it is often necessary

to use force to compel the successor to accept the

» Vnmu, Le., p. 18. ” Ftaaer, Le^ p. 11.
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honour. On Niue or Savage Island, a coral

island in the Pacific Ocean, monarchy actually

came to an end because nobody was willing to

undertake the responsible and dangerous office.

In some parts of West Afnca a general council

is held after the death of the king to determine

upon the successor. The man on whom the

choice falls is seized, tied and kept in custody in

the fetish house until he has declared himself

willing to accept the crown. Sometimes the

presumptive successor to the throne finds wa3rs

and means to avoid the intended honour ;
thus

it is related of a certain chief that he used to go

armed day and night and resist by force every

attempt to place him on the throne **
. Among

the negroes of Sierra Leone the resistance against

accepting the kingly honour was so great that

most of the tribes were compelled to make
strangers their kings.

Frazer makes these conditions responsible for

the fact that in the development of history a
separation of the original priest-kingship into a

spiritual and a secular power finally took place.

Kings, crushed by the burden of their holiness,

became incapable of exercising their power over

real things and had to leave this to inferior but
executive persons who were willing to renounce

U A. BMtiaa. The Germam EspedUxm on the Chut of Lmago,
oited by Fimnr, L&, p. 18.
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the hcmouTs of royal dignity. From these there

grew up the secular rulers, while the spiritual

over-lordship, which was now of no practical

importance, was left to the former taboo kings.

It is well known to what extent this hypothesis

finds confirmation in the history of old Japan.

A survey of the picture of the relations of

primitive peoples to their rulers gives rise to the

expectation that our advance from description

to psychoanal}rtic understanding will not be

difficult. These relations are of an involved

nature and are not free from contradictions.

Rulers are granted great privileges which are

practically cancelled by taboo prohibitions in

regard to other privileges. They are privileged

persons, they can do or enjoy what is withheld

from the rest through taboo. But in contrast

to thisfreedom they arerestricted by othertaboos
which do not affect the ordinary individual.

Here, therefore, is the first contrast, which

amounts almost to a contradiction, between an
excess of freedom and an excess of restriction as

applied to the same persons. They are credited

with extraordinary magic powers, and contact

with their person or their property is therefore

feared, while on the other hand the most bene-

ficial effect is expected from these contacts.

This seems to be a second and an especially glar-

ing contradiction ; but wehave already learned
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that it is only apparent. The king’s touch, exer-

cised by him with benevolent intention, heals

and protects ; it is only when a common man
touches the king or his royal effects that the

contact becomes dangerous, and this is probably

because the act may recall aggressive tendencies.

Another contradiction which is not so easily

solved is expressed in the fact that great power
over the processes of nature is ascribed to the

ruler and yet the obligation is felt to guard him
with especial care against threatening dangers,

as if his own power, which can do so much, were

incapable of accomplishing this. A further diffi-

culty in the relation arises because there is no
confidence that the ruler will use his tremendous

power to the advantage of his subjects as well

as for his own protection
; he is therefore dis-

tmsted and surveillance over him is considered

to be justified. The taboo etiquette, to which

the life of the king is subject, simultaneously

serves all these objects of exercising a tutelage

over the king, of guarding him against dangers

and of guarding his subjects against danger

which he brings to them.

We are inclined to give the following explana-

tion of the complicated and contradictory rela-

tion of the primitive peoples to their rulers.

Through superstition as well as through other

motives, various tendencies find expression in
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tiie treatment of kings, each of which is devel-

oped to the extreme without regard to the other.

As a result of this, contradictions arise at which

the intellect of savages takes no more offence

than a highly civilized person would as long as

it is only a question of religious matters or of
* loyalty

That would be so far so good ; but the psycho-

analytic technique may enable us to penetrate

more deeply into the matter and to add some-

thing about the nature of these various tenden-

cies. If we subject the facts as stated to analy-

sis, just as if they formed the symptoms of a
neurosis, our first attention would be directed

to the excess of anxious worry which is said to

be the cause of the taboo ceremonial. The
occurrence of such excessive tenderness is very

common in the neurosis and especially in the

compulsion neurosis upon which we are draw-

ing primarily for our comparison. We now
thoroughly understand the origin of this tender-

ness. It occurs wherever, besides the predomi-

nant tenderness, there exists a contrary but un-

conscious stream of hostility, that is to say, wher-

ever the typical case of an ambivalent affective

attitude is realized. The hostility is then cried

down by an excessive increase of tenderness

which is expressed as anxiety and becomes eom-

pulsive because otherwise it would not suffice for
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its task of keeping the unconscious opposition

in a state of repression. Every psychoanalyst

knows how infaUibly this anxious excesss of ten-

derness can be resolved even under the most im-

probable circumstances, as for instance, when it

appears between mother and child, or in the case

of affectionate married people. Applied to the

treatment of privileged persons this theory of

an ambivalent feeling would reveal that their

veneration, their very deification, is opposed in

the unconscious by an intense hostile tendency,

so that, as we had expected, the situation of an

ambivalent feeling is hero realized. The dis-

trust which certainly seems to contribute to the

motivation of the royal taboo, would be another

direct manifestation of the same unconscious

hostility. Indeed the ultimate issues of this

conflict show such a diversity among different

races that we would not be at a loss for examples

in which the proof of such hostility would be

much easier. We learn from Frazer’* that the

savage Tinunes of Sierra Leone reserve the right

to administer a beating to their elected king on
the evening before his coronation, and that they

make use of this constitutional right with such

thoroughness that the unhappy ruler sometimes

does not long survive his accession to the throne;
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for this reason the leaders of thejrace have made
it a rule to elect some man against whom they

have a particular grudge. Nevertheless, even

in such glaring cases the hostility is not acknow-

ledged as such, but is expressed as if it were a
ceranonial.

Another trait in the attitude of primitive races

towards their rulers recalls a mechanisn which

is universally present in mental disturbances,

and is openly revealed in the so-called delusions

of persecution. Here the importance of a par-

ticular person is extraordinarily heightened and
his omnipotence is raised to the improbable in

order to make it easier to attribute to him the

responsibility for everything painful which hap-

pens to the patient. Savages really do not act

differentlytowards their rulers when they ascribe

to them power over rain and shine, wind and
weather, and then dethrone or kill them because

nature has disappointed their expectation of a

good hunt or a ripe harvest. The prototype

which the paranoiac reconstructs in his persecu-

tion mania, is found in the relation of the child

to its father. Such omnipotence is regularly at-

tributed to the father in the imagination of the

son, and distrust of the father has been shown

to be intimately connected with the highest es-

teem for him . When a paranoiac names a per-

son of his acquaintance as his ‘ persecutor *, he
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thereby elevates him to the paternal succession

and brings him under conditions which enable

him to make him responsible for all the misfor-

tune which he experiences. Thus this second

analogy between the savage and the neurotic

may aUow us to surmise how much in the rela-

tion of the savage to his ruler arises from the

infantile attitude of the child to its father.

But the strongest support for our point of

view, which seeks to compare taboo prohibitions

with neurotic symptoms, is to be foimd in the

taboo ceremonial itself, the significance of which

for the status of kinship has already been the

subject of our previous discussion. This cere-

monial immistakably reveals its double meaning
and its origin from ambivalent tendencies if only

we are willing to assmne that the effects it pro-

duces are those which it intended from the very

beginning. It not only distinguishes kings and
elevates them above all ordinary mortals, but it

also makes their life a torture and an unbearable

burden and forces them into a thraldom which
is far worse than that of their subjects. It

would thus be the correct counterpart to the

compulsive action of the neurosis, in which the

suppressed impiilse and the impulse which sup-

presses it meet in mutual and simultaneous

satisfaction. The compulsive action is nominally

a protection against the forbidden action ; but
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we would say that actually it is a repetition of

what is forbidden. The word ‘ nominally ’ is

here applied to the conscious whereas the word
‘ actually ’ applies to the unconscious instance

of the psychic life. Thus also the taboo cere-

monial of kings is nominally an expression of the

highest veneration and a means of guarding

them
; actually it is the punishment for their

elevation, the revenge which their subjects take

upon them. The experiences which Cervantes

makes Sancho Fanza undergo as governor on his

island have evidently made him recognize this

interpretation of courtly ceremonial as the only

correct one. It is very possible that this point

would be corroborated if we could induce kings

and rulers of to-day to express themselves on

this point.

Why the emotional attitude towards rulers

should contain such a strong unconscious share

of hostility is a very interesting problem which,

however, exceeds the scope of this book. We
have already referred to the infantile father-

complex ; we may add that an investigation of

the early history of kingship would bring the

decisive explanations. Frazer has an impressive

discussion of the theory that the first kings were

strangers who, after a short reign, were destined

to be sacrificed at solemn festivals as representa-

tives of the deity ;
but Frazer himself does not
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consider his facts altogether convincing**.

Christian myths are said to have been still in*

fluenced by the after-effects of this evolution of

kings.

(C) THE TABOO OF THE DEAD

We know that the dead are mighty rulers

:

we may be surprised to learn that they are

regarded as enemies.

Among most primitive people the taboo ofthe

dead displays, if we may keep to our infection

analogy, a peculiar virulence. It manifests it-

self in the first place, in the consequences which

result from contact with the dead, and in the

treatment of the mourners for the dead. Among
the Maori any one who had touched a corpse or

who had taken part in its interment, became
extremely unclean and was almost cut off from

intercourse with his fellow beings ; he was, as we
say, boycotted. He could not enter a house, or

approach persons or objects without infecting

them with the same properties. He could not

even touch his food with his own hands, whidi

were now unclean and therefore quite useless to

him. His food was put on the ground and he
had no alternative except to seize it as best he
could, with his lips and teeth, while he held his

** Fruer, Tht Mmgie Art and the Bvolniim of Kings, 2 vds ,

1911 (The OoUen Bough).
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hands behind on his back. Occasionally he

could be fed by another person who helped him
to his food with outstretched arms so as not to

touch the unfortunate one himself, but this

assistant was then in turn subjected to almost

equally oppressive restrictions. Almost every

village contained some altogether disreputable

individual, ostracized by society, whose wretched

existence depended upon people’s charity. This

creature alone was aUowed within arm’s length

of a person who had fulfilled the last duty to-

wards the deceased. But as soon as the period

of segregation was over and the person rendered

unclean through the corpse could again mingle

with his fellow-beings, all the dishes which he

had used dining the dangerous period were

broken and all his clothing was thrown away.

The taboo customs after bodily contact with

the dead are the same all over Polynesia, in

Melanesia, and in a part of Africa ; their most

constant feature is the prohibition against hand-

ling one’s food and the consequent necessity of

being fed by somebody else. It is noteworthy

that in Polynesia, or perhaps only in Hawaii *•,

priest-kings were subject to the same restrictions

during the exercise of holy functons. In the

taboo of the dead on the Island of Tonga the

abatement and gradual abolition of the prohibi-

"Fracer, Taboo, p. 148, eta
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tions through the individual’s own taboo power
are clearly shown. A person who touched the

corpse of a dead chieftain was unclean for ten

months ; but if he was himself a chief, he was
unclean for only three, four, or five months,

according to the rank of the deceased ; if it was
the corpse of the idolized head-chief even the

greatest chiefs became taboo for ten months.

These savages are so certain that any one who
violates these taboo rulesmust become seriously

ill and die, that according to the opinion of an
observer, they have never yet dared to convince

themselves of the contrary*’

The taboo restrictions imposed upon persons

whose contact with the dead is to be understood

in the transferred sense, namely the mourning

relatives such as widows and widowers, are es-

sentially the same as those mentioned above, but

they are of greater interest for the point we are

trying to make. In the rules hitherto men-
tioned we see only the typical expression of the

virulence and power of Effusion of the taboo

;

in those about to be cited we catch a gleam of

the motives, including both the ostensible ones

and those which may be regarded as the under-

lying and genuine motives.

Among the Shuswap in British-Columbia wid-

>7 w. Uuiner, TKt Nativu o/ (he Tonga lOoMds, 1818 ; wee

Fnutr, p. 140.
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ows and widowers have to remain segregated

during their period of mourning; they must
not use their hands to touch the body or the

head and all utensils used by them must not be

used by any one else. No himter will want to

approach the hut in which such mourners live,

for that would bring misfortune ; if the shadow
of one of the mourners should fall on him he

would become ill. The mourners sleep on thorn
bushes, with which they also surround their beds.

This last precaution is meant to keep off the

spirit of the deceased
;

plainer still is the re-

ported custom of other North American tribes

where the widow, after the death of her husband,

has to wear a kind of trousers of dried grass in

order to make herself inaccessible to the ap-

proach of the spirit. Thus it is quite obvious

that touching ‘ in the transferred sense ’ is after

all understood only as bodily contact, since the

spirit of the deceased does not leave his kin and
does not desist from * hovering about them ’,

during the period of mourning.

Among the Agutainos, who live on Palawan,

one of the Philippine Islands, a widow may not

leave her hut for the first seven or eight days

after her husband’s death, except at night, when
she need not expect encounters. Whoever sees

her is in danger of immediate death and there-

fore she herself warns others of her approach by
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hitting the trees with a wooden stick with every

step she takes ; these trees all wither. Another

observation explains the nature of the danger

inherent in a widow. In the district of Mekeo,

British New Guinea, a widower forfeits all civil

rights and lives like an outlaw. He may not

tend a garden, or show himselfin public, or enter

the village or go on the street. He slinks about

like an animal, in the high grass or in the bushes,

and must hide in a thicket if he sees anybody,

especially a woman, approaching. This last

hint makes it easy for us to trace back the danr

ger of the widower or widow to the danger of

temptation. The husband who has lost his wife

must evade the desire for a substitute
;

the

widow has to contend with the same wish, and
beside this, she may arouse the desire of other

men because she is without amaster. Every such
satisfaction through a substitute runs contrary

to the intention of mourning and would cause

the anger of the spirit to flare up *•

.

One of the most surprising, but at the same
time one of the most instructive taboo customs
of mourning among primitive races is the prohi-

bition against pronouncing the name of the de-

** The lame pattait viioee ‘ impoMibilitiea ’ 1 haye oomlated
with taboo (we above, p. 47} aoknowledged that ehe atwaje became
indignant when dte met anybody on the itreet who ww dzewed
in monming. “Such people ehonld be forbidden to go out I”
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ceased. This is very widespread, and has been

subjected to many modifications with important

consequences.

Aside from the Australians and the Polynes-

ians, who usually showus taboo customs in their

best state of preservation, we also find this pro-

hibition among races so far apart and unrelated

to each other as the Samojedes in Siberia and
the Todas in South India, the Mongolians of

Tartary and the Tuar^ of the Sahara, the

Aino of Japan and the Akamba and Nandi in

Central Africa, the Tinguanes in the Philippines

and the inhabitants of the Nikobari Islands and
of Madagascar and Borneo**. Among some of

these races the prohibition and its consequences

hold good only for the period of mourning while

in others it remains permanent; but in all

cases it seems to diminish with the lapse of time

after the death.

The avoidance of the name of the deceased is

as a rule kept up with extraordinary severity.

Thus, among many South American tribes, it is

considered the gravest insult to the survivors to

pronoimce the name of the deceased in their

presence, and the penalty set for it is no less than

that for the slaying its^*'. At first it is not

easy to guess why the mention of the name

•• Fnnr. U, p. 363.

Fnnr, p. 368, eta
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should be so abominated, but the dangers associ-

ated with it have called into being a whole series

of interesting and important expedients to avoid

this. Thus the Masai in Africa have hit upon
the evasion ofchanging the name ofthe deceased

immediately upon his death ; he may now be

mentioned without dread by this new name,

while all the prohibitions remain attached to

the old name. It seems to be assumed that the

l^ost does not know his new name and will not

find it out. The Australian tribes on Adelaide

and Encounter Bay are so consistently cautious

that when a death occurs almost every persmi

who has the same name asthe deceased or a very

similar one, exchanges it for another. Some-
times by a further extension of the same idea as

seen among several tribes in Victoria and in

North America all the relatives of the deceased

change their names r^;ardl^ of whether their

names resemble the name of the deceased in

sound. Among the Gimycuru in Paraguay the

chief used to give new names to aU the members
of the tribe, on such sad occasions, whidi they

then remembered as if they had always had
them".

Furthermore^ if the deceased had the same
name as an animal or object, etc., some of the

^ Fnuer, SB7, Mooidiiig to u oU SpuMi olMirTW
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races just enumerated thought it necessary to

give these animals and objects new names, in

order not to be reminded of the deceased when
they mentioned them. Through this there must
have resulted a never ceasing change of vocabu-

lary, which caused a good deal of difficulty for

the missionaries, especiallywherethe interdiction

upon a name was permanent. In the seven

years which the missionary Dobrizhofer spent

among the Abipons in Paraguay, the name for

jaguar was changed three times and the words

for crocodile, thorns and animal slaughter under-

went a similar fate". But the dread of pro-

nouncing a name which has belonged to a de-

ceased person extends also to the mention of

everything in which the deceased had any part,

and a further important result of this process of

suppression is that these races have no tradition

or any historical reminiscences, so that we en-

counter the greatest difficulties in investigating

their past history. Among a number of these

primitive races compensating customs have also

been established in order to re-awaken the

i^unes of the deceased after a long period of

mourning ; they are bestowed upon children

who were regarded as reincarnations ofthe dead.

The strangeness of this taboo on names dimin-

ishes if we bear in mind that the savage looks
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upon his name as an essential part and an impor-

tant possession of his personality, and that he

ascribes the full significance of things to words.

Our children do the same, as I have shown else-

where, and therefore they are never satisfied

with accepting a meaningless verbal similarity,

but consistently conclude that when two things

have identical names a deeper correspondence

between them must exist. Numerous peculiar-

ities of normal behaviour may lead civilized

man to conclude that he too is not yet as far

removed as he thinks from attributing the im-

portance of things to mere names and feeling

that his name has become peculiarly identified

with his person. This is corroborated by psy-

choanalytic experiences, where there is much
occasion to point out the importance of names
in unconscious thought activity". As was to

be expected, the compulsion neurotics behave

jiist like savages in reg^ to names. They show
the full * complex sensitiveness ’ towards the

utterance and hearing of special words (as do
^so other neurotics) and derive a good many,
often serious, inhibitions from their treatment

oftheir own name. One of these taboo patients

whom I knew, had adopted the avoidance of

writing down her name for fear that it mi{^t get

into somebody’s hands who thus would come
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into possession of a piece of her personality. In

her frenzied faithfulness, whidi she needed to

protect herself against the temptations of her

phantasy, she had created for herself the com-
mandment, ‘ not to give away anything of her

personality To this belonged first of all her

name, then by further application her hand-

writing, so that she finally gave up writing.

Thus it no longer seems strange to us that sav-

ages should consider a dead person’s name as a

part of his personality and that it should be sub-

jected to the same taboo as the deceased. Call-

ing a dead person by name can also be traced

back to contact with him, so that we can turn

our attention to the more inclusive problem of

why this contact is visited with su(^ a severe

taboo.

The nearest explanation would point to the

natural horror which a corpse inspires, especially

in view of the changes so soon noticeable after

death. Mourning for a dead person must also be

considered as a sufficient motive for ever3iiiing

which has reference to him. But horror of the

corpse evidently does not cover all the details of

tabro rules, and mourning can never explain to

us why the mention of the dead is a severe insult

to his survivors. On the contrary, mourning

loves to preoccupy itself with the deceased, to

elaborate his memory, and preserve it for the
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longest possible time. Something besides mourn-
ing must be made responsible for the pecu-

liarities of taboo customs, something which evi-

dently serves a different purpose. It is this very

taboo on names which reveals this still unknown
motive, and if the customs did not tell us about

it we would find it out from the statements of

the mourning savages themselves.

For they do not conceal the fact that they fear

the presence and the return of the spirit of a
dead person

; they practise a host of ceremonies

to keep him off and banish him**. They look

upon ^e mention of his name as a conjuration

wliich must result in his immediate presence *'.

They therefore consistently do everjrthing to

avoid conjuring and awakening a dead person.

They disguise themselves in order that the spirit

may not recognize them **, they distort either his

name or their own, and become infuriated when
a ruthless stranger incites the spirit against his

survivors by mentioning his name. We can

hardly avoid the conclusion that they suffer, ac-

cord!^ to Wundt’s ejq>ression, from the fear

of “ his soul now turned into a demon ” *'.

Withthisunderstandingwe approach Wundt’s
** Fraser, Le., p. 353, oitee the Toaregs cf the Sahara aa ao

exan^ of snoh an acknowledgment.

Periiape this ocmdition u to be added : aa kmg as any part of

hia phyaioal remaina oxiat. Fraser, l.c^ p. 872l

*• On the NiUbar Jtkmds, Fraser, p. 382.

« Wundt, Sdigum and Nytk, VoL U. p. 49.
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conceptionwho, aswe have heard, sees the nature

of taboo in the fear of demons.

The assumption which this theory makes,

namely, that immediately after death the be-

loved member of a fcunily becomes a demon,

from whom the survivors have nothing but hos-

tility to expect, so that they must protect them-

selves by every means from his evil desires, is so

peculiar that our first impulse is not to believe

it. Yet almost all competent authors agree as

to this interpretation of primitive races. West-

ermarck", who, in my opinion, gives altogether

too little consideration to taboo, makes this

statement :
“ On the whole facts lead me to

conclude that the dead are more frequently

regarded as enemies than as friends and that

Jevons and Grant Allen are wrong in their asser-

tion that it was formerly believed that the male-

volence of the dead was as a rule directed only

against strangers, while they were paternally

The Ongin and DivdopmetU of Moral Conceptione, see aee-

tion entitled “ Attitnde Towards the Dead,” VoL II, p 424 Both
the notes and the text show an abundanoe of eorroborating, and
often very charaotenstio teetunony, e.g , the Maori believed that
“ the nearest and most beloved reliUiyee changed their nature after

death and bore ill-will even to their former favountca.” The Ans*
tral negroes believe that every dead peteon is for a long time male-

volent ; the oloeer the relationBhip the greater the fear. The
Central Eakimoe are dominated by the idea that the dead come to

reit very late and that at first they are to be feared as mischievous

pintB who frequently hover about the village to spread illness,

mth and other evils. (Boas.)
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concerned about the life and welfare of their

descendants and the monbers of their clan.”

R. Kleinpaul has written an impressive book
in which he makes use of the remnants of the old

belief in souls among civilized races to show the

relation between the living and the dead * *. Ac-

cording to hiTn too, tbiw relation culminates in

the conviction that the dead, thirsting for blood,

draw the living after than. The living did not

feel themselves safe from the persecutions of

the dead until a body of water had been put

between them. That is why it was prefer^
to bury the dead on islands or to bring them
to the other side ofa river: the expressions ‘ here ’

and * beyond ’ originated in this way. Later

moderation has restricted the malevolence of

the dead to those categories where a peculiar

right to feel rancour had to be admitted, such as

the murdered who pursue their murderer as evil

spirits, and those who, like brides, had died with

their longings unsatisfied. Kleinpaul believes

that originally, however, the dead were all vam-
pires, who bore ill-will to the living, and strove

to harm them and deprive them of life. It was
the corpse that first furnished the conception of

an evil spirit.

The hypothesis that those whom we love best

R Kleinpaul; m LM»g md lU Dttd in FoWore, lUigum
and Myth, 1696.
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turn into demons after death obviously allows

us to put a further question. What prompted
primitive races to ascribe such a change of senti-

ment to the beloved dead ? Why did they make
demons out uf them ? According to Wester-

marck this question is easily answered **. “As
death is usually considered the worst calamity

that can overtake man, it is bdieved that the

deceased are very dissatisfied with their lot.

Primitive races believe that death comes only

through being slain, whether by violence or by
magic, and this is considered already sufficient

reason for the soul to be vindictive and irritable.

The soul presumably envies the living and longs

for the company of its former kin ; we can

therefore understand that the soul should seek

to kill with them diseases in order to be re-united

with them. . . .

“
. . . A further explanation of the malevo-

lence ascribed to souls lies in the instinctive fear

of them, which is itself the result of the fear of

death.”

Our study of psychoneurotic disturbances

points to a more comprehensive explanation,

which includes that of Westermarck.

When a wife loses her husband, or a daughter

her mother, it not infrequently happens that the

siurvivor is afflicted with tormenting scruples,

* to., o. 428.
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called
* obsessive repn^tches ’ which raise the

question whether she herself has not been guilty

through carelessness or neglect, of the death of

the beloved person. No recalling of the care

with which she nursed the invalid, or direct refu-

tation of the asserted guilt can put an end to

the torture, which is the pathological expression

of mourning and which in time slowly subsides.

Psychoanalytic investigation of sudi cases has

made us acquainted with the secret mainsprings

of this affliction. We have ascertained that

these obsessive reproaches are in a certain sense

justified and therefore are immune to refutation

or objections. Not that the mourner has really

been guilty of the death or that she has really

been careless, as the obsessive reproach asserts

;

but still there was something in her, a wish of

which she herself was unaware, which was not

displeased with the fact that death came, and
which would have brought it about sooner had
it been strong enough. The reproach now reacts

against this imconscious wish after the death of

the beloved person. Such hostility, hidden in

the unconscious behind tender love, exists in al-

most all cases of intensive emotional allegiance

to a particular person, indeed it represents the

classic case, the protot3q>e of the ambivalence of

human emotions. There is always more or less

of this ambivalence in everybody’s disposition ;
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nomially it is not strong enough to give rise to

the obs^ive reproaches we have described.

But where there is abundant predisposition for

it, it manifests itself in the relation to those we
love most, precisely where you would least ex-

pect it. The disposition to compulsion neurosis

which we have so often taken for comparison

with taboo problems, is distinguished by a

particularly high degree of this original ambi-

valence of emotions.

We now know how to explain the supposed

demonism of recently departed souls and the

necessity of being protected against their hostil-

ity through taboo rules. By assuming a similar

high degree of ambivalence in the emotional life

of primitive races such as psychoanalysis ascribes

to persons suffering from compulsion neurosisf

it becomes comprehensible that the same kind of

reaction against the hostility latent in the uncon-

scious behind the obsessive reproaches of the

neurotic should also be necessary here after the

painful loss has occurred. But this hostility,

which is painfully felt in the unconscious in the

form of satisfaction with the demise, experiences

a different fate in the case of primitive man.
the defence against it is accomplished by dis-

placement upon the object of hostility, namely
the dead. We call this defence process, frequent

both in normal and diseased psychic life, a pro-
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jecHon. The survivor will deny thnt he has ever

entertained hostile impulses toward the beloved

dead ; but now the soul of the deceased enter-

tains them and will try to give vent to them dur-

ing the entire period of mourning. In spite of

the successful defence through projection, the

punitive and remorseful character of this emo-
tional reaction manifests itself in being afraid,

in self-imposed renunciations and in subjection

to restrictions which are partly disguised as pro-

tective measures against the hostile demon.

Thus we find again that taboo has grown out of

the soil of an ambivalent emotional attitude.

The taboo of the dead also originates from the

opposition between the conscious grief and the

unconscious satisfaction at death. If this is the

origin of the resentment of spirits it is self-evi-

dent that just the nearest and formerly most
beloved survivors have to fear it most.

As in neurotic symptoms, the taboo regula-

tions also evince opposite feelings. Their restric-

tive character expresses mourning, while they

also betray very clearly what they are trying to

conceal, namely, the hostility towards the dead,

which is now motivated as self-defence. We
have learnt to understand part ofthe taboo r^pt-

lations as temptation fears. A dead person is

defenceless, which must act as an incitement to

satisfy hostile desires entertained against him ;
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this temptation has to be opposed by the prohi-

bition.

But Westermarck is right in not admitting

any difference in the savage’s conception

between those who have died by violence and
those who have died a natural death. As will

be shown later ", in the unconscious mode of

thinking even a natural death is perceived as

murder ; the person was killed by evil wishes.

Any one interested in the origin and meaning of

dreams dealing with the death of dear relatives

such as parents and brothers and sisters will find

that the same feeling of ambivalence is respon-

sible for the fact that the dreamer, the child, and
the savage all have the same attitude towards

the dead”.
A little while ago we challenged Wundt’s con-

ception,whoexplains thenatureof taboo through

the fear of demons, and yet we have just agreed

with the explanation which traces back the taboo
of the dead to a fear of the soul of the dead after

it has turned into a demon. This seems like a

contradiction, but it will not be difficult for us to

explain it. It is true that we have accepted the

idea of demons, but we know that this assump-

tion is not something final which psychology can-

not resolve into further elements. We have, as

it were, exposed the demons by recognizing

“ Ot Oiap. m, •• Freod, The InterprelatioH of Dream.
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them as mere projections of hostile feelings

which the survivor entertains towards the dead.

The double feeling—tenderness and hostility

—against the deceased, which we consider well

founded, endeavoiu^ to assert itself at the time

of bereavement as mourning and satisfaction.

A conflict must ensue between these contrary

feelings,and as one ofthem,namelythe hostility,

is altogether or for the greater part unconscious,

the conflictcannot result in a consciousdifference

in the form of hostility or tenderness as, for in-

stance, when we forgive an injury inflicted upon
us by some one we love. The process usually

adjusts itself through a special psychic mechan-

ism, which is designated in psychoanalysis as

projection. This unknown hostility, of which

we are ignorant and of which we do not wish to

know, is projected from our inner perception

into the outer world and is thereby detached

from our own person and attributed to the other.

Not we, the sxirvivors, rejoice because we are rid

of the deceased, on the contrary, we mourn for

him
; but now, curiously enough, he has become

an evil demon who would rejoice in our misfor-

tune and who seeks our death. The siu*vivors

must now defend themselves against this evil

enemy
; they- are freed from inner oppression,

but they have only succeeded in exchanging it

for an afidiction from without.
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It is not to be denied that this process of pro-

jection, which turns the dead into malevolent

enemies, finds some support in the real hostilities

of the dead which the survivors remember and

with which they really can reproach the dead.

These hostilities are harshness, the desire to

dominate, injustice, and whatever else forms the

background of even the most tender relations

between men. But the process cannot be so

simple that this factor alone could explain the

origin ofdemons by projection. The offences of

the dead certainly motivate in part the hostility

of the survivors, but they would have been in-

effective if they had not given rise to this hos-

tility and the occasion of death would surely be

the least suitable occasion for awakening the

memory of the reproaches which justly could

have been brought against the deceased. We
cannot dispense with the unconscious hostility

as the constant and really impelling motive.

This hostile tendency towarfs those nearest and

dearest could remain latent during their lifetime,

that is to say, it could avoid betraying itself to

consciousnesseitherdirectlyorindirectlythrou^^

any substitutive formation. However, when
the person who was simultaneously loved and

hated died, this was no longer possible, and the

conflict became acute. The mourning origina-

ting from the enhanced tenderness, became on
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the one hand more intolerant of the latent

hostility, while on the other hand it could not

tolerate that the latter should not give origin to

a feeling ofpure gratification. Thus there came
about the repression ofthe unconscious hostility

through projection, and the formation of the

ceremonial in which fear of punishment by de-

mons finds expression. With the termination

of the period of mourning, the conflict also loses

its acuteness sothat the taboo of the dead canbe

abated or sink into oblivion.

4

Having thus explained the basis on which the

very instructive taboo ofthe dead has grown up,

we must not miss the opportunity of adding a
few observations which may become important

for the imderstanding of taboo in general.

The projection of unconscious hostility upon
demons in the taboo of the dead is only a single

example from awhole seriesof processes towhich
we must grant the greatest influence in the form-

ation of primitive psychic life. In the foregoing

case the mechanism of projection is used to

settle an emotional conflict ; it serves the same
purpose in a large number of psychic situations

which lead to neuroses. But projection is not

specially created for the purpose of defence, it

also comes into being where there are no con-
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flicts. The projection of inner perceptions to

the outside is a primitive mechanism which, for

instance, also influences our sense-perceptions,

so that it normally has the greatest share in

shaping our outer world. Under conditions that

have not yet been sufficiently determined even

inner perceptions of ideational and emotional

processes are projected outwardly, like sense

perceptions, and are used to shape the outer

world, whereas they ought to remain in the inner

world. This is perhaps genetically connected

with the fact that the function of attention was
originally directed not towards the inner world,

but to the stimuli streaming in &om the outer

world, and only received reports of pleasure and
pain from the endopsychic processes. Only

with the development ofthe language of abstract

thought through the association of sensory rem-

nants of word representations with inner pro-

cesses, did the latter gradually become capable

of perception. Before this took place primitive

man had developed a picture of the outer world

through the outward projection of inner percep-

tions, which we, with our reinforced conscious

perception, must now translate back into

psychology.

The projection of their own evil impulses upon

demons is only a part of what has become the

world system Weltanschauung ’) of primitive
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man which we shall discuss later as ‘ animism

Weshall then have toascertain thepsychological

nature of such a system formation and the points

of support which we shall find in the analysis

of these system formations will again bring us

face to face with the neurosis. For the present

we merely wish to suggest that the ‘ secondary

elaboration ’ of the dream content is the proto-

type of all these system formations **. And let

us not forget that beginning at the stage of sys-

tem formation there are two origins for every act

judged by consciousness, namely the systematic,

and the real but unconscious origin

Wimdt “ remarks that “among the influences

which myth everywhere ascribes to demons the

evil ones preponderate, so that according to the

religions of races evil demons are evidently older

than good demons.” Now it is quite possible

that the whole conception of demons wasderived
from the extremely important relation to the

dead. In the further course of human develop-

ment the ambivalence inherent in this relation

then manifested itselfby allowing two altogether

contrary psychic formations to issue from the

same root, namely, the fear of demons and of

“ Freud, The InterprHatto* of Dreams,
** The piojeotioa oreotioiiB of prinuUve man resemble the m-

somfioatimu t^ngh which the poet projects his wuring impubee
out of hiins^ as sepanted inmyidutds.

M}/A and Beitgion, p. 120.
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ghosts, and the reverence for ancestors **. Noth-
ing testifies so much to the influence ofmourning
on the origin of belief in demons as the fact that

demons were always taken to be the spirits of

persons not long dead. Mourning has a very dis-

tinct psychic task to perform, namely, to detach

the memories and expectations of the survivors

from the dead. When this work is accomplished

the grief, and with it the remorse and reproach,

lessens, and therefore also the fear ofthe demon.
But the very spirits which at first were feared as

demons now serve a friendlier purpose ; they are

revered as ancestors and appealed to for help in

times of distress.

If we survey the relation of survivors to the

dead through the course of the ages, it is very

evident that the ambivalent feeling has extra-

ordinarily abated. We now find it easy to sup-

press whatever imconscious hostility towards the

dead there may still exist without any special

psychic effort on our part. Where formerly sat-

isfied hate and painful tenderness struggled with

each other, we now find piety, which appears

like a cicatrice and demands : De mortuis nil nisi

In the peyohoanalTiiB of nonrotic penom -who Buffer, or have

Buffered, in tb^ ehiMhood fran the feu of ghoBta, it iB often not

diffionlt to expose these ghosts ss the puMits. Oompue also m
this oonneotioo the oommamoation of P. Haeberiin, Sexual Cfhoate

(Sexual ProUeiM, Feb. 1912), whoe it is a question of anotiier

eNtioally aoowitnated person, hot when the fathu was dead.
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hene. Only nexirotics still blur the mourning for

the loss of their dear ones with attacks of com-
pulsive reproaches which psychoanalysis reveals

as the old ambivalent emotional feeling. How
this change was brought about, and to what
extent constitutional changes and real improve-

ment of familiar relations share in causing the

abatement of the ambivalent feeling, need not

be discussed here. But this example would lead

us to assume that the psychic impulses of primi-

tive man possessed a higher degree of ambivalence

than is found at present among civilized human
beings. With the decline of this ambivalence the

taboo, asthe compromise symptom of the ambivalent

conflict, also slmoly disappeared. Neurotics who
are compelled to reproduce this conflict, together

with the taboo resulting from it, may be said to

have brought with them an atavistic remnant in

the form of an archaic constitution the com-

pensation of which in the interest of cultural

demands entails the most prodigious psychic

efforts on their part.

At this point we may recall the confusing in-

formation which Wundt offered us about the

double meaning of the word taboo, namely, holy

and unclean (see above). It was supposed that

originally the world taboo did not yet mean holy

and unclean but signified something demonic,

something which may not be touched, thus em-
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phasizing a characteristic common to both ex-

tremes of the later conception ; this persistent

common trait proves, however, that an original

correspondence existed between what was holy

and what was unclean, which only later became
differentiated.

In contrast to this, ourdiscussion readily shows

that the double meaning in question belonged to

the word taboo from the verybeginning and that

it serves to designate a definite ambivalence as

well as everything which has come into existence

on the basis of this ambivalence. Taboo is itself

an ambivalent word and by way of supplement

we may add that the established meaning of this

word might of itself have allowed us to guess

what we have found as the result of extensive in-

vestigation, namely, that the taboo prohibition

is to be explained as the result of an emotional

ambivalence. A study of the oldest languages

has taught xis that at one time there were many
such words which included their own contrasts

so that they were in a certain sense ambivalent,

though perhaps not exactly in the same sense as

the word taboo ” . Slight vocal modifications of

this primitive word containing two opposite

meanings later served to create a separate lin-

Ccnnpare my artaole on Abel's Otf/ettnnn dtr Urvorle m the

JaMmek fir Ptyekoafuiytueht und Payekopathologueke ForackuttgeH,

Bd. U, 1910.
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guistic expression for the two opposites origin-

ally united in one word.

The word taboo has had a different fate ; with

the diminished importance of the ambivalence

which it connotes it has itself disappeared, or

rather, the words analogous to it have vanished

from the vocabulary. In a later connection I

hope to be able to show that a tangible historic

change is probably concealed behind the fate of

this conception ; that the word at first was asso-

ciated with definite human relations which were

characterized by great emotional ambivalence

from which it expanded to other analogous

relations.

Unless we are mistaken, the understanding of

taboo also throws light upon the nature and
origin of conscience. Without stretching ideas

we can speak of a taboo conscience and a taboo

sense of guilt after the violation of a taboo.

Taboo conscience is probably the oldest form in

which we meet the phenomenon of conscience.

For what is ‘ conscience ’ ? According to

linguistic testimony it belongs to what we know
most surely ; in some languages its meaning is

hardly to be distinguished from consciousness.

Conscience is the innerperceptionof objections

to definite wish impulses that exist in us ; but the

emphasis is put upon the fact that this rejection

does not have to depend on anything els^ that
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it is sure of itself. This becomes even plainer in

the case ofa guilty conscience, where we become
aware of the inner condemnation of such acts

which realizedsome ofour definitewish impulses.

Confirmation seems superfluous here ; whoever

has a conscience must feel in himself the justifica-

tion of the condemnation, and the reproach for

the accomplished action. But this same charac-

ter is evinced by the attitude of savages towards

taboo. Taboo is a command of conscience, the

violation of which causes a terrible sense of guilt

which is as self-evident as its origin is

imknown**.

It is therefore probable that conscience also

originates on the basis of an ambivalent feeling

from quite definite human relations which con-

tain this ambivalence. It probably originates

under conditions which are in force both for

taboo and the compulsion neurosis, that is, one

component of the two contrasting feelings is im-

conscious and is kept repressed by the compul-

sive domination of the other component. This

is confirmed by many things which we have

learned from our analysis of neurosis. In the

** It la an interesting parallel that the sense of gmlt resulting

from the violation of a taboo is in no waj diminish^ if the viola-

tion took place unwittingly ( see examples above), and that even in

the Greek myth the gmlt of Oedipus is not oSnoelled by the fact

that it was incurred without his knowledge and will and even
against them.
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first place the character of compulsion neurotics

shows a predominant trait of painful conscien-

tiousness which is a symptom of reaction against

the temptation whi(^ lurks in the unconscious,

and which develops into the highest degrees of

guilty conscience as their illness grows worse.

Inde^, one may venture the assertion that if

the origin of guilty conscience could not be dis-

covered through compulsion neurotic patients,

there would be no prospect of ever discovering

it. This task is successfully solved in the case

of the individual nemotic, and we are confident

of finding a similar solution in the case of races.

In the second place we cannot help noticing

thatthe senseof guiltcontainsmuchofthenature

of anxiety ; without hesitation it may be des-

cribed as ‘ conscience phobia ’. But fear points

to unconscious sources. The psychology of the

neurosestaughtus that when wish feelingsundeiv

go repr^ion their libido becomes transfonned

into anxiety. In addition we must bear in mind
that the sense of guilt also contains something

unknown and unconscious, namely the motiva-

tion for the rejection. The character of anxiety

in the sense of guilt corresponds to thisunknown
quantity.

If taboo expresses itself mainly in prohibitions

it may well be considered self-evident, without
remote proof from the analogy with neurosis
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that it is based on a positive, desireful impulse.

For what nobody desires to do does not have to

be forbidden, and certainly whatever is expressly

forbidden must be an object of desire. If we
applied this plausible theory to primitive races

we would have to conclude that among their

strongest temptations were desires to kill their

kingsand priests, to commit incest, toabuse their

dead and the like. That is not very probable.

And if we should apply the same theory to those

cases in which we oiurselves seem to hear the

voice of conscience most clearly we would arouse

the greatest contradiction. For there we would
assert with the utmost certainty that we did not

feel the slightest temptation to violate any of

these commandments, as for example, the com-
mandment : Thou shalt not kill, and that we felt

nothing but repugnance at the very idea.

But ifwe grant thetestimonyof ourconscience

the importance it claims, then the prohibition

—

the tal^ as well as our moral prohibitions—^be-

comes superfluous, while the existence of a con-

science, in turn, remains unexplained and the

connection between coMcience, taboo and neu-

rosis disappears. The net result of this would

then be our present state of understanding un-

less we view the problem psychoanaljrtically.

But if we take into account the following re-

sults of psychoanalysis, our vmderstanding ofthe
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problem is greatly advanced. The analysis of

dreams of normal individuals has shown that our

own temptation to kiU others is stronger and
more frequent than we had suspected and that it

produces psychic effects even where it does not

reveal itself to our conscioxisness. And when we
have learnt that the obsessive rules of certain

neurotics are nothing but measures of self-reas-

surance and self-punishment erected against the

reinforced impulse to commit murder, we can

return with fresh appreciation to our previous

hypothesis that every prohibition must conceal

a desire. We can then assume that this desire

to murder actually exists and that the taboo as

well as the moral prohibition are psychologically

by no means superfluous but are, on the con-

trary, explained and justified through our ambi-

valent attitude towards the impulse to slay.

The nature ofthis ambivalent relation so often

emphasized as fundamental, namely, that the

positive underlying desire is unconscious, opens

the possibility of showing further connections

and explaining furtho- problems. The pyschic

processes in thetmconscious are not entirely iden-

tical with those known to us from our conscious

psychic life, but have the benefit of certain not-

able liberties of which the latter are deprived.

An unconscious impxilse need not have origi-

nated where we find it expressed, it can spring
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from an entirely different place and may origin-

ally have referred to other persons and relations,

but through the mechanism of displacement, it

reaches the point where it comes to our notice.

Thanks to the indestructibility of unconscious

processes and their inaccessibility to correction,

the impulse may be saved over from earlier times

to which it was adapted to later periods and con-

ditions in which its manifestations must neces-

sarily seem foreign. These are all only hints,

but a careful elaboration of them would show
how important they may become for the undei>

standing of the development of civilization.

In closing these discussions we do not want to

neglect to make an observation that will be of

use for later investigations. Even if we insist

upon the essential similarity between taboo and
moral prohibitions we do not dispute that a

psychological difference must exist between

them. A change in the relations of the funda-

mental ambivalence can be the only reason

why the prohibition no longer appears in the

form of a taboo.

In the analytical consideration of taboo phe-

nomena we have hitherto allowed ourselves to be

guided by their demonstrable agreements with

compulsion neurosis
; but as taboo is not a neu-

rosis but a social creation we are also confronted

with the task of showing wherein lies the
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essential difference between the neurosis and a

product of culture like the taboo.

Here again I will take a single fact asmy start-

ing point. Primitive races fear a punishment

for the violation of a taboo, usually a serious

disease or death. This punishment threatens

only him who has been guilty of the violation.

It is different with the compulsion neurosis. If

the patient wants to do something that is for-

bidden to him he does not fear punishment for

himself, but for another person. This person is

usually indefinite, but, by means of analysis, is

easily recognized as some one very near and dear

to the patient. The neurotic therefore acts as

if he were altruistic, while primitive man seems

egotistical. Only if retribution fails to overtake

the taboo violator spontaneously does a collec-

tive feeling awaken among savages that they are

all threatened through the sacrilege, and they

hasten to inflict the omitted punishment them-

selves. It is easy for us to explain the mechan-
ism of this solidarity. It is a question of fear of

the contagious example, the temptation to imi-

tate, that is to say, of the capacity of the taboo

to infect. If some one has succeeded in satisfy-

ing the repressed desire, the same desire must
manifest itself in all his companions

; hence, in

order to keep down this temptation, this envied

individual must be despoiled of the fruit of his
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daring. Not infrequently the punishment gives

the executors themselves an opportimity to com-

mit the same sacrilegious act by justifying it as

an expiation. This is really one of the funda-

mentals ofthe human code of punishment which

rightly presumes the same forbidden impulses

in the criminal and in the members of society

who avenge his.offence.

Psychoanalysis here confirms what the pious

were wont to say, that we are all miserable sin-

ners. How then shall we explain the unexpected

nobility of the neurosis which fears nothing for

itself and everything for the beloved person ?

Psychoanal3rtic investigation shows that this no-

bility is not primary. Originally, that is to say

at the beginning of the disease, the threat of pun-

ishment pertained to one’s own person ; in every

case the fear was for one’s own life ; the fear of

death being only later displaced upon another

beloved person. The process is somewhat com-
plicated but we have a complete grasp of it. An
evil impulse—adeath wish—^towards the beloved

person is always at the basis of the formation of

a prohibition. This is repressed through a pro-

hibition, and the prohibition is connected with

a certain act which by displacement usually sub-

stitutes the hostile for the beloved person, and
the execution of this act is threatened with the

penalty of death. But the process goes further
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and the original wish for the death ofthe beloved

other person is then replaced by fear for his

death. The tender altruistic trait of the neurosis

therefore merely compensaies for the opposite

attitude of brutal egotism which is at the basis

of it. If we designate as social those emotional

impulses which are determined through regard

for another person who is not taken as a sexual

object, we can emphasize the withdrawal ofthese

social factors as an essential feature of the

neurosis, which is later disguised through over-

compensation.

Without lingering over the origin of these

social impulses and their relation to other funda-

mental impulses of man, we will bring out the

second main characteristic of the neurosis by
means of another example. The form in which

taboo manifests itself has the greatest similarity

to the touching phobia of neurotics, the DSlire de

toucher. As a matter of fact this neurosis is reg-

ularly concerned with the prohibition of sexual

touching and psychoanalysis has quite generally

shown that the motive power which is deflected

and displaced in the neurosis is of sexual origin.

In taboo the forbidden contact has evidently not

only sexual significance but rather the more gen-

eral one of attack, of acquisition and of personal

assertion. If it is prohibited to touch the chief

or something that was in contact with him it
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means that an inhibition should be imposed upon
the same impulse which on other occasions ex-

presses itself in suspicious surveillance of the

chief and even in physical ill-treatment of him
before his coronation (see above). Thus the

preponderance of sexual components of the im-

pulse over the social components is the determin-

ing factor of the neurosis. But the social im-

pulses themselves came into being through the

union of egotistical and erotic components into

specal entities.

From this single example of a comparison be-

tween taboo and compulsion neurosis it is already

possible to guess the relation between individual

forms ofthe nemosis and the creations ofculture,
and in what respect the study of the psychology

of the neurosis is important for the understand-

ing of the development of culture.

In one way the neuroses show a striking and
far-reaching correspondence with the great social

productions of art, religion and philosophy, while

again they seem like distortions of them. We
may say that hysteria is a caricature of an artis-

tic creation, a compulsion neurosis, a caricature

of a religion, and a paranoic delusion a carica-

ture of a philosophic system. In the last analy-

sis this deviation goes back to the fact that the

neuroses are asocial formations ; they seek to

accomplish by private means what arose in
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society through collective labour. In analysing

the impulse ofthe neurosesone learns that motive

powers of sexual origin exercise the determining

influence in them, while the corresponding cul-

tural creations rest upon social impulses and on

such as have issued from the combination of

egotistical and sexual components. It seems

that the sexual need is not capable of uniting

men in the same way as the demands of self

preservation ; sexual satisfaction is m the first

place the private concern of the individual.

Genetically the asocial nature of the neurosis

springs from its original tendency to flee from a

dissatisfying reality to a more pleasurable world

of phantasy. This real world which neurotics

shun is dominatedby the society ofhuman beings

and by the institutions creat^ by them ; the

estrangement from reality is at the same time a
withdrawal from' human companionship.



CHAPTER HI

ANimSM, MAGIC Atm THE OMNIPOTENCE OF
THOUGHT

1

It is a necessary defect of studies which seek to

apply the point of view of psychoanalysis to the

mental sciences that they cannot do justice to

either subject. They therefore confine them-

selves to the r61e of incentives and make sugges-

tions to the expert which he should take into

consideration in his work. This defect will

make itself felt most strongly in an essay such

as this which tries to treat of the enormous

sphere called animism*.

Animism in the narrower sense is the theory of

psychic concepts, and in the wider sense, of spir-

itual beings in general. Animatism, the anima-

* The DBoeaMry otowding of the material aho oon^els ne to die-

penae a though Ubbograidiy. Inatead of this the reader ie

rdecred to the weD-known irorin of Herbert Spenoer, J. G. Fra-

ser, A. Lang, E. B. I^lor and W. Wondt, from which all the state-

»«««* oOnoeming m™”*" and magie are taken. The independence

ot the author ean manifest iteelf onlv in the choice of the material
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tion theory of seemin|^y inanimate nature, is a

further subdivision which also includes animat-

ism and animism. The name animism, formerly

applied to a definite philosophic system, seems

to have acquired its present meaning through

E. B. Tylor*.

What led to the formulation of these names is

the insight into the very remarkable conceptions

of nature and the world of those primitive races

known to us from history and from our own
times. These races populate the world with a

multitude of spiritual beings which are benevo-

lent or malevolent to them, and attribute the

causation of natural processes to these spirits

and demons ; they also consider that not only

animals and plants, but inanimate things as well

are animated by them. A third and perhaps

the most important part of this primitive ‘ na-

ture philosophy ’ seems far less striking to us

because we ourselves are not yet far enough re-

moved from it, though we have greatly limited

the existence of spirits and to-day explain the

processes of nature by the assumption of imper-

sonal physical forces. For primitive people

believe in a similar * animation ’ of human indi-

viduals as well. Human beingshave souls which

can leave their habitation and enter into other

* £. B. TjVx, Prinnhvt Cvitwrt, VoL I, p. 425, fonrthed., 1903.

W. Wandt, Myth and Bdtgwn, y<d. II, p. 173, 1906.
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beings ; these souls are the bearers of spiritual

activities and are, to a certain extent, indepen-

dent of the ‘ bodies Ori^nally souls were

thought of as being very similar to individ-

uals ; only in the course of a long evolution did

they lose their material character and attain a

high degree of ‘ spiritualization
’
®

.

Most authors incline to the assumption that

these soul conceptions are the original nucleus

ofthe animistic system, that spirits merely corre-

spond to souls that have become independent,

and that the souls of animals, plants and things

were formed after the analogy of human souls.

How did primitive people come to the peculi-

arly dualistic fundamental conceptions on which

this animistic system rests ? Through the obser-

vation, it is thought, of the phenomena of sleep

(with dreams) and death which resemble sleep,

and through the effort to explain these condi-

tions, which affect each individual so intimately.

Above all, the problem of death must have be-

come the starting point of the formation of the

theory. To primitive man the continuation of

life—^immortality—would be self-evident. The
conception of death is something accepted later,

and only with hesitation, for even to us it is still

devoid ofcontent and unrealizable. Very likely

discussions have taken place over the part which

* Wundt l.e., Chnpter IV : Dm SedenveraMunffen.
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may have been played by other observations

and experiences in the formation of the funda-

mental animistic conceptions such as dream
imagery, shadows and reflections, butth^ have

led to no conclusion *.

If primitive man reacted to the phenomena
that stimulated his reflection with the formation

of conceptions of the soul, and then transferred

these to objects of the outer world, his attitude

will be judged to be quite natural and in no way
mysterious. In view of the fact that animistic

conceptions have been shown to be similaramong
the most varied races and in all periods, Wundt
states that these “ are the necessary psychologi-

cal product of the myth-forming consciousness,

and primitive animism may be looked upon as

the spiritual expression ofman’s natural state in

so far as this is at all accessible to our observa-

tion ” Hume has already justified the anima-

tion of the inanimate in his Natural History of

Religions, where he said :
** There is a universal

tendency among mankind to conceive all beings

like th^selves and to transfer to every object

those qualities with which they are familiarly

acquainted and. of which they are intimately

conscious ” *.

* Compare, beaklea Wundt and H. Spenoer and the matmctiTe
artiole in the Bneydoptdta BrUtmniea, 1911 (Animtm, Mf/tkelon,

and ao forth).

* I.C., p. IM.
See 3^, OtOure, VoL 1, p. 477.
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Animism is a system of thought, it gives not

only the explanation of a single phenomenon,

but makes it possible to comprehend the totality

of the world from one point, as a continuity.

Writers maintain that in the course of time three

such systems of thought, three great world sys-

tems came into being : the animistic (m3rtholo-

gical), the religious, and the scientific. Of these

animism, the first system is perhaps the most

consistent and the most exhaustive, and the one

which explains the nature of the world in its

entirety. .This first world system, of mankind
is now a psychological theory. It would go

beyond our scope to show how much of it can

still be demonstrated in the life of to-day, either

as a worthless survival in the form of supersti-

tion, or in living form, as the foundation of our

language, our belief, and our philosophy.

It is in reference to the successive stages of

these three world systems that we say that anim-

ism in itself was not yet a religion but contained

the prerequisites from which religions were later

formed. It is also evident that myths are based

upon animistic foimdations, but the detailed

relation of myths to animism seem unexplained

in some essential points.

2

Our psychoanalyticwork will begin at a differ-

ent point. It must not be assumed that man-
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kind came to create its first world systemthrong
a purely speculative thirst for knowledge. The
practice need of mastering the world must have

contributed to this effort. We are therefore not

astonished to leam that something else went
hand in hand with the animistic system, namely
the elaboration of directions for making oneself

master of men, animals and things, as well as of

their spirits. S. Rcinach ' wants to call these

directions, which are known under the names of
‘ sorcery and magic ’, the strategy of animism

;

With Mauss and Hubert, I should prefer to com-

pare them to a technique *.

Can the conceptions of sorcery and magic be

separated ? It can be done if we are willing on
our own authority to put ourselves above the

vagaries of linguistic usage. Then sorcery is

essentially the art of influencing spirits by treat-

ing them like people imder the same circum-

stances, that is to say by appeasing them, recon-

ciling them, making them more favourably dis-

posed to one, by intimidating them, by depriving

them of their power and by making them subject

to one’s will ; all that is accomplished through

the same methods that have been foimd effective

with living people. Magic, however, is some-

thing else ; it does not essentially concern itself

» CtiUa, Mytha et Bdigxons, T. U : Introdvetton, p. XV, 190».
a Atmit SoddUtgumt, Sereath YcL, 1901
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with spirits, and uses special means, not the

ordinary psychological method. We can easily

guess that magic is the earlier and the more im-

portant part of animistic technique, for among
the means with which spirits are to be treated

there are also foimd the magic kind *, and magic
is also applied where spiritualization of nature

has not yet, as it seems to us, been accomplished.

Magic must serve the most varied purposes.

It must subject the processes of nature to the

will of man, protect the individual against ene-

mies and dangers, and give him the power to

injiure his enemies. But the principles on whose

assiunptions the magic activity is based, or

rather the principle of magic, is so evident that

it was recognized by all authors. If we may
take the opinion of E. B. Tylor at its face value

it can be most tersely expressed in his words :

** mistaking an ideal connection for a real one ”.

We shall explain this characteristic in the case

of two groups of magic acts.

One of the most widespread magic procedures

for injuring an enemy consists of making an
effigy of him out of any kind of material. The
likeness counts for little, in fact any object may
be ‘ named ’ as his image. AVhatever is subse-

quently done to this image will also happen to

* To frighten away a ghost with noise and ones is a form of pure
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the hated prototype ; thus if the effigy has been

injured in any place he will be afflicted by a dis-

ease in the corresponding part ofthe body. This

same magic technique, instead of being used for

private enmity can also be employed for pioils

purposes and can thus be used to aid the gods

against evil demons. I quote Frazer »•: “Every
night when the stm-god Ra in ancient Egypt
sank to his home in the glowing west he was
assailed by hosts ofdemons under the leadership

of the archfiend Apepi. All night long he fought
them, and sometimes by day the powers ofdark-

ness sent up clouds even into the blue Egyptian
sky to obscure his light and weaken his power.

To aid the sim-god in this daily struggle, a cere-

mony was daily performed in his temple at

Thebes. A figure of his foe Apepi, represented

as a crocodile with a hideous face or a serpent

with many coils, was made of wax, and on it the

demon’s namewas written in green ink. Wrapt
in a papyrus case, on which another likeness of

Apepi had been drawn in green ink, the figure

was then tied up with black hair, spat upon,

hacked with a stone knife and cast on the ground.

There the priest trod on it with his left foot

again and again, and then burned it in a fire

made of a certain plant or grass. When Apepi
himself had thus been effectively disposed of,

»• Tltt Mafk Art, EL p. 07.
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waxen efiRgies of each of his principle demons,

and of their fathers, mothers, and children, were

made and burnt in the same way. The service

accompanied by the recitation of certain pre-

scribed spells, was repeated not merely morning,

noon and night, but whenever a storm was rag-

ing or heavy rain had set in, or black clouds were

stealing across the sky to hide the sim’s bright

disk. The fiends of darkness, clouds and rain,

felt the injury inflicted on their images as if it

had been done to themselves
; they passed away,

at least for a time, and the beneficent sun-god

shone out triumphant once more”“.
There is a great mass of magic actions which

show a similar motivation, but I shall lay stress

upon only two, which have always played a great

r61e among primitive races and which have been

partly preserved in themyths and cults ofhigher

stages of evolution : the art of causing rain and

fruitfulness by magic. Rain is produced by
magic means, by imitating it, and perhaps also

by imitating the clouds and storm which produce

it. It looks as if they wanted to ‘ play rain ’.

The AinOs of Japan, for instance, make rain by
pouring out water through a big sieve, while

^ The BiUioal piohilntion against making an image of anything

living baldly epiang fiom any fundamental rejection of plastic

art, but was probably meant to depnve magio, which the Hebraic

iwiimnn pioaciibed, of one (rf its instruments. Fracer, l.e., p. 87,
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others fit out a big bowl with sails and oars as

if it were a ship, which is then dragged about

the village and gardens. But the fruitfiilness of

the soil was assured by magic means by showing

it the spectacle of human sexual intercourse.

To cite one out ofmany examples ; in some part

of Java, the peasants used to go out into the

fields at night for sexual intercourse when the

rice was about to blossom in order to stimulate

the rice to fruitfulness through their example “.

At the same time it was feared that proscribed

incestuous relationships would stimulate the soil

to grow weeds and render it unfruitful

Certain negative rules, that is to say magic

precautions, must be put into this first group,

Ifsome of the inhabitants of a Dayak villagehad
set out on a hunt for wild-boars, those remaining

behind were in the meantime not permitted to

touch either oil or water with their hands, as such

acts would soften the himters’ fingers and would
let the quarry slip through their hands **. Or
when a Gilyak hunter was pursuing game in the

woods, his children were forbidden tomake draw-

ings on wood or in the sand, as the paths in the

thick woods might become as intertwined as the

lines of the drawing and the hunter would not

find his way home “.

“ The Magxe Art, II, p 98.

“ An echo of this is to be found in the Oedvpvs JRex of Sophocles.
>* The Magic Art, p. 120. u

J.c., p. 122.
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The fact that in these as in a great many other

examples of magic influence, distance plays no

part, telepathy is taken as a matter of course

—^will cause us no difficulties in grasping the

peculiarity of magic.

There is no doubt about what is considered the

effective force in all these examples. It is the

similarity between the performed action and the

expected happening. Frazer therefore calls this

ki^ of magic imitative or homceopathic. If I

want it to rain I only have to produce something

that looks like rain or recalls rain. In a later

phase of cultural development, instead of these

magic conjurations of rain, processions are ar-

ranged to a house of god, in order to supplicate

the saint who dwells there to send rain. Finally

also tliis religious technique will be given up and

instead an effort will be made to find out what

would influence the atmosphere to produce rain.

In another group of magic actions the prin-

ciple of similarity is no longer involved, but in

its stead there is another principle the nature

of which is well brought out in the following

examples.

Another method may be used to injure an

enemy. You possess yourself of his hair, his

nails, anything that he has discarded, or even a

part of his clothing, and do something hostile

to these things. This is just as effective as if
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you had dominated the person himself, and any-

thing that you do to the things that belong to

him must happen to him too. According to the

conception ofprimitive men a name is an essen-

tial part of a personality ; if therefore you know
the name of a person or a spirit you have ac-

quired a certain power over its bearer. This

explains the remarkable precautions and restric-

tions in the use ofnames which we have touched

upon in the essay on taboo In these examples

similarity is evidently replaced by relationship.

The cannibalism of primitive races derives its

more sublime motivation in a similar manner.

By absorbing parts of the body of a person

through the act of eatingwe alsocome to possess

the properties which belonged to that person.

From this there follow precautions and restric-

tions as to diet imder special circumstances.

Thus a pregnant woman will avoid eating the

meat of certain animals because their undesir-

able properties, for example, cowardice, might

thus he transferred to the child she is nourishing.

It makes no difference to the magic influence

whether the connection is already abolished or

whether it had consisted of only one very im-

portant contact. Thus, for ins^ce, the belief

in a magic bond which links the fate of a wound
with the weapon which caused it can be followed

See preoeding obepter, p. 92.
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unchanged throu^ thousands of years. If a

Melanesian gets possession of the bow by which

he was wounded he will carefully keep it in a cool

place in order thus to keep down the inflamma-

tion of the wound. But ifthe bow has remained

in the possession of the enemy it will certainly

be kept in close proximity to a fire in order that

the wound may bum and become thoroughly

inflamed. Pliny, in his Natural History, xxvm,
advises spitting on the hand which has caused

the injury if one regrets having injured some
one

;
the pain of the injured person will then

immediately be eased. Francis Bacon, in his

Natural History, mentions the generally accre-

dited belief that putting a salve on the weapon
which has made a woimd will cause this wound
to heal of itself. It is said that even to-day

English peasants follow this prescription, and

that if they have cut themselves with a scythe

they will from that moment on carefully keep

the instrument clean in order that the wound
may not fester. In June, 1902, a local English

weekly reported that a woman called Matildc

Henry of Norwich accidentally ran an iron nail

into the sole of her foot. Without having the

wound examined or even taking ofl her stocking

she bade her daughter to oil the nail thoroughly

in the expectation that then nothing could

happen to her. She died a few days later of
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tetanus” in consequence of postponed anti-

sepsis.

The examples from this last group illustrate

Frazer’s distinction between contagious magic

and imitative magic. What is considered as

effective in these examples is no longer the simi-

larity, but the association in space, the conti-

guity, or at least the imagined contiguity, or the

jnemory of its existence. But since similarity

and contiguity are the two essential principles

of the processes of association of ideas, it must
be concluded that the dominance of associations

of ideas really explains all the madness of the

rules of magic. We can see how true Tylor’s

quoted characteristic of magic :
“ mistaking an

ideal connection for a real one ”, proves to be.

The same may be said of Frazer’s idea, who has

expressed it in almost the same terms :
“ men

mistook the order of their ideas for the order of

natiirc, and hence imagined that the control

which they have, or seem to have, over their

thoughts, permitted them to have a correspond-

ing control over things ” “

.

It will at first seem strange that this illuminat-

ing explanation of magic could have been re-

jected by some authors as unsatisfactory

Fraser, TKe Magxe Art, pp. 201-3.
“ The Mogul Art, p. 420.

Ck>mpaTo the article Mag%c (N. T. W ), b the Entydepedio
BrttaniMca, Hth Ed,
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But on closer consideration we must sustain the

objection that the association theory of magic
merely explains the paths that magic travels,

and not its essential nature, that is, it does not

explain the misunderstanding which bids it put

psychological laws in place of natural ones. We
are apparently in need here of a dynamic factor

;

but while the search for this leads the critics of

Frazer’s theory astray, it will be easy to give a

satisfactory explanation of magic by carrying

its association theory further and by entering

more deeply into it.

First let us examine the simpler and more im-

portant case of imitative magic. According to

Frazer this may be practised by itself, whereas

contagious magic as a rule presupposes the imi-

tative *•. The motives which impel one to ex-

er(iise magic are easily recognized ; they are the

wishes of men. We need only assume that

primitive man had great confidence in the power
of his wishes. At bottom everything which he

accomplished by magic means must have been

done solely because he wanted it. Thus in the

beginning only his wish is accentuated.

In the case of the child which finds itself un-

der analogous psychic conditions, without be-

ing as yet capable of motor activity, we have

elsewhere advocated the assumption that it at

•• IXn p. M.
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first really satisfies its wishes by means of

hallucinations, in that it creates the satisfying

situation through centriAigal excitements of its

sensory organs*^. The adult primitive man
knows another way. A motor impulse, the will,

clings to his wish and this will which later will

change the face ofthe earth in the service of vdsh

fulfilment is now used to represent the gratifica-

tion so that one may experience it, as it were,

through motor hallucination. Such a represen-

tation of the gratified wish is altogether compar-

able to the play of children, where it replaces the

purely sensory technique of gratification. If

play and imitative representation suffice for the

child and for primitive man, it must not be

taken as a sign of modesty, in our sense, or of

resignation due to the realization of their impo-

tence, on the contrary ; it is the very obvious

rcsiilt of the excessive valuation of their wish,

of the will which depends upon the wish and of

the paths the wish takes. In time the psychic

accent is displaced from the motives of the

magic act to its means, namely to the act itself.

Perhaps it would be more correct to say that

primitive man does not become aware of the

over-valuation of his psychic acts until it be-

comes evident to him throrigh the means em-

1 Fomnlation of two prind|de8 of psyohio aotivity, JaMt. fOr

Ptgekoimal^. Fonehungen, Vol. ID, 1912, p. 2.
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ployed. It would also seem as if it were the

magic act itself which compels the fulfilment

of the wish by virtue of its similarity to the

object desired. At the stage of animistic thinking

there is as yet no way of demonstrating object-

ively the true state of affairs, but this becomes
possible at later stag^ when, though such pro-

cedures are still practised, the psychic pheno-

menon of scepticism already manifests itself as

a tendency to repression. At that stage men
will acknowledge that the conjuration of spirits

avails nothing unless accompanied by belief,

and that the magic effect of prayer fails if there

is no piety behind it**.

The possibility of a contagious magic which

depends upon contiguous association will then

show us that the psychic valuation of the vrish

and the will has been extended to all psychic

acts which the will can command. VVe may say

that at present there is a general over-valuation

of all psychic processes, that is to say there is an
attitude towards the world which according to

our understanding of the relation of reality to

thought must appear like an over-estimation of

the latter. Objects as such are over-shadowed

by the ideas representing them ; what takes

* The King in Handa (Act m. Scene 4)

:

*'^ wotdi fly np, my tbou(^ remein below,

Woidi wiUioiit thon^te never to benvan go.”
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place in the latter must also happen to the for-

mer, and the relations which exist between ideas

are also postulated as to things. As thought

does not recognize distances and easily brings

together in one act of consciousness things spa-

tially and temporally far removed, the magic
world also puts itself above spatial distance by
telepathy, and treats a past association as if it

were a present one. In the animistic age the

reflection of the inner world must obscure that

other picture of the world which we believe we
recognize.

Let us also point out that the two principles

of association, similarity and contiguity, meet in

the hi^er unity of contact. Association by
contiguity is contact in the direct sense, and
association by similarity is contact in the trans-

ferred sense. Another identity in the psychic

process which has not yet been grasped by us is

probably concealed in the use of the same word
for both kinds of associations. It is the same
range of the concept of contact which we have
found in the analysis of taboo •*.

In summing up we may now say that the

principle which controls magic, and the tech-

nique of the animistic method of thought, is

‘ Omnipotence of Thought ’.

Oonpue diftpier IL
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8

I have adopted the tenn ‘ Omnipotence of

Thought’ from a highly intelligent man, a
former sufierer from compulsion neurosis, who,
after being cured through psychoanalytic treat-

ment, was able to demonstrate his efficiency and
good sense**. He had coined this phrase to

designate all those peculiar and uncanny occur-

rences which seemed to pursue him just as they

pmsue others afflicted with his malady. Thus
if he happened to think of a person, he was actu-

ally conj^nted with this person as if he had con-

jined him up ; if he inquired suddenly about

the state of health of an acquaintanee whom he

had long missed he was sure to hear that this ac-

quaintancehad just died, so that he could believe

that the decea^ had drawn his attention to

himself by telepathic means ; if he uttered a half

meant imprecation s^ainst a stranger, he could

expect to have him die soon thereafter and bur-

den him with the responsibility for his death.

He was able to explain most of tJiese cases in the

eourse of the treatment, he could tell how the

illusion had originated, and what he himself had

contributed towards farthering his superstitious

** Reimrin npon » oaie of Compnlnon Nenroui, JaMt. fUr

Ptjfdmmdyl. tmd Ptnehopaih. FortOtuigin, VoL I, 1909.
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expectations**. All compulsion neurotics are

superstitious in this manner and often against

their better judgment.

The existence of omnipotence of thought is

most clearly seen in compulsion neurosis, where

the results of this primitive metiiod of thought

are most often foimd or met in consciousness.

But we must guard against seeing in this a dis-

tinguishing characteristic of tiiis neurosis, for

analytic investigation reveals the same mechan-
ism in the other neuroses. In every one of the

neuroses it is not the reality of the experience

but the reality of the thought which forms the

basis for the symptom formation. Neurotics

live in a special world in which, as I have else-

where expressed it, only the ‘ neurotic standard

of currency ^ coimts, that is to say, only things

intensively thoxight of or affectively conceived

are effective with them, regardless of whether

these things are in harmony with outer reality.

The hysteric repeats in his attacks and fixates

throuf^ his symptoms, occurrences which have

taken place only in his phantasy, though in the

last analysis they go back to re^ events or have
been built up from them. The neurotic’s

guilty conscience is just as incomprehensible

** We Man to ettribnte the ohuaoter of the ‘ nnoaniiy ’ to ell

noh impwicMiii which Mek to oonflnn the omnipotowe of thoB^

haa knig lejeoted it.

genoel, tlwn|^ jndgmeat
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if traced to real misdeeds. A compulsion neu-

rotic may be oppressed by a sense of guilt

which is appropriate to a wholesale murderer,

while at the same time he acts towards his

fellow beings in a most considerate and scrupu-

lous manner, a behaviour which he evinced since

his childhood. And yet his sense of guilt is

justified ; it is based upon intensive and fre-

quent death wishes which unconsciously mani-

fest themselves towards his fellow beings. It is

motivated from the point ofview of unconscious

thoughts, but not of intentional acts. Thus the

omnipotence of thought, the over-estimation of

psychic processes as opposed to reality, proves

to be of unlimited effect in the neurotic’s affec-

tive life and in all that emanates from it. But if

we subject him to psychoanalytic treatment,

which makes his unconscious thoughts con-

scious to him he refuses to believe that thoughts

are free and is always afraid to express evil

wishes lest they be fulfilled in consequence of his

utterance. But through this attitude as well as

through the superstition which plays an active

part in his life he reveals to us how close he

stands to the savage who believes he can change

the outer world by a mere thought of his.

The primary obsessive actions of these neu-

rotics are really altogether of a magical nature.

If not magic they are at least anti-magic and are
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destined to ward off the expectation of evil with

which the neurosis is wont to b^[in. Whenever
I was able to pierce these secrets it turned out

that the content of this expectation of evil was
death. According to Schopenhauer the prob-

lem of death stands at the beginning of every

philosophy ; we have heard that the formation

of the soul conception and of the belief in

demons which characterize animisoq, are also

traced back to the impression which death

makes upon man. It is hard to decide whether

these first compulsive and protective actions

follow the principle of similarity, or of contrast,

for under the conditions of the neurosis they

are usually distorted through displacement

upon some trifle, upon some action which in

itself is quite insignificant*'. The protective

formulse of the compulsion neurosis also have

a counterpart in the incantations of magic.

But the evolution ofcompulsive actions may be

described by pointing out how these actions be-

gin as a sp^ against evil wishes which are very

remote from anything sexual, only to end up as

a substitute for forbidden sexual activity, which

they imitate as faithfully as possible.

If we accept the evolution of man’s concep-

tions of the universe mentioned above, accord-

** The foDowing dieoiMriom will ykU e further motiTe lor tUi
dieplMMUieut upon a trivial action.
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ing to which the animiaUc phase is succeeded by
the religious, and this in turn by the scientific,

we have no difficulty in following the fortunes of

the * omnipotence of thought ’ through all these

phases. In the animistic stage man ascribes

omnipotence to himself ; in the religious he has

ceded it to the gods, but without seriously giv-

ing it up, for he reserves to himself the right to

control the gods by influencing them in some
way or other in the interest of his wishes. In

the scientific attitude towards life there is no
longer any room for man’s omnipotence ; he

has acknowledged his smallness and has sub-

mitted to death as to all other natural necessi-

ties in a spirit of resignation. Nevertheless, in

our reliance upon the power of the hiunan spirit

which copes with the laws of reality, there still

lives on a fragment of this primitive belief in the

omnipotence of thought.

In retracing the development of libidinous im-

pulses in the individual from its mature form

back to its first b^rinnings in childhood, we at

first found an important distinction which is

stated in the Utree Contribidions to the Theory of

Sex”. The manifestations of sexual impulses

canbe recogmzed from the beginning, but at first

they are not yet directed to any outer object.

Each individual component ofthe sexual impulse

»» Monograph Strxta, 1916.
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woiks for a gain in pl^sure and finds its grati-

ficatifm in its own body. This stage is called

atOotroHam and is distinguished from the stage

of object selection.

In the course of further study it proved to be

practical and really necessary to insert a third

stage between these two or, if one prefers, to

divide the first stage of autoerotism into two.

In this intermediary stage, the importance of

which increases the more we investigate it, the

sexual impulses which formerly were separate,

have already formed into a unit and have also

found an object ; but this object is not external

and foreign to the individual, but is his own ^(o,

which is formed at this period. This new stage

is called narcism, in view of the pathological

fixation of this condition which may be ob-

served later on. The individual acts as if he
w«e in love with himself ; for the purposes of

our analysis the ego impulses and the libidinous

wishes cannot yet be separated from each other.

Although this norci^c stage, in which the

hitherto dissociated sexual impulses combine
into a unity and take the ego as their object,

cannot as yet be sharply difierentiated, we can
already surmise that the narcistic organiaation

is never altogether given up again. To a
certain extent man remains narcistic, even after

he had found outer subjects for his libido, and
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theobjects on which he bestows it represent, as

it were, emanations of the libido which remain

with his ego and which can be withdrawn into it.

The state of being in love, so remarkable

psycholi^cally, and the normal prototype of

the psychoses, corresponds to the highest stage

of these emanations, in contrast to the state of

self-love.

This high estimation of psychic acts found

among primitives and neurotics, which we feel

to be an overestimation, may now appropriately

be brought into relation to narcism, and
interpreted as an essential part of it. We
would say that among primitive people think-

ing is still highly sexualized and that this

accounts for the belief in the omnipotence of

thou^t, the unshaken confidence in the capa-

city to dominate the world and the inaccessi-

bility to the obvious facts which could en-

li^ten man as to his real place in the world.

In the case of neurotics a considerable part of

this primitive attitude had remained as a con-

stitutional factor, while on the other hand the

sexual repression occurring in them has brought

about a new sexualization of the processes of

thought. In both cases, whether we deal with

an original libidinous investment of thought

or whether the same process has been accom-

plished regressively, the psychic results are the
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same, namely, intellectual nardsm and omnipo-

tence of thought"

If we may take the now established omn4>o-

tence of thought among primitive races as a

proof of their narcism, we may venture to com-

pare the various evolutionary stages of man’s

conception of the universe with the stages of

the libidinous evolution of the individual. We
find that the animistic phase corresponds in

time as well as in content with narcism, the

religious phase corresponds to that stage of

object finding which is characterized by depen-

dence on the parents, while the scientific stage

has its full counterpart in the individual’s state

of maturity where, having renounced the

pleasxu'e principle and having adapted himself

to reality, he seeks his object in the outer

world

Only in one field has the omnipotence of

thought been retained in our own civilization,

namely in art. In art alone it still happens that

man, consmned by his wishes, produces some-

M It ia alnuMt an »zk»n with writen on thia anbjaot that a aort

of ‘ Sdipaism or Berkloianaini ’ (aa Profeaaor Snlly teima it aa
he ftoda it in the ohSd) operatea in the aavage to make Urn refnae

to reoogniie death aa a fact—Maiett, Ptt-animittie Bdigiam;
FoOion, VoL XI, 1900, p. 178
* We merely wiah to indkate here that the original nairiam of

the child ia de^ve for the interpretation of ita obuaotra develop-

ment and that it pnolndea the asmmption of a primitive fedina

ol inferiority for the child,
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thing MfnilftT to the gratification of these wishes,

and this playing, thanks to artistic illusion, calls

forth effects as if it were something real. We
rightly speak of the magic of art and compare

the artist with a magician. But this com-

parison is perhaps more important than it

claims to be. Art, which certainly did not

begin as art for art’s sake, originally served

tendenci^ which to-day have for the greater

part ceased to exist. Among these we may
suspect various magic intentions**.

4

Animism, the first conception of the world

which man succeeded in evolving, was therefore

psychological. It did not yet reqxiire any
science to establish it, for science sets in only

after we have realized that we do not know the

world and that we must therefore seek means of

getting to know it. But animism was natural

** S Reinaoh, L'Arl et la Mag%e, in the oolleotion Cvlta, Mj^ku
tt UdigwHB, VoL I, pp. 125-136. Reiiiach thinks that the primi-
tive artists who have left ns the sontohed or painted animal pictures

in the oaves of France did' not want to ‘ aronse ’ pleasure, hut
to ‘ conjure things ’ He explains this by showing that these

drawings are m the darkest arid most inacoessihle part of the caves
and that representations of feared beasts of pr^ are absent. “ Les
modemes parlent sonvent, par hyperbole, de la magie dn imioean
on dn cisean d’nn grand artiste et, en gin&tal, de la magie de Tart
Entendn en sense nnpre, qui est oelni d’nne oonstrainte mysliqne
exerefe par la volnntif «ie rhoznme snr d’antrea vnkmtte ou snr
lea ohosea, oette expression n’est |dns admissiUe ; mais none avons
vn qn’elle 4tait antrefbia rigonresement, vraie, dn moins dans
I’oisnion dee artistes.” (p. 136).
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and self-evident to primitive man; he knew
how the things of the world were constituted,

and as man conceived himself to be. We are

therefore prepared to find that primitive man
transferred the structural relations of his own
psyche to the outer world and on the other

hand we may make the attempt to transfer

back into the human soul what animism teaches

about the nature of things.

Magic, the technique of animism, clearly and

unmistakably shows the tendency of forcing the

laws of psychic life upon the reality of things,

under conations where spirits did not yet have

to play any idle, and could still be taken as

objects of magic treatment. The assumptions

of magic are therefore of older origin than the

spirit theory, which forms the nucleus of ani-

mism. Our psychoanalytic view here coincides

with a theory of R. R. Marett, according to

which animism is preceded by a pre-animistic

stage the nature of which is best indicated by
the name Animatism (the theory of general ani-

mation) . We have practically no further know-
ledge of pre-animism, as no race has yet been

found without conceptions of spirits**.

While magic still retains the fiJl omnipotence

** Reoogniaed thraagh ao-oalled endopsyohie petoeptioos.
» R. R. MMott, hr€-«mimube. BdigioK, FdOdort, VoL XI,

No. 2, ISOO.-Oomp. Wonit, IfptA vmd BOigim, VoL II, p. 171.
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of ideas, animism has ceded part of this omnipo-

tence to spirita and thus has started on the way
to form a religion. Now what could have
moved primitive man to this first act of renun-

ciation ? It could hardly have been an insight

into the incorrectness of his assumptions, for

he continued to retain the magic technique.

As pointed out elsewhere, spirits and demons
were nothing but the projection of primitive

man’s emotional impulses ” ; he personified the

things he endowed with effects, populated the

world with them and then rediscovered his inner

psychic processes outside himself, quite like the

ingenious paranoiac Sdireber, who found the

fixations and detachments of his libido reflected

in the fates of the ‘God-rays’ which he in-

vented**.

As on a former occasion **, we want to avoid

the problem as to the origin of the tendency to

project psychic processes into the outer world.

It is fair to assume, however, that this tendency

becomes stronger where the projection into the

outer world offers psychic relief. Such a state

” We Mrame that in thii early naioiitio stage feeUngi from libidi-

nont and other aoiiroes of excitement are perhaps still indistingiiish

ably combined with each other.
** Sdneber, DenlcwMighetien tints Ntntnkramktn, 1903—

Freod, Psydioana^c Ohserratioas concerning an antobio-

graphicany described case of Paranoia, Jakrbnek fUr Psydoanalyt.

Fortek. y<A. HI, 1911.
** Compare the latest conunanieation about the Sebreber case,

p. 09.
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of affairs can with caiainty be expected if the

impulses struggling for omnipotence have come
into conflict with each other, for then they evi-

dently cannot all become omnipotent. The
morbid process in paranoia actually uses the

mechanism of proje^ion to solve such conflicts

which arise in the psychic life. However, it so

happens that the model case of such a conflict

between two parts of an antithesis is the ambi-

valent attitude which we have analysed in

detail in the situation of the mourner at the

death of one dear to him. Such a case appeals

to us especially fitted to motivate the creation

of projection formations. Here again we are in

agreement with those authors who declare that

evil spirits were the firstbom among spirits, and
who find the origin of soul conceptions in the

impression which death makes upon the survi-

vors. We differ from them only in not

putting the intellectual problem which death

imposes upon the living into the foreground,

instead of which we transfer the force which
stimulates inquiry to the conflict of feelings

into which this situation plimges the survivor.

The first theoretical accomplishment of man,
the creation of spirits, would therefore spring

from the same source as the first moral restric-

tions to which he subjects himself, namely, the

rules of taboo. But ^e fact that they have the
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same source should not prejudice us in favour of

a simultaneous orij^. If it really were the

situation of the survivor confronted by the dead

which first caused primitive man to reflect, so

that he was compelled to surrender some of his

omnipotence to spirits and to sacrifice a part of

the free will of his actions, these cultur^ crea-

tions would be a first recognitimi of the dviyKij,

which opposes man’s narcism. Primitive man
would bow to the superior power of death with

the same gesture with which he seems to deny it.

If we have the courage to follow our assump-

tions further, we may ask what essential part of

our psychological structure is reflected and re-

viewed in the projection formation of souls and
spirits. It is then difficult to dispute that the

primitive conception of the soul, though still far

removed fiom the later and wholly immaterial

soul, nevertheless shares its nature and therefore

looks upon a person or a thing as a duality, over

the two elements of which the known properties

and changes of the whole are distributed. This

origin duality, we have borrowed the term from
Herbert Spencer**, is already identical with the

dualism which manifests itself in our customary

separation of spirit from body, and whose inde-

structible linguistic manifestations we recognize,

for instance, in the description of a person who

•• Prineifiu of SoeUlojy, VoL I,
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faints or raves as one who is * beside himself.’*^

The thing which we, just like primitive man,
project in- outer reality, cim hardly be anything

else than the recognition of a state in which a
given thing is present to the senses and to

consciousness, next to which another state

exists in which the thing is latent, but can re-

appear, that is to say, the co-existence of percep-

tion and memory, or, to generalize it, the exist-

ence of unconscious psychic processes next to

conscious ones It might be said that in the

last analysis the * spirit * of a person or thing

is the faculty of remembering and representing

the object, after he or it was withdrawn from

conscious perception.

Of course we must not expect from either the

primitive or the current conception of the
* soul ’ that its line of demarcation from other

parts should be as marked as that which con-

temporary science draws between conscious and
unconscious psychic activity. The animistic

soul, on the contrary, unites determinants from
both sides. Its fl^htiness and mobility, its

faculty of leaving the body, of permanently or

temporarily taking poss^ion of another body,

all these are characteristics which remind us

*• u, p. vn.
** Ocmpue my dioct p*pet: A NoU on the Vneoneeione m

Pepehomalftie, inthe Proeetdxnf ofthe BoeietyforPepehiealSeMnrek,

PMt LXVl, VoL XXVI, 1912.
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unmistakably of the nature of consciousness

But the way in which it keeps itself concealed

behind the personal appearance reminds us of

the unconscious ; to<day we no longer ascribe

its unchangeableness and indestructibility to

conscious but to unconscious processes and look

upon these as the real bearers ofpsychic activity.

We said before that animism is a system of

thouj^t, the first complete theory of the world

;

we now want to draw certain inferences through

psychoanalytic interpretation of such a S3rstem.

Our every^y experience is capable of con-

stantly showing us the main characteristics of

the ‘ system We dream during the night

and have learnt to interpret the dream in the

daytime. Thedream can, without being irntrue

to its nature, appear confused and incoherent

;

but on the other hand it can also imitate the

order of impressions of an experience, infer one

occurrence from another, and refer one part

of its contents to another. The dream succeeds

more or less in this, but hardly ever succeeds so

completely that an absurdity or a gap in the

structure does not appear somewhere. If we
subject the dream to interpretation we find that

this unstable and irregular order of its compo-
nents is quite unimportant for our under-

standing of it. The essential part of the dream
are the dream thoughts, which have;, to be sure,
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a significant, coherent order. But their order

is quite different from that which we reme her

from the manifest content of the dream. The
coherence of the dream thoughts has been abol-

ished and may either remain altogether lost or

can be replac^ by the new coherence of the

dream content. Besides, the condensation of

the dream elements there is almost regularly a
re-grouping of the same which is more or less

independent of the former order. We say in

conclusion, that what the dream-work has

made out of the material of the dream thoughts

has been subjected to a new influence, the so-

called ‘ secondary elaboration,’ the object of

which evidently is to do away with the inco-

herence and incomprehensibility caused by the

dream-work, in favour of a new ‘meaning*.

This new meaning which has been brought

about by the secondary elaboration is no longer

the meaning of the dream thoughts.

The secondary elaboration of the product of

the dream-work is an excellent example of the

nature and the pretensions of a system. An in-

tellectual function in us demand the unifica-

tion, coherence and comprehensibility of every-

thing perceived and thought of, and does not

hesitate to construct a false connexion if, as a
result of special circumstances, it cannot graqp

the rij^t one. We know such system forma-
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tion not only &om the dream, but also from

phobias, frcm compulsive thinking and frt>m

the types of delusions. The system forma-

tion is most ingenious in delusional states

(paranoia) and dominates the clinical picture,

but it alro must not be overlooked in other

forms of neuropsychoses. In every case we can

show that a re-arrangement of the psychic

material takes place, which may often be quite

violent, provided it seems comprehensible from

the point of view of the system. The best indi-

cation that a system has been formed then lies

in the fact that each result of it can be shown to

have at least two motivations one of which

springs from the cutsumptions of the system and

is therefore eventually delusional,—and a hid-

den one which, however, we must recognize as

the real and effective motivation.

An example from a neurosis may serve as

illustration. In the chapter on taboo I men-

tioned a patient whose compulsive prohibitions

correspond very neatly to the taboo of the

Maori**. The neurosis of this woman was

directed against her husband and culminated in

the defence against the unconscious wish for his

death. But her manifest systematic phobia

concerned the mention of death in general, in

which her husband was altogether eliminated

-p. 89.
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and never became the object of conscious

solicitude. One day- she heard her husband
give an order to have his dull razors taken to a
certain shop to have them sharpened. Impelled

by a peculiar unrest she went to the shop herself,

and on her return from this reconnoitre she

asked her husband to lay the razors aside for

good because she had discovered that there was a
warehouse of cofl&ns and funeral accessories next

to the shop he mentioned. She claimed that he

had intentionally brought the razors into per-

manent relation with the idea of death. This

was then the systematic motivation of the pro-

hibition, but we may be sure that the patient

would have brought home the prohibition rela-

ting to the razors even if she had not discovered

this warehouse in the neighbourhood. For it

would have been sufficient if on her way to the

shop she had met a hearse, a person in mourning,

or somebody carrying a wreath. The net of

determinants was spread out far enough to catch

the prey in any case, it was simply a question

whether she should pull it in or not. It could

be established with certainty that she did not

mobilize the determinants of the prohibition in

other circumstances. She would then have
said it had been one of her * better days ’.

The real reason for the prohibition ofthe razor

was, of course, as we can easily guess, her
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resistance against a pleasurably accentuated

idea that her husband might cut his throat with

the sharpened razors.

In much the same way a motor inhibition, an
abasia or an agoraphobia, becomes perfected

and detailed if the s}rmptom once succeeds in

representing an unconscious wish and of impos-

ing a defence against it. All the patient’s

remaining unconscious phantasies and effective

reminiscences strive for symptomatic expres-

sion through this outlet, when once it has been

opened, and range themselves appropriately in

the new order within the sphere of the disturb-

ance of gait. It would therefore be a futile and
really foolish way to begin to try to under-

stand the symptomatic structure, and the

details of, let us say, an agoraphobia, in terms

of its basic assumptions. For the whole logic

and strictness of connexion is only apparent.

Sharper observation can reveal, as in the forma-

tion of the fa9ade in the dream, the greatest

inconsistency and arbitrariness in the symptom
formation. The details of such a systematic

phobia take their real motivation from con-

cealed determinants which must have nothing

to do with the inhibition in gait ; it is for this

reason that the form of such a phobia varies so

and is so contradictory in different people.

If we now attempt to retrace the system of
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aTiimimn with which we are concerned, we may
conclude from our insist into other psycho-

logical systems that * superstition ’ need not be

the only and actual motivation of such a sin^e

rule or cust<»n even among primitive races, and
that we are not relieved of the obligation of

seeking for concealed motives. Under the

dominance of an animistic system it is absolutdy

essential that each rule and activity should

receive a systematic motivation which we tonlay

call * superstitious *. But * superstiti(m *, like

* anxiety ’, ‘ dreams *, and ‘ demons ’, is one

of the preliminaries of psychology which have

been dissipatedby psychoanalytic investigation.

If we get behind these structures, which like a
screen conceal understanding, we realize that

the psychic life and the cultural level of savages

have hitherto been inadequately appreciated.

If we regard the repression of impulses as a
measure of the level of culture attained, we
must admit that under the animistic system too,

progress and evolution have taken pl^, which

unjustly have been under-estimated on account

of their susperstitious motivation. If we hear

that the warriors of a savage tribe impose the

greatest chastity and cleanliness upon them-

selves as soon as they go upon the war-path **.

the obvious explanation is that they dispose of

*• rmer. Taboo ami At PtrOi of At Aod, p. US.
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thdr refuse in order that the enemy may not

come into possession of this part of their person

in order to harm them by magical means, and
we may surmise analogous superstitious moti-

vations for their abstinence. Nevertheless the

fact remains that the impulse is renounced and

we probably understand the case better if we
assume that the savage warrior imposes such

restrictions upon himself in compensation, be-

cause he is on the point of allowing himselfthe

full satisfaction of cruel and hostile impulses

otherwise forbidden. The same holds good for

the numerous cases of sexual restriction while

he is preoccupied with difficult or responsible

tasks Even if the basis of these prohibitions

can be referred to some association with magic,

the fundamental conception of gaining greater

strength by foregoing gratification of desires

nevertheless lemains unmistakable, and be-

sides the magic rationalization of the prohibi-

tion, one must not neglect its hygienic root.

When the men of a savage tribe go away to

hunt, fish, make war, or collect valuable plants,

the women at home are in the meantime sub-

jected to numerous oppressive restrictions

which, according to the savages themsdves,

exert a sympathetic effect upon the success of

the far away expedition. But it does not

- Vxtmet, JLa, d. SOOi
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require much acumen to guess that this element

acting at a distance is nothing but a thought of

home, the longing of the absent, and that these

disguises conceal the sound psychological in-

sight that the men will do their best only ifthey

are fully assured of the whereabouts of their

guarded women. On other occasions the

thought is directly expressed without magic

motivation, that tiie conjugal infidelity of th;:

wife thwarts the absent husband’s efforts.

The countless taboo rules to which the women
of savages are subject during their menstrual

periods are motivated by the superstitious

dread of blood which in all probability actually

determines it. But it would be wrong to over-

look the possibility that this blood dread also

serves sesthetic and hygienic purposes which in

every case have to be covered by magic motiva-
tions.

We are probably not mistaken in agsuming
/

that such attempted explanations expose us to

the rq>roach of attributing a most improbable

delicacy of psychic activities to contemporary

savages.

But 1 think that we may easily make the

same mistake with the psychology ofthese races

who have remained at the animistic stage that

wemade with the psychic life ofthe child, which

we adults understood no better and whose rich-
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ness and fineness of feding we have therefore

so greatly undervalued.

1 want to consider another group of hitherto

unexplained taboo rules because they admit of

an explanation with which the psychoanalyst is

familiar. Under certain conditions it is forbid-

den to many savage races to keep in the house

sharp weapons and instruments for cutting

Frazer sites a (merman superstition that a knife

must not be left lying with the edge pointing up-

ward because God and the angels might injure

themselves with it. May we not recognize in

this taboo a premonition of certain ‘ sympto-

matic actions ’ “ for which the sharp weapon
might be used by unconscious evil impuls^ ?

** Fruer, le., p. 2S7.
" F^sod, PtffehopMeiogi/ of Sveryiajf Life, p. 811^ teim. by

A. A. BrilL



CHAPTER IV

THE INFANTILE BECUKBENCE OF TOTEMISM

The reader need not fear that psychoanalysia,

which first revealed the r^^ular over-determina-

tion of psychic acts and formations, will be

tempted to derive anything so complicated as

religion from a single source. If it necessarily

seeks, as in duty bound, to gain recognition for

one of the sources of this institution, it by no
means claims exclusiveness for this source or

even first rank among the concurring factors.

Only a synthesis from various fields of research

can decide what relative importance in the gene-

sis of religion is to be assigned to the mechanism
which we are to discuss ; but such a task

exceeds the means as well as the intentions of

the psychoanalyst.

1

The first chapter of this book made us ac-

quainted with the conception of totemism. We
heard that totemism is a system which takes the
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place of religion among certain primitive races

in Australia, America, and Africa, and furnishes

the basis of social organization. We know that

in 1869 the Scotchman IdacLennan attracted

general interest to the phenomena of totemism,

which until then had been considered merely as

curiosities, by his conjecture that a laige num-
ber of customs and usages in various old as well

as modem societies were to be taken as remnants

of a totemic epoch. Science has since then

fully recognized this significance of totemism.

1 quote a passage firom the EHements of the

Psychology of Races by W. Wundt (1912), as

the latest utterance on this question * :
‘ Tak-

ing all this together it becomes highly probable

that a totemic culture was at one time the pre-

liminary stage of every later evolution as well as

a transition stage between the state of primitive

man and the age of gods and heroes.’

It is necessary for the purposes of this chapter

to go more deeply into the nature of totemism.

For reasons that will be evident later I here give

preference to an outline by S. Reinach, who in

the year 1900 sketched the following Code du
Tothnisme in twelve articles, like a catechism of

the totemic religion •

:
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1. Certain animals mtist not be killed or eaten,

but men bring up individual animals of these

species and take care of them.

2. An animal that dies accidentaUy is

mourned and buried with the same honours as

a member of the tribe.

8. The prohibition as to eating sometimes

refers only to a certain part of the animal.

4. If pressure of necessity compels the killing

of an animal usually spared, it is done with ex>

cuses to the animal and the attempt is made to

mitigate the violation of the taboo, namely the

killing, through various tricks and evasions.

5. If the animal is sacrificed by ritual, it is

solemnly mourned.

6. At specified solemn occasions, like religious

ceremonies, the skins of certain animals are

donned. Where totonism still exists, these

are totem animals.

7. Tribes and individuals assume the names
of totem animals.

8. Many tribes use pictures of animals as

coats of arms and decorate their weapons with

them ; the men paint animal pictures on their

bodies or have them tattooed.

9. If the totem is one of the feared and
dangerous animalR it is assumed that the aTtimal

will spare the m^bers of the tribe named after

it.
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10. The totem animal protects and warns the

members of the tribe.

11. The totem anhnal foretells the future to

those faithful to it and serves as their

leader.

12. The members of a totem tribe often be-

lieve that they are connected with the totem

animal by the bond of common origin.

The value of this catechism of the totem re-

ligion can be more appreciated if one bears in

mind that Reinach has here also incorporated all

the signs and clews which lead to the conclusion

that the totemic system had once existed. The
peculiar attitude of this author to the problem

is shown by the fact that to some extent he neg-

lects the essential traits of totemism, and we
shall see that of thetwomain tenets of thetotem-

istic catechism he has forced one into the back-

ground and completely lost sight of the other.

In order to get a more correct picture of the

characteristics oftotemism we turn to an author

who has devoted four volumes to the theme,

combining the most complete collection of the

observations in question with the most thor-

ough discussion of the problems they raise.

We shall remain indebted to J. G. Frazer, the

author of Totemism and Exogamy *
, for the plea-

sure and information he affords, even though

mo.
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psychoanalytic investigation may lead us to

results which differ widely from his*.

“ A totem,” wrote Frazer in his first essay
” is a class ofmaterial objects which a savage re>

gards with superstitious respect, believing that

4 Bnt it nuy be well to ehow the reeder beforehead how dUBoolt

it ie to eetebBeh the feota io tfaJe field.

In the fint pleoe thoee who ooQeot the obeenreticuiB an not

identloal with thoee who digeet end dieonas than ; the fiiet ere

travdlmi and mlMionariea, wbik the othen aie aoientiflo men iriu

perhaps have never seen the objeote ot their reaearah.—It is not

to estaUiah an nnderetanding with eavagea. Not all the

obaervers were famiHar with tite langnagee bnt had to nae the

aariatanne of interpretera or elae had to oommnnioate with the

people they qneatinied in the aiudliaty langnage of pidgin-Biig-

liah. Savages are not oommanioative abont the most intimate

affain of their onHore and imbnrden themaelvea only to those fbr-

eignera who have paaaed many yeara in th^ midst. From vaiions

motives they dFtea give wrong (w misleadiiiginlQniiatkm, (Compare
Fraser, Tike BegiwMnga of iMigitm and Tobmitm Among the Ane-
tralian Aboriginee ; FartmgMy Btmow, 190S: ToUmum mid
Bvogmng, V(fi. I, p. 100).—^It most not be fugotten that primi-

tive races ace not young races bnt really are as old as the moat
oivilued, and that we have no r^ht to expect that they have
preserved their original ideas and institutions for onr information
without any evolntion or diatintioa It is oertaln, on the eon-

trsry, that far-reaching changes in all dneotuma have taken place

among primitive races, so th^ we can never unheeitatiiigly deride
wUoh of their present conditimis and opinkns have preserved
the original past, having remained petrified, as it were, a^ wUeh
represent a diatoctkHi and change of the original. It ia dne to
ibis that one meets the many dapotee among authon aa to what
proportion of the peonliaiitiee of a primitive oultnre is to be taken
as a primary, and what aa a later and seooodary manffrstatioa.

To estaUiah the original conditions, therefore, alwaya remains a
matter of oooatmotko. filnally, it is not easy to adapt oneself

to the ways of thinking of primitive races. For like children,

we easily miannderstand them, and are always inclined to inter-

pret their acta and fedings according to onr own payohio oonatrila-

tkna.
* Totemiem (Edinburg 1887), reprinted in the first vrinme ot

his great study, TeUmim and Brcgtm^.
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there exists between him aiul every member of

the class an intimate and altogether special rela-

tion. The connexion between a person and his

totem is mutually beneficent ; the totem pro-

tects the man and the man shows his respect

for the totem in various ways* by not killing it

if it be an animal, and not cutting or gathering

it if it be a plant. As distinguished from a
fetich, a totem is never an isolated individual

but always a class of objects, generally a species

of animals or of plants, more rarely a cl^ of

inanimate natural objects, very rarely a class

of artificial objects.**

At least thr^ kin^ of totem can be distin-

guished :

1. The tribal totem which a whole tribe

shares and which is hereditary from generation

to generation,

2. The sex totem which belongs to all the

masculine or feminine members of a tribe to the

exclusion of the opposite sex, and
8. The individual totem which belongs to the

individualand does not descend to his successors.

The last two kinds of totem are compara-
tively of little importance compared to the tribal

totem. Unless we are mistaken they are recent

formations and of little importance as far as the

nature of the taboo is concerned.

The tribal totem (clan totem) is the object of
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veneration of a group of men and women who
take their name from tiie totem and consider

themselves consanguineous offepring of a com-
mon ancestor, and who are firmly associated with

each otherthrough common obligations towards

each other as well as by the belief in their

totem.

Totemism is a religious as well as a social

S3r8tem. On its religious side it consists of the

relations of mutual respect and consideration

between a person and his totem, and on its social

side it is composed of obligations of the mem-
bers of the clan towards eadx other and towards

other tribes. In the later history of totemism

these two sides show a tendency to part com-

pany; the social system often survives the

religious and conversely remnants of totemism

remain in the religion of countries in which the

social system based upon totemism had dis-

appeared. In the present state of our ignor-

ance about the origin oftotemism we cannot say

with certainty how these two sides were origin-

ally combing. But there is on the whole a

strong probability that in the beginning the two

sides of totemism were indistinguishable from

each other. In other words, the further we go

back the clearer it becomes that a member of a

tribe looks upwi himself as being of the same

genus as his totem and makes no distinction
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between his attitude towards the totem and his

atUtudO towards his tribal companions.

In the special description of totemism as a

religious system, Frazer lays stress on the fact

that the members of a tribe assume the name
of their totem and also as a nde believe that they

are descended from U. It is due to this belief

that they do not hunt the totem animal or kill

or eat it, and that they deny themselves every

other use of the totem if it is not an animal.

The prohibitions against killing or eating the

totem are not the only taboos affecting it ; some-

times it is also forbidden to touch it and even to

look Atit ; in a number of cases the totem must
not be called by its right name. Violation of

the taboo prohibitions which protect the totem

is punished automatically by serious disease

or death*.

Specimens of the totem animals are some-

times raised by the clan and taken care of in

captivity’'. A totem animal found dead is

mourned and buried like a member of the clan.

If a totem animal had to be killed it was done

with a prescribed ritual of excuses and ceremon-
ies of expiation.

The tribe expected protection and forbear-

ance from its totem. If it was a dangerous
* Camparc the ohepter on Taboo.
V JnetM to-day we etiH have the wolvee ia a oege at the atqw of

the Capitol in Bim and the beaa in the pit at Bnne.
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animal (a beast of prey or a poisonous snake),

it was assumed that it would not harm, and
where this assumption did not come true the

person attacked was expelled from the tribe.

Frazer thinks that oaths were originally ordeals,

many tests as to descent and genuineness being

in this way left to the decision of the totem.

The totem helps in case of illness and gives the

tribe premonitions and warnings. The appear-

ance of the totem animal near a house was often

looked upon as an announcement of death

The totem had come to get its relative*.

A member of a clan seeks to emphasize his

relationship to the totem in various significant

ways ; he imitates an exterior similarity by
dressing himself in the skin of the totem animal,

by having the picture of it tattooed upon him-

self, and in other ways. On the solemn occa-

sions of birth, initiation into manhood or funeral

obsequies this identification with the totem is

carri^ out in deeds and words. Dances in

which all the members of the tribe disguise

themselves as their totem and act like it, serve

various magic and religious purposes. Finally

there are the ceremonies at wUch the totem

animal is killed in a solemn manner *.

The social side of totemism is primarily ex-

* like the legend of the white womnn in many noble families.
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pressed in a sternly observed commandment
and in a tremendous restriction. The members
of a totem clan are brothers and sisters, pledged
to help and protect each other ; if a member
of the clan is slain by a stranger the whole tribe

of the slayer must answer for the murder and
the clan of the slain man shows its solidarity

in the demand for expiation for the blood that

has been shed. The ties of the totem are

stronger than our ideas of family ties, wilh

which they do not altogether coincide, since

the transfer of the totem takes place as a rule

through maternal inheritance, paternal inherit-

ance possibly not counting at all in the begin-

ning.

But the corresponding taboo restriction con-

sists in the prohibition against members of the

same clan marrying each other or having any

kind of sexual intercourse whatsoever with each

other. This is the famous and enigmatic

esoogamy connexion with totemism. We have

devoted the whole first chapter of this book to

it, and therefore need only mention here that

this exogamy springs from the intensified incest

dread of primitive races, that it becomes en-

tirely comprehensible as a security against

incest in group marriages, and that at first it

accomplishes the avoidance of incest for the

yoimger generation and only in the course of
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further development becomes a hindrance to

the older generation as well**.

To this presentation of totemism by Frazer,

one of the earliest in the literature on the sub-

ject, I will now add a few excerpts from one of

the latest summaries. In the Elements of (he

Psychology of Races, which appeared in 1912,

W. Wundt says ** :
“ The totem animal is con-

sidered the ancestral animal. ‘ Totem ’ is

therefore both a group name and a birth name
and in the latter aspect this name has at the

same time a mythological meaning. But all

these uses ofthe conception play into each other

and the particular meanings may recede so that

in some cases the totems have become almost a
mere nomenclature of the tribal divisions, while

in others the idea of the descent or else the

cultic meaning of the totem remains in the fore-

ground. . . . The conception of the totem de-

termines the tribal arrangement and the tribal

organisation. These norms and their establish-

ment in the belief and feelings of the members
of the tribe account for the fact that originally

the tot^ animal was certainly not considered

merely a name for a group division but that it

usually was considered the progenitor ofthe cor-

responding division. . . . This accounted for

See Chapter L
“ p. iia
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the fact that these animal ancestors enjoyed

a cult. . . . This animal cult expresses itself

primarily in the attitude towards the totem ani-

mal, quite aside from special ceremonies and
ceremonial festivities : not only each individual

animal but every representative of the same
species was to a certain degree a sanctified ani-

mal ; the member ofthe totem was forbidden to

eat the flesh of the totem animal or he was al-

lowed to eat it only imder special circumstances.

This is in accord with the significant contra-

dictory phenomenon found in this connexion,

namely, that under certain conditions there was
a kind of ceremonial consumption of the totem

flesh. . .
.”

“. . . But the most important social side of

this totemic tribal arrangement consists in the

fact that it was connected with certain rules of

conduct for the relations of the groups with each

other. The most important of these were the

rules of conjugal relations. This tribal di-

vision is thus connected with an important phe-

nomenon which first made its appearance in the

totemic age, namely with exogamy.”
If we wish to arrive at the characteristics of

the original totemism by sifting through every-

thing that may correspond to later development

or decline, we find the following essential facts :

The totems were originally only animals and
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vBere considered the ancestors of single tribes.

The totem was hereditary only trough the

female line; it was forbidden to kiU the totem

(or to eat it, which under primitive conditions

amoimts to the same thing) ; members of a totem

were forbidden to have semal intercourse with

each (riher^.

It may now seem strange to us that in the

Code du totSmisme which Reinach has drawn up
the one principal taboo, namely exogamy, does

not appear at all while the assumption of the

second taboo, ntunely the descent from the to-

tem animal, is only casually mentioned. Yet
Reinach is an author to whose work in this field

we owe much and I have chosen his presentation

in order to prepare us for the differences of

opinion among the authors, which will now
occupy our attention.

The oonoloBian whtoh Fraxer diawa abont totemiam in bia

aeoond work on the anbjeot {The Origin of Tolemtm , Fortfughtty

Renew, 1890) agreea with thia text ;
“ Thna, totemiam haa com-

monly been trMted aa a pnnutiTe ayatem both of rebgion and
of aodety. Aa a ayatem of religion it embraoee the myatio nnion

of the aavage with hia totem ; aa a ayatem of aooiety it oompnaea
the relatuma in which men and women of the aame totem atand to

each other and to the membcra of other totemio gronpe. And
oocreapcmding to theee two aidea of the ayatem are two rough-and-

ready teata or oancwa of totemiam : firat, the rule that a man may
not kill or eat hia totem animal or jdant, and aeeond, the rule that

he may not many or cohabit with a woman of the aame totem ”

(p. 101). Fiaaer then adda aomething which takes ns into the

midat <k the dtacnaaimi about totemiam : “ Whether the two aidea

—the religions and the social—have alwaya ooexaated or are eaaen-

tially independent, la a qnestioo which has been variously answered."
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2

The more convinced we became that totemism

had regularly formed a phase of every culture,

the more mgent became the necessity of arriv-

ing at an understanding of it and of casting light

upon the riddle of its nature. To be sure,

everything about totemism is in the nature of

a riddle ;
.the decisive questions are the origin

of the totem, the motivation of exogamy (or

rather of the incest taboo which it represents)

and the relation between the two, the totem

organization and the incest prohibition. The
understanding should be at once historical and
psychological ; it should inform us under what
conditions this peculiar institution developed

and to what psychic needs of man it has given

expression.

The reader will certainly be astonished to

hear from how many different points of view

the answer to these questions has been attempted

and how far the opinions of expert investigators

vary. Almost everythingthat might be asserted

in general about totemism is doubtful ; even

the above statement of it, taken from an article

by Frazer in 1887, cannot escape the criticism

that it expresses an arbitrary preference of the

author and would be challenged to-day by
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Frazer himself, who has Tepeatedly changed his

view cm the subject **.

It is quite obvious that the nature of totem-

ism and exogamy could be most readily grasped

if we could get into closer touch with the origin

of both institutions. But in judging the state

of affairs we must not forget the remark of An-
drew Lang, that even primitive races have not

preserved these original forms and the condi-

tions of their origin, so that we are altogether

dependent upon hypotheses to take the place

of the observation we lack Among the

attempted explanations some seem inadequate

from the very beginning in the judgment of the

psychologist. They are altogether too rational

and do not take into consideration the elective

character of what they are to explain. Others

rest on assumptions which observation fails to

verify ; while still others appeal to facts which

cotdd better be subject^ to another in-

terpretation. The refutation of these various

u In ooonexKm vith sooh • change of opinion Fruer made this

excellent atatement :
“ That my co^wioiiB on these difficult qnee-

tiottB are final, I am not so foolish as to pretend. I have changed
my views repeatedly, and I am resolved to change them agam with
every change of tto evidence, for like a chamdeon the mqnirer
should shift his colours with the shifting coloum of the ground be
treads." Preface to Vd. I, Totemum and Exogamy, 1910.
u <• By the nature of the case, as the origin cf tctemism hes far

beyond our powers of historical examination or of experiment, we
must have- recourse as regards this matter, to ocmjeatwe,” Andrew
Lang, /Secret of the Totem, p. S7.

—“ Nowhere do we see absolutely

primitive man, and a totemio system in the making,” p. 29.
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opinions as a rule hardly presoats any difficul-

ties ; t^e authors are» as usual, stronger in the

criticism which they practice on each other than

in their own work. The final result as regards

m(»t of the points treated is a non Uqwt. It is

therefore not surprising that most of the new
literature on the subject, which we have largely

omitted here, shows the unmistakable effort

to reject a general solution of totemic problems

as unfeasible. (See, for instance, B. Golden-

weiser in the Journal ofAmerican Folklore xxiii,

1910. Reviewed in the BrUtanica Year Book,

1918.) I have taken the liberty of disregarding

the ciuronological order in stating these contra-

dictory hypotheses.

(o) The Obioin of Totemism

The question of the origin of totemism can

also be formulated as follows : How did primi-

tive people come to select the names of animals,

planto and inanimate objects for themselves and
their tribes ?

The Scotchman, MacLennan, who discovered

totemism and exogamy for science ^*, refrained

firom publishing his views of the origin of totem-

ism. According to a communication of Andrew

>* At flnt prolMbly only animab.
The Worehtp of Aoiwtah and FtanU (Fortt^My Rtviev,

186S-1870). iVtmdite Mamoye, 1860 ; both woria reprinted in

Btndiee in Ancient H%tk>ry. 1876; aeoond edition, 1886,
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Lang” he was for a time inclined to trace totem-

ism back to the custom of tattooing. I shall

divide the accepted theori^ of the derivation

of totemism into three groups, (a) nominalistic,

(d) sociological, (y) psychological.

(a) The Nominalistic Theories

The information about these theories will

justify their summation under the headings I

have used.

Garcilaso de La Vega, a descendant of the

Peruvian Inkas, who wrote the history of his

race in the seventeenth century, is alre^y said

to have traced back what was known to him
about totemic phenomena to the need of the

tribes to diflerentiate themselves from each

other by means of names”. The same idea

appears centuries later in the Ethnology of A. K.
Keane where totems are said to be derived from

heraldic badges through which individuals,

families and tribes wanted to differentiate

themselves

Max Muller expresses the same opinion about

the meaning of the totem in his ContribnHons to

the Science of Mythology A totem is said to

be, 1. a mark of the clan, 2. a clan name, 8. the

» TKt Seera of Oe TaUm, 1908, p. S4.
>• Ibid.

*• Ibid.

** Aoooiding to Andrew Lang,
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name of the ancestor of the clan, 4. the name of

the object which the clan reveres. J. Pikler

wrote later, in 1899, that men needed a perma-

nent name for communities and individuab

that could be preserved in writing. . . . Thus
totemism arises, not from a religious, but from a
prosaic everyday need of mankind. The giving

of names, which is the essence of totemism, is

a result of the technique of primitive writing.

The totem is of the nature of an easily repre-

sented writing symbol. But if savages first

bore the name of an animal they deduced the

idea of relationship from this animal ».

Herbert Spencer”, also, thought that the

origin of totemism was to be found in the giving

of names. The attributes of certain individuals,

he showed, had brought about their being

named after animals so that they had come to

have names of honour or nicknames which con-

tinued in their descendants. As a result of the

indefiniteness and incomprehensibility of primi-

tive languages, these names are said to have been
taken by later generations as proof of their de-

scent fr^m the animals themselves. Totemism
would thus be the result of a mistaken reverence

for ancestors.
" PiUer and S<Hnl6, The Ongin of ToUmietn, 1901. The an-

thon oaD their attempt at expbnatioa a “ Contnbnttoo to

the matonahatk) theoiy of Hktoiy.”
•• The Origin of Antm^ WorrAip {Fortnighag Bevtew. 1870).

Prinetflee of Pegdulogg, VoL I, K to 176.
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Lord Avebury (bett» known under his for-

mer name. Sir John Lubbock) has expressed

himself quite similarly about the origin of

totemism, though without emphasizing the mis-

understanding. If we want to explain the

veneration of animals we must not forget how
often human names are borrowed from animals.

The children and followers of a man who was
called bear or lion naturally made this their

ancestral name. In this way it came about that

the animal itself came to be respected and
finally venerated.

Fison has advanced what seems an irrefutable

objection to such a derivation of the totem

name from the names of individuals**. He
shows from conditions in Australia that the

totem is always the mark of a group of people

and never of an individual. But if it were other-

wise, if the totem was originally the name of a

single individual, it could never, with the

system of maternal inheritance, descend to his

children.

The theories thus far stated are evidently

inadequate. They may explain how animal

names came to be appli^ to primitive tribes but

they can never explain the importance attached

to the giving of names which constitutes the

** KamUarm and Kttrmai, p. 165, 1880 (Lang, 8eera of (he Totem,

etc.)
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totemic system. Themost noteworthy theory of

this group has been developed by Andrew Lang
in his bookf, Social Origins, 1908, and The
Secret of the Totem, 1005. This theory still

makes naming the centre of the problem, but it

uses two interesting jKiychological factors and
thus may claim to have contributed to the final

solution of the riddle of totemism.

Andrew Lang holds that it does not make any
difference how clans acquired their animal

names. It might be assumed that one day they

awoke to the consciousness that they had them
without being able to account from where they

came. The origin of these rumes had been for-

gotten. In that case they would seek to acquire

more information by pondering over their

names, and with their conviction of the impor-

tance of names they necessarily came to all the

ideas that are contained in the totemic system.

For primitive men, as for savages of to-day and
even for our children •*, a name is not indifferent

and conventional as it seems to us, but is some-

thing important and essential. A man’s name
is one of the main constituents of his person and

periiaps a part of his psyche. The fact that they

had the same names as animals must have led

primitive men to assume a secret and mportant

bond between their persons and ttie particular

M See the chapter on Taboo, p. 96.
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animal species. What other bond than consan-

guinity could it be ? But if the similarity of

names once led to this assumption it could also

account directly for all the totemic prohibitions

of the blood taboo, including exogamy.
“ No -more than these three things—a group

animal name of unknown origin ;
belief in a

transcendental connexion between all bearers,

human and bestial, of the same name ; and
belief in the blood superstitions—^were need^ to

give rise to all the totemic creeds and practices,

including exogamy” {Secret of the Totemy p.

126).

Bang’s explanation extends over two periods.

It derives the totemic system of psychological

necessity from the totem names, on the assump-

tion that the origin of the naming has been for-

gotten. The other part of the theory now seeks

to clear up the origin of these names. We shall

see that it bears an entirely different stamp.

This other part of the Lang theory is not

markedly different from those which I have

called ’ nominalistic The practical need of

differentiation compelled the individual tribes

to assume names and therefore they tolerated

the names which every tribe ascribed to the

other. This * naming from without ’ is the

peculiarity of Lang’s construction. The fact

that the names which tbiis originated were
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borrowed&om animals is not further remarkable

and need not have been felt by primitive men as

abuse or derision. Besides, Lang has cited

numerous cases from later epochs of history in

which names given from without that were first

meant to be derisive were accepted by those

nicknamed and voluntarily borne (The Guises,

Whigs and Tories). The assumption that the

origin of these names was forgotten in the course

of time connects this second part of the Lang
theory with the first one just mentioned.

(/S) The Sociological Theories

S. Reinach, who successfully traced the relics

of the totemic system in the cult and customs of

later periods, though attaching from the very

beginning only slight value to the factor of

descent^m the totem animal, once made the

casual remark that totemism seemed to him to

be nothing but “ une hyperirophie de Vinslinct

social” ••

The same interpretation seems to permeate

the new work of E. Durkheim, Les Formes
jtlhnerUaires de la Vie Beligieuse ; Le Systeme

Totimique en AustraHe^ 1912. The totem is the

visible representative of the social religion of

these races. It embodies the community,

vdiich is the real object of veneration.

p. 41.
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Other authors have sou^t a more intimate

reason for the share* which social impulses have

played in the formation of totemic institutions.

Thus A. C. Haddon has assumed that every

primitive tribe originally lived on a particular

plant or animal species and perhaps also traded

with this food and exchanged it with other

tribes. It then was inevitable that a tribe

should become known to other tribes by the

name of the animal which played such weighty

r61e with it. At the same time this tribe would
develop a special familiarity with this animal,

and a kind ofinterest for it which, however, was
based upon the psychic motive of man’s most

elementary and pressing need, namely, hun-

ger**.

The objections against this most rational of

all the totem theories are that such a state of the

food supply is never found among primitive men
and pro^bly never existed. Savages are the

more omnivorous the lower they stand in the

social scale. Besides, it is incomprehensible how
such an exclusive diet could have developed an

almost religious relation to the totem, culminat-

ing in an absolute abstention ^m the referred

food.

The first of the three theories about the origin

*• Addrets to Ok AnOuropdogiedt BobHoh, BriUtk AtaoeiaUon,

BettMt, 1902. Aooordiiig to Fiuer, l.e., VoL IV, p. 00.
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of totemisin whiclr Frazer stated was a psycho-

logical one. We shall report it elsewhere.

Frazer’s sec(md theory, which we will discuss

here, originated under the influence of an im-

portant publication by two investigators of the

inhabitants of Centr^ Australia*^.

Spencer and Gillen describe a series of pe-

culiar institutions, customs, «.nd opinions of a
group of tribes, the so-called Anmta nation, and
Frazer subscribes to their opinion that these

peculiarities are to be looked upon as character-

istics of a primary state and that they can ex-

plain the first and real meaning of totonism.

In the Anmta tribe itself (a part of the

Arunta nation) these peculiarities are as fol-

lows :

1. They have the division into totem clans

but the totem is not hereditary but is individu-

ally determined (as will be shown later).

2. The totem dans are not exogamous, and
the marriage restrictions are brou^t about by
a highly devdoped djvision into marriage

classes which have nothing to do with the

totems.

8. The function of the totem clan consists of

canying out a ceremony which in a subtle magic

manner brings about an increase of the edible

*1 The Natm Tribu o/ Oeetrel AmUrwKm, by Bikhria Spmocr
and U. J. CHDen, Loodan, 18SI.
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totem. (This cereinony is called InHehiutna.)

4. The Anmtas have a peculiar theory about

conception and re-birth. They assume that the
spirits of the dead who belonged to their totem

wait for their re-birth in definite localities and
penetrate into the bodies ofthe women who pass

such a spot. When a child is bom the mother
states at which spirit abode she thinks she con-

ceived her child. This determines the totem
of the child. It is further assumed that the

spirits (of the dead as weU as of the re-bom) are

bound to peculiar stone amulets, called CkuringOt

which are found in these places.

Two factors seem to have induced Frazer to

believe that the oldest form of totemism had
been foimd in the institution of the Anmtas.
In the first place the existence of certain myths
which assert that the ancestors of the Anmtas
always lived on their totem animal, and that

they married no other women except those of

their own totem. Secondly, the apparent dis-

r^ard of the sexual act in their theory of con-

ception. Peoplewho have not yet realized that

conception was the result of the sexual act

might well be considered the most backward
and primitive people living to-day.

Frazer, in having recourse to the Intichiuma

ceremony to explain totemism, suddenly saw
the totemic system in a totally different light as
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a thoroughly practical organization for accom-
plishing the most natural needs of man. (Com-
pare Haddon above*.) The system was simply

an extraordinary piece of ‘ co-operative magic ’.

Primitive men formed what might be called

a magic production and consumption club.

Each totem clan undertook to see to the cleanli-

ness of a certain article of food. If it were a

question of inedible totems like harmful animals,

rain, wind, or similar objects, it was the duty of

the totem clan to dominate this part of nature

and to ward off its injuriousness. The efforts of

each clan were for the good of all the others.

As the clan could not eat its totem or could eat

only a very little of it, it furnished this valuable

product for the rest and was in turn furnished

with what thesehad totake care of as their social

totem duty. In the light of this interpretation

fiumished by the Intichiuma ceremony, it

appeared to Frazer as if the prohibition against

eating the totem had misled observers to neglect

the more important side of the relation, namely

the commandment to supply as much as possi-

ijle of the edible totem for the needs of others.

Frazer accepted the tradition of the Aruntas

** Thera ie nothing vigoe or mystioal nboiit it, nothing of that

metophyiioal ban whioh aonte wiitexB love to oonjnra np. over the

hnmbleat beginningi ai homao apeonhutiai but which is ntteiiy

fonign to the rimpe, Mniaoiia, and oMtcrate modea of the aavage.

(Tofemtain and Exogamy, L, p. 117.)
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that each totem clan had originally lived on its

totem without any restriction. It then became
difBcult to imderstand the evolution that fol*

lowed through which savages were satisfied to

ensure the totem for others while they them-

selves abstained from eating it. He then

assumed that this restriction was by no means
the result of a kind of religious respect, but came
about through the observation that no animal

devoured its own kind, so that this break in the

identification with the totem was injurious to

the power which savages sought to acquire over

the totem. Or else it resulted from the endeav-

our to make the being favourably disposed by
sparingit. Frazer did not conceal the difficulties

of this explanation from himself**, nor did he

dare to indicate in what way the habit of

marrying within the totem, which the myths of

the Aruntas proclaimed, was convert^ into

exogamy.

Frazer’s theory based on the Intickiwna,

stands or falls with the recognition of the

primitive nature of the Arunta institutions.

But it seems impossible to hold to this in the fact-

of the objections advanced by Buurkheim** and
Lang**. The Aruntas seem on the contrary to

* le., p. lao.
•• L'mmmie iSoeialotique, VoL I. V. Vm. ud dwvbne. See

eqjeddly the ohepter, Bur U ToUmitme, VoL V, ISOl.

BoeM Origim amd Btertt <4 tU Tekm.
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be the most developed of the Australian tribes

and to represent rather a dissolution stage of

totemism than its beginning. The myths that

made such an impression on Frazer bei^mse they

emphasize, in contrast to prevailing institutions

of to-day, that the Aruntas are free to eat the

totem and to marry within it, easily explain

themselves to us as wish phantasies, which are

projected into the past, like the myths of the

Golden Age.

(7) The Psychological Theories

Frazer’s first psychological theories, formed

before his acquaintance with the observations of

Spencer and Gillen, were based upon the belief

in an * outward soul ’ **. The totem was meant
to represent a safe place of refuge where the

soul is deposited in order to avoid the dangers

which threaten it. After primitive man had
housed his soul in his totem he himself became
invulnerable and he naturally took care himself

not to harm the bearer of his soul. But as he

did not know which individual of the species in

question was the bearer of his soul he was con-

cerned in sparing the whole species. Frazer

himself later gave up this derivation of totem-

ism from the belief in souls.

When he became acquainted with the obser-

H Th» OoUm Bough, H, pl SSSl
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vations of Spencer and Gillen he set up the other

social theory which has just been stated, but he

himself then saw that the motive from which he

had derived totemism was altogether too ‘ ra-

tional ’ and that he had assumed a social organi-

zation for it which was altogether too com-
plicated to be called primitive** The magic
co-operative companies now appeared to him
rather as the fruit than as the germ of totemism.

He sought a simpler factor for the derivation of

totemism in the shape of a primitive supersti-

tion behind these forms. He then found this

original factor in the remarkable conception

theory of the Aruntas.

As already stated, the Aruntas establish no
connexion between conception and the sexual

act. If a woman feels herself to be a motherit

means that at that moment one of the spirits

from the nearest spirit abode who has been

watching for a re-birth, has penetrated into her

body and is bom as her child. This child has

the same totem as all the spirits that lurk in that

particular locality. But if we are willing to go

back a step further and assume that the woman
originally believed that the animal, plant, stone,

m xit is nnlilnly thst » oommimity d ssTsses shonld deUber-

stefy puoel oat the reslm of nature into pravinoee, assign eooh

prorinoe to a portioalar bond of mogioiaiM, and bid oU the bonds

to wash their mogio and weave their spells for the oraunoo good.”

Telemim md Szogam^f, VoL IV, p. S7.
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or other object which oonipied her fancy at the

moment when she first fehr herself pregnant had
really penetrated into her and was being bom
through her in human form, then the identity

of a human being with his totem would really

be founded on the belief of the mother, and fdl

the other totem commandments (with the ex-

ception of exogamy) could easily be derived

&om this belief. Men would refuse to eat the

particular animal or plant because it would be

just like eating themselves. But occasionally

they would be impelled to eat some of their

totem in a ceremonial manner because they

could thus strengthen their identification with

the totem, which is the essential part of totem-

ism. W. H. R. Rivers’ observations among the

inhabitants ofthe Bank Islands seemed to prove

men’s direct identification with their totems on
the basis of such a conception theory**.

The ultimate sources of totemism would then

be the ignorance of savages as to the process of

procreation among human beings and animals

;

especially their ignorance as to the idle which

the male plays in fertilization. This ignorance

must be facilitated by the long interval which

is interposed between the fertilizing act and the

birth of the child or the sensation of the child’s

first movements. Totemism is therefore a crea-

** ToUmtitm and Xxogamf, VcL JI, p> 89, and IV, p. 88.
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tion of the feminine mind and not of tiie mascu-

line. The sick fancies of the pregnant woman
axe the xoots of it. Anything indeed that

strode a woman at that mysterious meunent

of her life when she first knows herself to be

a mother m4^t easily be identified bf her with

theefafld inherwomb. Such maternal fancies,

so natural and seemingly so universal^ appear

to be the root of totemism*'.

The main objection to this third theory of

Fraaer*s is the same which has already been ad-

vanced against his second, sociologioal theory.

The Arontas seem to be £sr removed from tl^

b^mningsoftotemism. Their denial of father-

hood does not a|^)arently rest upon primitive

ignorance: in many cases they even have pater-

nal inheritance. They seem to have sacrificed

fatherhood to a kind of a speculation which
strives to honour the ancestral spirits**.

Though they raise the myth of immaculate con-

ception through a spirit to a general theory of

conception, we cannot for that reason credit

then with ignorance as to the conditions of pro-

creatiem any more than we could the old races

who lived during the rise ofthe Christian myths.

Another psychological theory of the origin of

* nSMMn* tmd Kmgwmif, VoL IV, p, 68.
* beSaf a pUioaoplijr fu fmn primiaw**, Andnw

LM^siMWd/a«3vsiM, p. ua
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totemism has been formulated by the Dutch
writer, 6, A. Wilcken. It establishes a con-

nexion between totemism and the migration of

souls. ** The animal into which, according to

general belief the souls of the dosd passed, be-

came a blood relative, an ancestor, and was
revered as such.*' But the belief in the soul's

migraticm to animals is more readily derived

firom totemism than inversely **.

Still another theory of totemism is advanced
by the excellent American ethnologists, Franz
Boas, Hill-Tout, and others. It is based on
observations of totemic Indian tribes and
asserts that the totem is originally the guardian

spirit of an ancestor who has acquired it through

a dream and handed it on to Us descendants.

We have already heard the difficulties which the

derivation of totemism through inheritance

from a single individual offers ; besides, the

Australian observations seem by no means to

support the tracing back of the totem to the

guardian spirit”.

Two facts have became decisive for the last of

the psychological theories as stated by Wundt

;

in the first place, that the original and most

widely known totem object was an animal,

and secondly, that the earliest totem animals

*7 Vaan, ToUmim and KzoQQim§, VoL IV. p. 45.

*• Ftaaer, Le., p. 4S.
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corresponded to animals t^hich had a soul**.

Such animals as birds, snakes, lizards, mice

are fitted by their extreme mobility, their

flight through the air, and by other character-

istics which arouse surprise and fear, to become

the bearers of souls which leave their bodies.

The totem animal is a descendant of the animal

transformations of the spirit-soul. Thus with

Wundt totemism is directly connected with the

belief in souls or with animism.

(b) and (c) The Ohigin of Exogamy A>n> Its

Relation to Totemism

I have put forth the theories of totemism

with considerable detail and yet I am afraid

that 1 have not made them clear enough on
accoimt ofthe condensation that was constantly

necessary. In the interest of the reader 1 am
taking the liberty of flirther condensing the

other questions that arise. The discussions

about the exogamy of totem races become
especially complicated and untractable, one

might even say confused, on accoimt of the

nature of the material used. Fortunately the

object of this treatise permits me to limit

myself to pointing out several guide-posts and
referring to the frequently quoted writings of

H Wondt, SmmU in 7<»kn P»ycl>ototit, p. 190.
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experts in the field for a more thorough pursuit

of the subject.

The attitude of an author to the problems of

exogamy is of course not independent of the

stand he has taken toward one or the other of

the totem theories. Some of these explana-

tions of totemism lack all connexion with exo-

gamy so that the two institutions are entirely

separated. Thus we find here two opposing

views, one of which clings to the original likeli-

hood that exogamy is an essential part of the

totemic system while the other disputes such a
connection and believes in an accidental com-

bination of these two traits ofthe most ancient

cultures. Inhis later worksFrazerhasemphatic-
ally stood for this latter point of view.

“ I must request the reader to bear constantly

in mind that the two institutions of totemism

and exogamy are fundamentally distinct in

origin and nature though they have accidentally

crossed and blended in many tribes.” {Totem-

ism and Exogamy 1, Preface Xll.)

He warns directly against the opposite view

as being a source of endless difficulties and mis-

understandings. In contrast to this, many au-

thors have found a way of conceiving exogamy
as a necessary consequence of the basic views on

totemism. Durkheim ** has shown in his writ-

L'mmh Soeioiogtpie, 1898-19(H.
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ings how the taboo, which is attached to the

totem, must have entailed the prohibition

against putting a woman of the same totem to

sexual uses. The totem is of the same blood as

the human being and for this reason the blood

bann (in reference to defloration and menstrua-

tion) forbids sexual intercourse with a woman of

the same totem". Andrew Lang, who here

agrees with Durkheim, goes so far as to believe

that the blood taboo was not necessary to bring

about the prohibition in regard to the women
of the same tribe The general totem taboo

which, for instance, forbids any one to sit in

the shadow of the totem tree, would have

sufficed. Andrew Lang also contends for an-

other derivation of exogamy (see below) and
leaves it in doubthow these two explanations are

related to each other.

As T^ards the temporal relations, the ma-
jority of authors subscribe to the opinion that

totemism is the older institution and that ex-

ogamy came later".

Among the theories which seek to explain

exogamy independently of totemism only a few

need be mentioned in so fu as they illustrate

See Fracer’i Critieim of Duri^m, Totmitm and Sxog-
amj/, p. 101.

•* Secret, etc., p. 12B.
** See Vnser, Le., VoL IV, p. 70 : “ The totemio dea k • totally

diflereot •ookl fxgaokm from the exogunone oUm, end ve here
good groomb for thinlring toot it k fu older.”
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different attitudes of the authors towards the

problem of incest.

MacLennan** had in^niously guessed that

exogamy resulted&om the remnants of customs

pointing to earlier forms of female rape. He
assumed that it was the general custom in an-

cient times to procure women firom strange

tribes so that marriage with a woman fhmi the

same tribe gradually became “ improper be-

cause it was unusual ”. He sought the motive

for the exogamous habit in the scarcity of

women among these tribes, which had resulted

from the custom of killing most female children

at birth. We are not concerned here with

investigation whether actual conditions corro-

borate MacLennan’s assumptions. We are

more interested in the argument that these

premises still leave it imexplained why the male
members of the tribe should have made these

few women of their blood inaccessible to them-

selves, as well as in the manner in which the

incest problem is here entirely n^lected **.

Other writers have on the contrary assumed,

and evidently with more rig^t, that exogamy
is to be interpreted as an institution for the

prevention of incest

If we survey the gradually increasing compli-
«< Prirniint Marrioge. ISSSl
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cation of Australian marriage restrictioDB we
can hardly help agredng with the opinion of

Morgan Frazer, Hewitt and Baldwin Spencer ",

that these institutions bear the stamp of ‘ ddib-

erate design ’, as Frazer puts it, and that they

were meant to do what they have actually

accomplished. “ In no other way does it seem
possible to explain in all its details a system at

once so complex and so regular"

It is of interest to point out that the first re-

strictions which the introduction of marriage

classes brought about affected the sexual free-

dom of the younger generation, in other words,

incest between brothers and sisters and between
sons and mothers, while incest between father

and daughter was only abrogated by more
sweeping measures.

However, to trace back exogamous sexual

restrictions to legal intentions does not add any-

thing to the understanding of the motive whi^
created these institutions. From what source,

in the final analysis, springs the dread of incest

which must be- recognized as the root of exo-

gamy ? It evidently does not suffice to appeal

to an instinctive aversion against sexual inter-

course with blood relatives, that is to say, to the

fact of incest dread, in order to explain the

Maigui.Aiie»Mi<A)eie<^J877.—FiMcr.TfSeMumawiAaxvMiiift
VoL IV. p. 108.

•• Fmcr, lA, p. 108,
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diead of incest, if social experience shows that,

in spite of this instinct, incest is not a rare

occurrence even in our society, and ifthe experi-

ence of history can acquaint us with cases in

which incestuous marriage of privileged persons

was made the rule.

Westermarck *• advanced the following to ex-

plain the dread of incest :
“ that an innate aver-

sion against sexual intercourse exists between
persons who live together from childhood and
that this feeling, since such persons are as a rule

consanguineous, finds a natural expression in

custom and law throuj^ the abhorrence of sex-

ual intercourse between those closely related.”

Though Havelock Ellis disputed the instinctive

character of this aversion in the Studies in the

Psychology of Sex, he otherwise supported the

same explanation in its essentials by declaring

:

” The normal absence of the manifestation of

the pairing instinct where brothers and sisters

or boys and girls living together from childhood

are concerned, is a purely negative phenomenon
due to the frust that under these circumstances

the antecedent conditions for arousing the

TOftting instinct must be entirely lacking. . . .

For persons who have grown up together from

childhood habit has dulled the sensual attrac-

*• Onsmm»dDmU>pmentofMond(^m)epli(m»,y<±II: Ibiriige

(1900). See abo there the •nthcar’i de&ooe age^ familiar oli^
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tion of seeiiig, hearing and toudiingaad has led

it into a channel of quiet attachment, robbing

it of its power to call forth the necessary ere-

thistic excitement required to produce sexual

tumescence.”

It seems to me very ranarkable that Wester-

marck looks upon this innate aversion to sexual

intercourse with persons with whom we have
shared childhood as being at the same time a

psychic representative ofthe biological fact that

inbreeding means injury to the species. Such

a biological instinct would hardly go so far astray

in its psychological manifestation as to affect

the companions of home and hearth which in

this respect are quite harmless, instead of the

blood relatives which alone are injiuious to

procreation. And I cannot resist citing the

excellent criticism which Frazer opposes to

Westermarck’s assertion. Frazer finds it in-

comprehensible that sexual sensibility to-day is

not at all opposed to sexual intercourse with

companions of the hearth and home while the

dread of incest, which is said to be nothing but

an offshoot of this reluctance, has nowadays
grown to be so overpowering. But other re-

nuffks of Frazer*s go deeper and I set them
down here in unabbreviat^ form because they

are in essential agreement with the arguments

devdoped in my chapter on taboo.
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“ It is not easy to see why any deep human
instinct should need reinforcement through law.

There is no law commanding men to eat and
drink, or forbidding them to put their hands in

the fire. Men eat and drink and keep their

hands out of the fire instinctively, for fear of

natural, not legal penalties, which would be en-

tailed by violence done to these instincts. The
law only forbids men to do what their instincts

incline them to do ; what nature itself prohibits

and punishes it would be superfluous for the law

to prohibit and punish. Accordingly we may
always safely assume that crimes forbidden by
law are crimes which many men have a natural

propensity to commit. If there were no such

propensity there would be no such crimes, and
if no such crimes were committed, what need to

forbid them ? Instead of assuming therefore,

from the legal prohibition of incest, that there is

a natural aversion to incest we ought rather to

assume that there is a natural instinct in favour

of it, and that if the law represses it, it does so

because civilized men have come to the conclu-

sion that the satisfaction of these natural in-

stincts is detrimental to the general interests

of society ” ‘®.

To this valuable argument of Frazer's I can

add that the experiences ofpsychoanalysis make
*• U, p. «7.

P
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the assumption of such an innate aversion to in-

cestuous relations altogether impossible. They
havetau(^t,onthe contrary,thatthe first sexual

impulses of the young are regularly of an incest-

uous nature and that such repressed impulses

play a idle which can hardly be overestimated

as ^e motive power of later neuroses.

The interpretation of incest dread as an in-

nate instinct must therefore be abandoned. The
same holds true of another derivation of the in-

prohibition which counts many supporters,

namely,theassumptionthat primitive races very

soon observed the dangers with which inbreed-

ing threatened their race and that they therefore

had decreed the incest prohibition with a con-

scious purpose. The objections to this at-

tonpted explanation crowd upon each other “.

Not only must the prohibition of incest be older

than allbreeding ofdomesticanimals from which

men could derive experience of the effect of in-

breeding upon the characteristics of the breed,

but the harmful consequences of inbreeding are

not established beyond all doubt even to-day

and in man they can be shown only with difS-

culty. Besides, everything that we know about

contemporaneous savage makes it very improb-

able that the thoughts of their far-removed

"Oompue DmUieim. La Pnkibitkm de TlmetUt (Umaih
Soeidogiqae, 1, 1896-7).
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ancestors should already have been occupied

with preventing injury to their later descen-

dants. It sounds almost ridiculous to attribute

hygienic and eugenic motives such as have

hardly yet foimd consideration in our culture,

to these children of the race who lived without

thought of the morrow **.

And finally it must be pointed out that a pro-

hibition against inbreeding as an element weak-

eningto the race, which is imposedfrom practical

hygienic motives, seems quite inadequate to

explain the deep abhorrence which our society

feels against incest. This dread of incest, as 1

have shown elsewhere seems to be even more
active and stronger among primitive races living

to-day than among the cii^zed.

In inquiring into the origin of incest dread it

could be expected that here also there is the

choice between possible explanations of a socio-

logical, biological, and psychological nature in

which the psychological motives might have to

be considered as representative of biological

forces. Still, in the end, one is compelled to

subscribe to Frazer’sresignedstatement,namely,

that we do not know the origin of incest dread

and do not even know how to guess at it. None

** ChariM Darwin sayi about UTagea :
“ Th^ are not Ukely to

reflect on diatant evfla to their progeny.”
** See Chapter L
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of the solutions of the riddle thus tax advanced

seems satisfactory to us

1 must mention another attempt to explain

the origin of incest dread which is of an entirely

different nature from those considered up to

now. It might be called an historic explanation.

This attempt is associated with a hypothesis

of Charles Darwin about the primal social state

of man. From the habits of the higher apes

Darwin concluded that man, too, lived originally

in small hordes in which the jealousy of the old-

est and strongest male prevented sexual promis-

cuity. “ We may indeed conclude from what
we ^ow of Jae jejjousy of all male quadrupeds,

armed, as many of them are, with special wea-

pons for battling with their rivals, that pro-

miscuous intercourse in a state of nature is

extremely improbable. . . . Ifwe therefore look

back far enough into the stream of time and
judging from the social habits ofnum as he now
exists, the most probable view is that he origin-

ally lived in small communities, each with a

single wife, or if powerful with several, whom he

jealously defended against all other men. Or
he may not have been a social animal and yet

have lived with several wives, like the gorilla

;

“ Thus the nltimute ong^ exogamy and with it the law of

moeet—einoe exogamy was devised to prevent incest—remams a
pioblera neariy u dwk as ever."—ToUmitm and Sxogamjf, I, p.

160.
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for all the natives agree that only the adult

male is seen in a band ; when the young male
grows up a contest takes place for mastery, and
the strongest, by killing and driving out the

others, establishes himself as the head of the

community (Lr Savage in the BostonJoumoZ of

Natural History, Vol. V, 1845-7). The yoimger
males being thus driven out and wandering
about would also, when at last successful in

finding a partner, prevent too close breeding

within the limits of the same family ” •*.

Atkinson “ seems to have been the first to

recognize that these conditions ofthe Darwinian
primal horde would in practice bring about the

exogamy of the young men. Each one of those

driven away could found a similar horde in

which, thanks to jealousy of the chief, the same
prohibition as to sexual intercourse obtained,

and in the course of time these conditions would
have brought about the rule which is now known
as law : no sexual intercourse with the members
of the horde. After the advent of totemism the

rule would have changed into a different form :

no sexual intercourse within the totem.

Andrew Lang ” declared himself in agreement
with this explanation of exogamy. But in the

same book he advocates the other theory of

“ The Origin of Man, Vd. II. Ctap 20. pp 603-t.
'* Primal Lam, London, 1003 (with Andrew Social Ongtna).
» 8emt of iha Totem, pp. II4, 143.
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Durkheim which explains exogamy as a conse-

quence of the totem laws. It is not altogether

easy to combine the two interpretations ; in the

first case exogamy would have existed before

totemism ; in the second case it would be a
consequence of it

8

Into this darkness psychoanalytic experience

throws one single ray of light.

The relation of the child to animals has much
in common with that of primitive man. The
child does not yet show any trace of the pride

which afterwards moves the adult civilized man
to set a sharp dividing line between his own
nature and that of all other animals. The child

unhesitatingly attributes full equality to ani-

** “ If it be granted that exo^my existed in jMaotioe, on the

hnea of Mr. Darwin’s theory, before the totem bdiefs lent to the
praoUoo a tacred sanotum, our task is relatively easy. The first

practical rule would be that of the jealous sire :
‘ No males to

touch the females in my camp,’ with expubum of adoleacent sons.

I* efflttx of time that rile, hemmne haMwA, would be. “ No mar-
riages within the local group.” Next let the local groups reodve
names such as Emus, Crows, Opossums, Snipes, and the rule

becomes, ‘ No marriage within the local group of animal name ; no
Snipe to many a Snipe.” But, if the pnmal groups were not
exogamouB they would become so as soon as totemio myths and
tabM were developed out of the animal, vegetable, aitd other

names of small local groups.”—Secret of the Totem, p. 143. (The
itahes above are mine).—In his last expresnon on the subject

{FolUore, December, 1911), Andrew Lang states, however, that

he has given up the derivation of exogamy out of the “ gmiera]

totemio^ taboa
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mals ; he probably feels himself more closely

r^ted to the animal than to the undoubtedly

mysterious adult, in the freedom with which he
acknowledges his needs.

Not infrequently a curious distuidiance mani-

fests itself in this excellent understanding be-

tween child and animal. The child suddenly

begins to fear a certain animal species and to

protect himself against seeing or touching any
individual of this species. There results the

clinical picture of an animal phobia, which is one

of the most frequent among the psychoneurotic

diseases of this age and perhaps the earliest

form of such an ailment. The phobia is as a
rule in r^[ard to animals for which the child has

until then shown the liveliest interest and has

nothing to do with the individual animal. In

cities the choice of animals which can become
the object of phobia is not great. They are

horses, dogs, cats, more seldom birds, and strik-

ingly often very snudl animals like bugs and
butterflies. Sometimes animals which are

known to the child only from picture books and

fairy stories become objects of the senseless and

inordinate anxiety which is manifested with

these phobias ; it is seldom possible to learn the

manner in which such an unusual choice of

anxiety hasbeenbrou^t about. I am indebted

to Dr Karl Abraham for the report of a case in
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which the child itself explained its fear of wasps

by saying that the colour and the stripes of the

body of the wasp had made it think of the tiger

of which, from all that it had heard, it might

well be afraid.

The animal phobias have not yet been made
the object of careful analytical investigation,

although they very much merit it. The difficul>

ties of analysing children of so tender an age

have probably been the motive of such neglect.

It cannot therefore be asserted that the general

meaning of these illnesses is known, and I myself

do not think that it would turn out to be the

same in all cases. Butanumberofsuch phobias

directed against larger animals have proved

accessible to analysis and have thus betrayed

their secret to the investigator. In every case it

was the same : the fear at bottom was of the

father, if the children examined were boys, and
was merely displaced upon the animal.

Every one of any experience in psychoanaly-

sis has undoubtedly seen such cases and has

received the same impression from them. But
I can refer to only a few detailed reports on the

subject. This is an accident of the literature of

such cases, from which the conclusion should not

be drawn that our general assertion is based on
merely scattered observation. For instance I

mention an author, M. Wulff of Odessa, who has
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very intelligently occupied himself with the

neuroses of childhood. He tells, in relating the

history of an illness, that a nine year old boy
suffered &om a dog phobia at the age of four.

“ VlTien he saw a dog running by on the street

he wept and cried :
* Dear dog, don’t touch me,

I will be good.’ ” By “ being good ” he meant
“ not to play violin any more ” (to practise

onanism)

The same author later sums up as follows:
" His dog phobia is really his fear of the father

displaced upon the dog, for his peculiar expres-

sion :
‘ Dog, I will be good ’—that is to say, I

will not masturbate—really refers to the father

who has forbidden masturbation.” He then

adds something in a note which fully agrees

with my experience and at the same time bears

witness to the abundance of such experiences

:

“ such phobias (of horses, dogs, cats, chickens

and other domestic animals) are, I think, at least

as prevalent as pavor noctumus in childhood,

and usiially reveal themselves in the analysis as

a displacement of fear from one of the parents

to animals. 1 am not prepared to assert that

the wide-spread mouse and rat phobia has the

same meci^m'sm.”
I reported the “ Analysis of the Phobia of a

••• M. Wolff, CtmiribtUuma to Jnfanfik SezuaUfy, ZetUraOi,

t. Ptjtdkoanafyxe, 1912, 11, Na 1, p. 16.
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five-year-old Boy ” *• which the father of the

little patient had put at my disposal. It was a

fear of horses as a result ofwhich the boy refused

to go on the street. He expressed his apprehen-

sion that the horse would come into the room
and bite him. It proves that this was meant to

be the punishment for his wish that the horse

should fall over (die). After assurances had
relieved the boy ofhis fear ofhis father, it proved

that he was fighting against wishes whose con-

tent was the absence (departure or death) ofthe

father. He indicated only too plainly that he

felt the father to be his rival for the favour

of the mother, upon whom his budding sexual

wishes were by dark premonitions directed. He
therefore had the typical attitude of the male
child to its parents which we call the ‘ Oedipus

complex ’ in which we recognize the central

complex of the neuroses in general. Through
the analysis of * little John ’ we have learnt a
fact which is very valuable in relation to totem-

ism, namely, that imder such conditions the

child displ^es a part of its feelings from the

father upon some animal.

Analysis showed the paths of association,

both significant and accidental in content, along

which such a displacement took place. It also

allowed one to guess the motives for the dis-

W latOe Bans, trana. bjr A A BriU (Moffat, VartACa, N.Y.).
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placement. The hate which resulted from the

rivalry for the mother could not permeate the

boy’s psychic life without being inhibited
; he

had to contend with the tenderness and admira-

tion which he had felt for his father from the

beginning, so that the child assumed a double or

ambivalent emotional attitude towards the

father and relieved himself of tliis ambivalent

conflict by displacing his hostile and anxious

feelings upon a substitute for the father. The
displacenient could not, however, relieve the

conflict by bringing about a smooth division

between the tender and the hostile feelings. On
the contrary, the conflict was continued in refer-

ence to the object to which displacement has

been made and to which also the ambivalence

spreads. There was no doubt that little John
had not only fear, but respect and interest for

horses. As soon as his fear was moderated he

identified himself with the feared animal
; he

jumped aroimd like a horse, and now it was he

who bit the father *®. In another stage of solu-

tion of the phobia he did not scruple to identify

his parents with other large animals

We may ventiure the impression that certain

traits of totemism return as a negative expres-

sion in these animal phobias of cluldren. But
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we are indebted to S. Ferenczi for a beautiful

individual observation of what must be ccdled

a case of positive totemism in the child **. It is

true that with the little Arpdd, whom Ferenczi

reports, the totemic interests do not awaken in

direct connexion with the Oedipus complex, but
on the basis of a narcistic premise, namely, the

fear of castration. But whoever looks atten-

tively through the history of little John will also

find there abundant proof that the father was
admired as the possessor of large genitals and
was feared as threatening the child’s own geni-

tals. In the Oedipus as well as in the castration

complex the father plays the same r61e of feared

opponent to the infantile sexual interests. Cas-

tration and its substitute through blinding is the

punishment he threatens **.

WTien little Arpdd was two and a half years

old he once tried, while at a summer resort, to

lurinate into the chicken coop, and on this occa-

sion a chicken bit his penis or snapped at it.

>Vhen he retiumed to the same place a year later

he became a chicken himself, was interested only

in the chicken coop and in everything that

occurred there, and gave up human speech for

” S. FereocEi, ContribHlioHS to PtycMoanalyoia, p. 204, trani*

liitod by EniMt Jones (Badger, Boston, lOlC).

* Compare the oommnnications of Reitler, Ferenozi, Rank, and
Eder about the BubeUtution of bluulness in the Oedipus myth lot

eaatration. Intern ZettKhrtft f 6rtd. Psyekoanalyu, 1013, 1,

No 2
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cackling and crowing. During the period of

observation, at the age of five, he spoke again,

but his speech was exclusively about chickens

and other fowl. He played with no other toy

and sang only songs in which there was some-

thing about poultry. His behaviour towards

his totem animal was subtly ambivalent, ex-

pressing itself in immoderate hating and loving.

He loved best to play killing chickens. “ The
slaughtering of poultry was quite a festival for

him. He could dance around the animal’

bodies for hours at a time in a state of intense

excitement •* .” But then he kissed and stroked

the slaughtered animal, and cleaned and cares-

sed the chicken effigies which he himself had

ill-used.

Arpdd himself saw to it that the meaning of

his curious activity could not remain hidden.

At times he translated his wishes from the to-

temic method of expression back into that of

everyday life. “ Now I am small, now I am a

chicken. When I get bigger I shall be a fowl.

When I am bigger still, I shall be a cock.” On
another occasion he suddenly expressed the wish

to eat a “ potted mother ” (by analogy, potted

fowl). He was very free with open threats of

castration against others, just as he himself had

** Ferenczi, lx., p 209
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received them on accoimt of onanistic preoccu-

pation with his penis.

According to Ferenczi there was no doubt as

to the source of his interest in the activities of

the chicken yard :
“ The continual sexual ac-

tivity between cock and hen, the laying of eggs

and the creeping out of the young brood ” •*

satisfied his sexual curiosity which really was
directed towards human family hfe. His ob-

ject wishes have been formed on the model of

chicken hfe when we find him saying to a woman
neighbour :

“ I am going to marry you and

your sister and my three cousins and the cook ;

no, instead of the cook I’ll marry my mother.”

We shall be able to complete our consideration

of these observations later
;
at present we will

only point out two traits that show a valuable

correspondence with totemism : the complete

identification with the totem animal **, and the

ambivalent afiective attitude towards it. In

view of these observations we consider ourselves

justified in substituting the father for the totem

animal in the male’s formula of totemism. We
then notice that in doing so we have taken no

new or especially daring step. For primitive

men say it themselves and, as far as the totemic

•* Fcrenca, le., p 212.
•• Pnizcr finds that the ewenoe of totcmiam is m thk idoitifioa-

tion “ Totemun is an identification a man with his totem."
TaIrMism and Ezogamy, IV, p. 8.
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system is still in effect to-day, the totem is called

ancestor and primal father. We have only

taken literally an expression of these races

which ethnologists did not know what to do with

and were therefore inclined to put it into the

background. Psychoanalysis warns us, on the

contrary, to emphasize this very point and to

connect it with the attempt to explain totem-

ism

The first result of our substitution is very

remarkable. If the totem animal is the father,

then the two main commandments of totemism,

the two taboo rules which constitute its nu-

cleus,—not to kill the totem animal and not to

use a woman belonging to the same totem for

sexual purposes,—^agree in content with the two
crimes of Oedipus, who slew his father and took

his mother to wife, and also with the child’s two
primal wishes whose insuificient repression or

whose re-awakening forms the nucleus of per-

haps aU neuroses. If this similarity is more
than a deceptive play of accident it would per-

force make it possible for us to shed light upon
the origin of totemism in prehistoric times. In

other words, we should succeed in making it

•T I am indebted to Otto Rank for tbe report of a caae of dog
phobia in an intelligent yonng man whoee explanation of how be
acquired hie ailment aonnda remarkably like the totem theory of

tbe Amntae mentioned above. He had heard from hia father that
bn moUier at one time during her pregnancy had been frightened

by a dog.
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probable that the totemic system resulted from

the conditions underlying the Oedipus complex,

just as the animal phobia of ‘ little John ’ and
the iwultry perversion of * little ArpAd ’ resulted

firom it. In order to trace this possibility we
shall in what follows study a peculiarity of the

totemic system or, as we may say, of the totemic

religion,whichuntilnowcould hardly be brought
into the discussion.

4

W. Robertson Smith, who died in 1894, was

a physicist, phildogist, Bible critic, and archse-

ologik, a many-sided as well as keen and free-

thinking man, expressed the assumption in his

work. The Reltgion of the Semites •*, published in

1889, that a peculiar ceremony, the so-called

idem feast, had, from the very beginning,

formed an integral part of the totemic system.

For the support of this supposition he had at

his disposal at that time only a single description

of such an act from the year 500 a.d. ; he knew,

however,how to give a highd^ee ofprobability

to his assumption through his analysis of the

nature of sacrifice among the old Semites. As
sacrifice assumes a godlike person we are dealing

here with an inference from a higher phase of

religious rite to its lowest phase in totemism.
*• TKt Beligwm of the SmUei, Seoood Edttton, London, 1907.
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I shall now cite from Robertson Smith’s ex-

cellent book ** those statements about the origin

and meaning of the sacrificial right which are of

great interest to us ; 1 shall omit the only too

numerous tempting details as well as the parts

dealing with all later developments. In such

an excerpt it is quite impossible to give the

reader any sense of the lucidity or of the argu-

mentative force of the original.

Robertson Smith shows that sacrifice at the

altar was the essential part of the rite of old

religions. It plays the same idle in all religions,

so that its origin must be traced back to very

general causes whose effects were ever3rwhere

the same.

But the sacrifice—the holy action kotIJoti;

(sacrificium Upovpyla)—originally meant some-

thing different from what later times under-

stood by it : the offering to the deity in order to

reconcile him or to incline him to be favourable.

The profane use of the word was afterwards

derived from the secondary sense of self-denial.

As is demonstrated the first sacrifice was
nothing else than “ an act of social fellowship

between the deity and his worshippers ”.

Things to eat and drink were brought as sacri-

fice
; man offered to hu god the same things as

those on which he himself lived, flesh, cereals,

** The Bdigtim of the Semties, Second Edition, Londoi, 1907.
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firuits, wine and oil. Only in regard to sacrificial

flesh did there exist restrictions and exceptions.

The god partakes ofthe animal sacrifices with his

worshippers while the vegetable sacrifices are left

to him alone. There is no doubt that animal

sacrifices are older and at one time were the only

forms of sacrifice. The ratable sacrifices re-

sulted from the offering of the first-fruits and
correspond to a tribute to the lord ofthe soil and
the land. But animal sacrifice is older than

agriculture.

Linguistic survivals make it certain that the

part of the sacrifice destined for the god was
looked upon as his real food. This conception

became offensive with the progressive dema-
terialization of the deity, and was avoided by
offering the deity only the liquid part of the

meal. Later the use of fire, which made the

sacrificial flesh ascend in smoke from the altar,

made it possible to prepare humaxx food in such

a way that it was more suitable for the deity.

The drink sacrifice was originally the blood of

the sacrificed animals ; wine was used later as a
substitute for the blood. Primitive man looked

upon wine as the “ blood ofthe grape ”, as our

poets still call it.

The oldest form of sacrifice, older than the use

of fire and the knowledge of agriculture, was
therefore the sacrifice of animals, whose flesh
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and blood the god and his worshippers ate

together. It was essential that both parti-

cipants should receive their shares of the meal.

Such a sacrifice was a public ceremony, the

celebration ofa whole clan. As a matter of fact

all religion was a public afifair; religious duty

was a part of the social obligation. Sacrifice

and festival go together among all races ; each

sacrifice entails a holiday and no holiday can be

celebrated without a sacrifice. The sacrificial

festival was an occasion for joyously transcend-

ing one’s own interests and emphasizing social

commimity and community with god.

The ethical power of the public sacrificial

feast was based upon primal conceptions of the

meaning of eating and drinking in common.
To eat and drink with some one was at the same
time a symbol and a confirmation of social

community and of the assumption of mutual

obligations ; the sacrificial eating gave direct

expression to the fact that the god and his

worshippers are commimicants, thus confirming

all their other relations. Customs that to-day

still are in force among the Arabs of the desert

prove that the binding force resulting from the

common meal is not a religious factor but that

the subsequent mutual obligations are due to

the act of eating itself. A\Tioever has shared

the smallest bite with such a Bedouin, or has
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taken a swallow of his milk, need not fear him

any longer as an enemy, but may be sure of his

protection and help. Not indeed, forever,

strictly speaking this lasts only while it may be

assmned that the food partaken renuuns in the

body. So realistically is the bond of union

conceived ; it requires repetition to strengthen

it and make it endure.

But why is this binding power ascribed to

eating and drinking in common ? In the most
primitive societies there is only one uncondi-

tional and never failing bond, that of kinship.

The members of a community stand by each

other jointly and severally, a kin is a group of

persons whose life is so bound into a physical

unity that they can be considered as parts of a
common life. In case of the murder of one of

this kin they therefore do not say : the blood of

so and so has been spilt, but our blood has been

spilt. The Hebraic phrase by which the tribal

relation is acknowl^ged is :
“ Thou art my

bone and my flesh ”. Kinship therefore signi-

fies having part in a general substance. It is

natural then that it is based not only upon
the fact that we are a part of the substance of

our mother who has borne us, and whose milk

nourished us, but also that the food eaten later

through which the body is renewed, can acqiiire

and strengthen kinship. If one shared a meal
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with one’s god the conviction was thus expressed
tliat one was of the same substance as he; no
meal was therefore partaken with any one

recognized as a stranger.

The sacrificial repast was therefore originally

a feast of the kin, following the rule that only

those of kin could eat together. In our society

the meal unites the members of the family
; but

the sacrificial repast has nothing to do with the

family. Kinship is older than family life ; the

oldest families known to us regularly comprised

persons who belonged to various bonds of kin-

ship. The men married women of strange clans

and the children inherited the clan of the

mother ; there was no kinship between the man
and the rest of the members of the family. In

such a family there was no common meal.

Even to-day savages eat apart and alone, and
the religious prohibitions of totemism as to

eating often make it impossible for them to eat

with their wives and children.

Let us now turn to the sacrificial animal.

There was, as we have heard, no meeting of the

kin without animal sacrifice, but, and this is

significant, no animal was slaughtered except

for such a solemn occasion. \A1thout any
hesitation the people ate firuits, game and the

milk of domestic animals, but religious scruples

made it impossible for the individual to kill a
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domestic animal for his own use. There is not

the least doubt, says Robertson Smith, that

every sacrifice was originally a clan sacrifice,

and that the kiUing of a sacrificial animal origin-

ally belonged to those acts which were forbidden

to {he individual and were only justi^d if the

whale kin assumed the responsibility. Primitive

men had only one class of actions which were

thus characterized, namely, actions which

touched the holiness of the kin’s common blood.

A life which no individual might take and which

could be sacrificed only through the consent and

participation of all the members of the clan was
on the same plane as the life of a member of the

kin. The rule that every guest of the sacrificial

repast must partake of the flesh of the sacrificial

animal, had the same meaning as the rule that

the execution ofa guilty meml^r ofthe kin must
be performed by the whole kin. In other words :

the sacrificial animal was treated like one of kin

;

the sacrificing community, its god, and the sacri-

ficial animal were of the same blood, and the

members of a clan.

On the basis of much evidence Robertson

Smith identifies the sacrificial animal with the

old totem animal. In a later age there were

two kinds of sacrifices, those of domestic

animals which usually were also eaten, and the

unusual sacrifice of animals which were forbid-
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den as being unclean. Further investigation

then shows that these unclean animals were

holy and that they were sacrificed to the gods to

whom they were holy, that these animals were

originally identified with the gods themselves

and that at the sacrifice the worshippers in some
way emphasLsed their blood relationship to the

god and to the animal. But this difference

between usual and ‘ mystic ’ sacrifices does not

hold good for still earlier times. Originally all

animals were holy, their meat was forbidden and
might be eaten only on solemn occasions, with

the participation of the whole kin. The slaugh-

ter of the animal amoimted to the spilling of the

kin’s blood and had to be done with the same
precautions and assurances against reproach.

The taming of domestic animals and the rise

of cattle-breeding seems everywhere to have

put an end to the pure and rigorous totemism

of earliest times **’. But such holiness as still

clung to domestic animals in what was now a
* pastoral ’ religion, is sufficiently distinct for

us to recog^ze its totemic character. Even in

late clawtieal times the rite in several localities

prescribed flight for the sacrificer after the

T* •< The infemioe ie that the dcnneetioation to which totomiim

leadc (when there are any anunala capable of donaeetication) is

fatal to totankm.” Jevons, Introduetton to the Eutorp of Bdtgwn,

1011, fifth edfUoii. p. 120.
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sacrijBce, as if to escape revenge. In Greece

the idea must once have been general that the

killing of an ox was really a crime. At the

Athenian festival of the Bouphonia a formal

trial, to which all the participants were sum-
moned, was instituted after the sacrifice. Fin-

ally it was agreed to put the blame for the

murder upon the knife, which was then cast into

the sea.

In spite of the dread which protects the life

of the animal as being of kin, it became neces-

sary to kill it from time to time in solemn con-

clave, and to divide its flesh and blood among
the members of the clan. The motive which
commands this act reveals the deepest meaning
of the essence of sacrifice. We have heard that

in later times every eating in common, the parti-

cipation in the same substance which entered

into their bodies, established a holy bond
between the communicants; in oldest time

this meaning seemed to be attached only to

participation in the substance of a holy sacrifice.

The holy mystery of the sacrificial death teas

justified in that only in this way could the holy

bond be established which united the participants

with each other and xoith their god'^.

This bond was nothing else than the life ofthe

sacrificial animal which lived on its flesh and

J.C., p. 811
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blood and was shared by aU the participants by
means of the sacrificial feast. Such an idea was
the basis of all the blood bonds through which

men in still later times became pledged to each

other. The thoroughly realistic conception of

consanguinity as an identity of substance makes
comprehensible the necessity of renewing it

from time to time through the physical process

of the sacrificial repast.

We will now stop quoting from Robertson

Smith’s train of thought in order to give a

condensed summary of what is essential in it.

When the idea of private property came into

existence sacrifice was conceived as a gift to the

deity, as a transfer from the property of man
to that of the god. But this interpretation left

all the peculiarities of the sacrificial ritual imex-

plained. In oldest times the sacrificial animal

itself had been holy and its life inviolate
;

it

could be taken only in the presence of the god,

with the whole tribe taking part and sharing the

guilt in order to furnish the holy substance

through the eating of which the members of the

clan assured themselves oftheir material identity

with each otherand with the deity. The sacrifice

was a sacrament, and the sacrificial animal itself

was one of the kin. In reality it was the old

totem animal, the primitive god himselfthrough

the slaying and eating of whom the members of
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the clan revived and assured their siinilarity

with the god.

From this analysis of the nature of sacrifice

Robertson Smith drew the conclusion that the

periodic killing and eating of the totem before

the period when the anthropomorphic deities

were venerated was an important part of totem

religion. The ceremonial of such a totem feast

was preserved for us, he thought, in the de-

scription of a sacrifice in later times. Saint

Nilus tells of a scu:rificial custom ofthe Bedouins

in the desert of Sinai towards the end of the

fourth century a.d. The victim, a camel, was
bound and laid upon a rough altar of stones

;

the leader of the tribe made the participants

walk three times around the altar to the accom-

paniment of song, inflicted the first wound up<Mi

the animal and greedily drank the spurting

blood ; then the whole community threw itself

upon the sacrifice, cut off pieces of the palpitat-

ing flesh with their swords and ate them raw in

such haste that in a short interval between the

rise of the morning star, for whom this sacrifice

was meant, and its fading before the rays of the

sun, the whole sacrificial animal, flesh, skin,

bones, and entrails, were devoured. According

to every testimony this barbarous rite, which

speaks of great antiquity, was not a rare custom

but the general original form of the totem sacri-
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fice, which in later times underwent the most
varied modifications.

Many authors have refused to grant any
weight to this conception of the totem feast

because it could not be strengthened by direct

observation at the stage oftotemism. Robertson

Smith himselfhas referred to examples in which

the sacramental meaning of sacrifices seems cer-

tain, such as the human sacrifices of the Aztecs

and others which recall the conditions of the

totem feast, the bear sacrifices of the bear tribe

of the Ouaiaouaka in America, and the bear fes-

tival of the Ainus in Japan. Frazer has given

a full account of these and similar cases in the

two divisions of his great work that have last

appeared An Indian tribe in California

which reveres the buzzard, a large bird of prey,

kills it once a year with solemn ceremony, where-

upon the bird is mourned and its skin and

feathers preserved. The Zuni Indians in New
Mexico do the same thing with their holy turtle.

In the Intichiuma ceremonies of Central Aus-

tralian tribes a trait has been observed which

fits in excellently with the assumptions of

Robertson Smith. Every tribe that practises

magic for the increase of its totem, which it can-

not eat itself, is bound to eat a part of its totem
The OoUen Bough, Part V ; Spirtis of the Com and of the

Witd, 1912, m the chapten :
“ Eating the God and KOling the

DiriiiB AnimaL”
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at the ceremony before it can be touched by the

other tribes. According to Frazer the best

example of the sacramental consumption of the

otherwise forbidden totem is to be found among
the Bini in West Africa, in connexion with the

burial ceremony of this tribe

But we shall follow Robertson Smith in the

assmnption that the sacramental killing and the

common consumption ofthe otherwise forbidden

totem animal was an important trait of the

totem religion

5

Let us now envisage the scene of such a totem
meal and let us embellish it further with a few

probable features which could not be adequately

considered before. Thus we have the clan,

which on a solemn occasion kills its totem in a

cruel manner and eats it raw, blood, flesh, and
bones. At the same time the members of the

clan disguised in imitation of the totem, mimic
it in sound and movement as if they wanted to

emphasize their common identity. There is

also the conscious realization that an action

is being carried out which is forbidden to each

individual and which can only be justified

Fruer, Totvm. and Evogam^, VoL II. p. 690.

1 am not ignorant of tbe objection* to this theory of sacrifioe

as expressed by JlariUier, Hnbert. Mans* and others, but they
have not essentially impaired the theories of Roberteim Smith.
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through the participation of all, so that no one

is allowed to exclude himself from the killing

and the feast. After the act is accomplished

the murdered animal is bewailed and lamented.

The death lamentation is compulsive, being

enforced by the fear of a threatening retribu-

tion, and its main purpose is, as Robertson

Smith remarks on an analogous occasion, to

exculpate oneself from responsibility for the

slaying’*.

But after this mourning there follows loud

festival gaiety accompanied by the unchaining

of every impulse and the permission of every

gratification. Here we find an easy insight into

the nature of the holiday.

A holiday is permitted, or ratlier a prescribed

excess, a solemn violation of a prohibition.

People do not commit the excesses which at all

times have characterized holidays, as a result of

an order to be in a holiday mo^, but because

in the very nature of a holiday there is excess ;

the holiday mood is brought about by the

release of what is otherwise forbidden.

But what has mourning over the death of the

totem animal to do with the introduction of this

holiday spirit ? If men are happy over the

slaying of the totem, which is other^visc for-

bidden to them, why do they also mourn it ?

T* Bdigiom, of ikt Semites, 2nd Edition, 1907, p. 412.
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We liave heard that members of a clan be-

come holy through the consumption of the

totem and thereby also strengthen their identifi-

cationwith it andwith each other. Thefact that

they have absorbed the holy life with which the

substance of the totem is charged may explain

the holiday mood and everything that results

from it.

Psychoanalysis has revealed to us that the

totem animal is really a substitutefor the father,

and this really explains the contradiction that it

is usually forbidden to kill the totem animal
,

tlxat the killing of it results in a holiday and that

the animal is killed and yet mourned. The
ambivalent emotional attitude which to-day

still marks the father complex in our children

and so often continues into adult life also

extended to the father substitute of the totem

animal.

But if we associate the translation of the

totem as given by psychoanalysis, with the

totem feast and the Darwinian hypothesis

about the primal state of hiunan society, a
deeper understanding becomes possible and a
hypothesis is offered which may seem fantastic

but which has the advantage of establishing an
unexpected unity among a series of hitherto

separated phenomena.
The Darwinian conception of the primal
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horde does not, of counse, allow for the begin-

ning of totemism. There is only a violent,

jealous father who keeps all the females for him-

self and drives away the growing sons. This

primal state of society has nowhere been ob-

served. The most primitive organization we
know, which to-day is still in force with certain

tribes, is associations of men consisting of mem-
bers with equal rights, subject to the restric-

tions of the totemic system, and founded on
matriarchy, or descent through the mother^*.

Can the one have resulted from the other, and

how was this possible ?

By basing oiu* argument upon the celebration

of the totem we are in a position to give an
answer : One day the expeUed brothers joined

forces, slew and ate the father, and thiis put an
end to the father horde. Together they dared

and accomplished what would have remained

impossible for them singly. Perhaps some ad-

vance in culture, like the use of a new weapon,

had given them the feeling of superiority. Of
course these cannibalistic savages ate their vic-

tim. This violent primal father had surely

Vat • leoent oontribatu» oompue The Whole Haute of the

CkUkat, G. T. EmmoiiB (Ameneau Muteum Journal, VoL XVI,
No. 7.) [TnuiBlator].

’’I liie reoder win avoid the erroneom impretekm whkh this

expoeition may call forth by tahing into ooniideration the oondnd-

ing Mitenoe of the rabMOiMOt chapter.
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been the envied and feared model for each ofthe

brothers. Now they accomplished their identi-

fication with him by devouring him and each

acquired a part of his strength. The totem

feast, which is perhaps mankind’s first celebra-

tion, would be the repetition and commemora-
tion of this memorable, criminal act with which

so many things began, social organization,

moral restrictions and religion^®.

The aeemin^y moiuttoas aomniption that the tyraimical

father was oToroome and slain by a oombination of the expelled

sons has also been aooepted by Atkinson as a direct resnlt ot the

oonditkma of the Darwinian primal horde. “A youthfnl band
of brothers linng together in forced odibaoy, or at most in poly*

androns relation with some sing^ female captive. A horde as yet

weak in their impnbesoenoe they are, bat they would, when strength

was gained with time, mevitably wrench by combined attacks,

renewed again and again, both wife and life from the paternal

tyrant” (Pnmal Laif, pp. 220-1) Atkinson, who sprat his

life in New Caledimia and had unusual opportunities to study

the natives, also refers to the fact that the conditions of the pnmal
horde which Darwin assumes can easily be observed among herds

of wild cattle and horses and ri^^alarly lead to the killing of the
father animal He then assumes further that a dismtemtion
of the horde took place after the removal of the father tl^ugh
embittered fighting among the viotonous sons, which thus precluded

the origin of a new organisation of society ;
“ An ever recurring

violent succession to the siditary paternal tyrant by sons, udiose

ptuncidal hands were so soon again clenched in fratricidal strife
”

(p 228) Atkinson, who did not have the suggestions of psycho*
analysis at lua commuid and d^ not know the studies of Ro^rtaon
Smith, finds a less violent transition from the primal horde to the
next social sti^ in which many men hve together in peaceful

accord He attributes it to maternal love that at first only the

youngest sons and later others too remam in the horde, who in
return lor this tderation acknowledge the sexual prero^ve of

the father by the rcstramt which they practise towards tin mother
and towards their sisters.

So much for the very remaikable theory of Atkmsrai, iti enen-
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In order to find these results acceptable, quite

aside from our supposition, we need only assume

that the group of brothers banded toge^er were
dominated by the same contradictory feelings

towards the &ther which we can demonstrate as

the contentof ambivalenceofthe father complex

in all our children and in neurotics. They hated
the father who stood so powerfully in the way
of their sexual demands and their desire for

power, but they also loved and admired him.

After they had satisfied their hate by his

removal and had carried out their wish for

indentification wifb him, the suppressed tender

impulses had to assert themselves * *. This took

place in the form of remorse, a sense of guilt was
formed which coincided here irith the remorse

generally felt. The dead now became stronger

than the living had been, even as we observe it

to-day in the destinies of men. What the

Others’ presence had formerly prevented they

ti»l ooCTeapondeooe with the theory here expoonded, and ite pomt
oi depertme eddoh mekee it neoeauiy to reHngniih lo mnoh elie.

I mart Moribe the indefiniteaeai, t^ dieregud of time intern],

•ad the crowding at the mrterial in the above ezpoedion to • re-

•tnint whkh tlw jutare of the inbjeot denumde. It wonld be

Jort •• maMringleee to rtrive for enotniMi in this mrteriel •• it

wonld be unfair to demand oertointy here.

Thii new emotional ottitode mart olio have been reepimtible

for the foot that^ deed oonld not bring loll eatinfantion to any
of the perpetmtoia. In a oertoin eenie it had hem in vain. For
none of the mum oonld oatiy oat hie original wfah of taking the

plaoe of the father. Bnt failare ie, ae we know, mnoh more favour-

able to moral reootioo the enooem.
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themselves now prohibited in the psychic

situation of ‘ subsequent obedience ’ which
we know so well from psychoanalysis. They
undid their deed by declaring that the killing

of the father substitute, the totem, was not
allowed, and renounced the fruits of ^eir deed
by denying themselves the liberated women.
Thus they created the two fundamental taboos

of totemism out of the sense of guilt of the son,

and for this very reason these had to correspond

with the two repressed wishes of the Oedipus

complex. Whoever disobeyed became guilty

of the two only crimes which troubled primitive

society*®.

The two taboos of totemism with which the

morality of man begins are psychologicaOy not

of equal value. One ofthem, the sparing of the

totem animal, rests entirely upon emotional mo-
tives

; the father had been removed and no-

thing in reality could make up for this. But the

other, the incest prohibition, had, besides, a
strong practical foundation. Sexual need does

not unite men ; it separates them. Though the

brothers had joined forces in order to over-

come the father, each was the other’s rival

among the women. Each one wanted to have

** “Mardar and inoert, or oBaaoet cl Uke Und agtinit the

BMied law cl blood an in piniitiTe mxiaty the ontr aimM ol

which the community aa anch tahea cognliaiiec . . BtUfitm of

Me SomHeo. p. 419.
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them all to himself like the father, and in the

fi^t of each a|;ainst the other the new organiza-

tion would have perished. For there was no
longer any one stronger than all the rest who
could have successfully assumed the r61e of the

father. Thus there was nothing left for the

brothers, if they wanted to live together, butto

erect the incest prohibition—^perhaps after

many difficult experiences—^through which they

all equally renounced the women whom they

desired, and on account of whom they had

removed the father in the first place. Thus

they saved the organization which had made
them strong and which could be based upon the

homo-sexual feelings and activities which pro-

bably manifested themselves among them dur-

ing the time of their banishment. Perhaps this

situation also formed the germ ofthe institution

of the mother right discovered by Bachofen,

which was then abr<^ted by the patriarchal

family arrangement.

On the other hand the claim oftotemism to be

considered the first attempt at a religion is con-

nected with the other taboo which protects the

life of the totem anunal. The feelings of the

sons foimd a natural and appropriate substitute

for the father in the animal, but their compul-

sory treatment of it expressed more than the

ne^ of showing remorse. The surrogate for
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the father was perhaps used in the attempt to

assuage the biuming sense of guilt, and to bring

about a kind of reconciliation with the father.

The totemic system was a kind of agreement

with the father in which the latter granted

everything that the child’s phantasy could

expect from him, protection, care, and forbear-

ance, in return for which the pledge was given to

honour his life, that is to say, not to repeat the

act against the totem through which the real

father had perished. Totemism also contained

an attempt at justification. “ If the father had
treated us like the totem we should never have

been tempted to kill him.” Thus totemism

helped to gloss over the real state of affairs and
to make one forget the event to which it owed
its origin.

In this connexion some features were formed
which henceforth determined the character of

every religion. The totem religion had issued

from the sense of guilt of the sons as an attempt

to palliate this feeling and to conciliate the

injured father through subsequent obedience.

AU later religions prove to be attempts to solve

the same problem, varying only in accordance

with the stage of culture in which they are

attempted and according to the paths which

they take ; they are all, however, reactions

aiming at the same great event with which
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culture began and which ever since has not let

mankind come to rest.

There is still another characteristic faithfully

preserved in religion which already appeared in

totemism at this time. The ambivalent strain

was probably too great to be adjusted by any
arrangement, or else the psychological condi-

tions are entirely unfavorirable to any kind of

settlement of these contradictory feelings. It

is certainly noticeable that the ambivalence

attached to the father complex also continues

in totemism and in religions in general. The
religion of totemism included not only mani-

festations of remorse and attempts at recon-

ciliation, but also serves to commemorate the

triiunph over the father. The gratification

obtained thereby creates the commemorative
celebration of the totem feast at which the

restrictions of subsequent obedience are sus-

pended, and makes it a duty to repeat the

crime of parricide through the sacrifice of the

totem animal as often as the benefits of this

deed, namely, the appropriation of the father’s

properties, threaten to disappear as a result of

the changed influences of life. We shall not be

surprised to find that a part of the son’s defiance

also reappears, often in the most remarkable

disguises and inversions, in the formation of

later religions.
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If thus far we have followed, in religion and
moral precepts—^but little differentiated in to-

temism—^the consequences of the tender im-

pulses towards the father as they are changed

into remorse, we must not overlook the fact that

for the most part the tendencies which have

impelled to parricide have retained the victory.

The social and fraternal feelings on which this

great change is based, henceforth for long

periods exercises the greatest influence upon
the development of sodety. They find expres-

sion in the sanctification of the common blood

and in the emphasis upon the solidarity of life

within the clan. In thus ensuring each-other’s

lives the brothers express the fact that no one

of them is to be treated by the other as they all

treated the father. They preclude a repetition

of the fate of the father. The socially estab-

lished prohibition against firatricide is now
added to the prohibition against killing the

totem, which is based on religious grounds. It

will still be a long time before the command-
ment discards the restriction to members of

the tribe and assumes the simple phraseology

:

Thou shalt not kill. At first the brother clan

has taken the place of the father horde and was

guaranteed by the blood bond. Society is now
based on complicity in the common crime,

religion on the sense of guilt and the con-
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sequent remorse, while morality is based partly

on the necessities of society and partly on the

expiation which this sense of guilt demands.

Thus psychoanalysis, contrary to the newer

conceptions of the totemic system and more in

accord with older conceptions, bids us argue for

an intimate connexion between totemism and
exogamy as well as for their simultaneous origin.

6

I am under the influence of many strong

motives which restrain me from the attempt to

discuss the further development of religions

from their beginning in totemism up to their

present state. I shall follow out only two
threads as I see them appearing in the weft with

especial distinctness : the motive of the totem
sacrifice and the relation of the son to the

father

Robertson Smith has shown us that the old

totem feast retiims in the original form of sac-

rifice. The meaning of the rite is the same :

sanctification through participation in the com-

mon meal. The sense of guilt, which can only

be allayed through the solidarity of all the par-

ticipants, has also been retained. In addition

to this there is the tribal deity in whose sup-
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posed presence the sacrifice takes pla^, who
takes part in the meal like a member of the tribe,

and with whom identification is effected by the

act of eating the sacrifice. How does the god
come into this situation which originally was
foreign to him ?

The answer might be that the idea of god had
meanwhile appeared,—no one knows whence

—

and had dominated the whole religious life, and
that the totem feast, like everything else that

wished to survive, had been forced to fit itself

into the new system. However, psychoanaly-

tic investigation of the individual teaches with

especial emphasis that god is in every case

modelled after the father and that our personal

relation to god is dependent upon our relation to

our physical father, fluctuating and changing

with h^, and that god at bottom is nothing but

an exalted father. Here also, as in the case of

totemism, psychoanalysis advises us to believe

the faithful, who call god father just as they

called the totem their ancestor. If psychoanaly-

sis deserves any consideration at all, then the

share of the falher in the idea of a god must be

very important, quite aside from all the other

origins and meanings ofgod upon which psycho-

analysis can throw no light. But then the &ther
would be represented twice in primitive sacrifice,

first as god, and secondly as the totem-animal-
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sacrifice, and we must ask, with all due regard

for the limited number of solutions which psy-

choanalysis ofiers, whether this is possible and

what the meaning of it may be.

We know that there are a number of relations

of the god to the holy animal (the totem and the

sacrificial animal) : 1. Usually one anunal is

sacred to every god, sometimes even several ani-

mals. 2. In certain, especially holy, sacrifices,

the so-called ‘ mystical ’ sacrifices, the very

animal which had been sanctified through the

god was sacrificed to him**. 8. The god was often

revered in the form of an animal, or from

another point of view, animals enjoyed a godlike

reverence long after the period of totemism.

4.1nmyths thegod is frequentlytransformed into

an animal, often into the animal that is sacred

to him. From this the assumption was obvious

that the god himself was the animal, and that

he had evolved from the totem animal at a later

stage of religious feeling. But the reflection

that the totem itself is nothing but a substitute

for the father relieves us of all further discus-

sion. Thus the totem may have been the first

form of the father substitute and the god a later

one inwhichthe fatherregained hishuman form.

Such a new creation from the root ofaU religious

** Robertion Smith, JSehaitm of ihe Semiits, Second Edition.

1907.
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evolution, namely, the longing for the father,

might become possible ifin the course oftime an
essential change had taken place in the relation

to the father and perhaps also to the animal.

Such changes are easily divined even ifwe dis-

regard the beginning of a psychic estrangement

from the animal as well as the disintegration of

totemism through animal domestication**. The
situation created by the removal of the father

contained an element which in the course of

time must have brought about an extraordinary

increase of longing for the father. For the

brothers who had joined forces to kill the father

had each been animated by the wish to become
like the father and had given expression to this

wish by incorporating parts of the substitute

for him in the totem feast. In consequence of

the pressure which the bonds of the brother

clan exercised upon each member, this wish

had to remain unfulfilled. No one could or was
allowed to attain the father’s perfection of

power, which was the thing they had all soxight.

Thus the bitter feeling against the father which
had incited to the deed could subside in the

course of time, while the longing for him grew,

and an ideal could arise having as a content

the fullness of power and the freedom from
restriction of the conquered primal father, as

* See above, p. 128,
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well as the willingness to subject themselves to

him. The original democratic equality of each

member of the tribe could no longer be retained

on accoimt of the interference of cultmral

changes ; in consequence of which there arose a

tendency to revive the old father ideal in the

creation of gods through the veneration of those

individuals who had distinguished themselves

above the rest. That a man should become a

god and that a god should die, which to-day

seems to us an outrageous presumption, was
still by no means offensive to ^e conceptions of

classical antiquity**. But the deification of

the murdered father from whom the tribe now
derived its origin, was a much more serious

attempt at expiation than the former covenant

with the totem.

In this evolution 1 am at a loss to indicate the

place of the great maternal deities who perhaps

everywhere preceded the paternal deities. But
it seems certain that the change in the relation

to the father was not restricted to religion but

logically extended to the other side of human

•« “To ns moderao, for vb(»n the bratoh which dividea the
hmnui and divine haa deepened into an impaaiabte gnlf. nioh
mimiciy may appear impions, but itwm otherwiee wiUi the anoienta.

To th^ thinking goda and men we» akin, for many famibea

traced their descent from a divinity, and the deification of a man
probaUy seemed as httle extraordmary to tliem as the oanonisa*

tion of a saint seems to a modem Catholic.” Fraier, TAe OMen
Bonfh, I ; TAe Mofne AH and the Enolntum, of Kmgt, U, p. 177.
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life influenced by the removal of the &ther,

namely, the social organization. With the

institution of paternal deities the fatherless

society gradually changed into a patriarchal

one. The family was a reconstruction of the

former primal horde and also restored a great

part of their former rights to the fathers. Now
there were patriarchs again but the social

achievements of the brother clan had not been

given up and the actual difference between the

new family patriarchs and the unrestricted

primal father was great enough to ensure the

continuation of the religious need, the preserva-

tion of the unsatisfied longing for the father.

The father therefore really appears twice in

the scene of sacrifice before the tribal god, once

as the god and again as the totem-sacrifidal-

animal. But in attempting to understand this

situation we must beware of interpretations

which superficially seek to translate it as an
allegory, and which forget the historical stages

in the process. The twofold presence of the

father corresponds to the two successive mean-
ings of the scene. The ambivalent attitude

towards the father as well as the victory of the

son’s tender emotional feelings over his hostile

ones, have here found plastic expression. The
scene of vanquishing the father, his greatest

degradation, furnishes here the material to
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represent his highest triumph. The meaning

^siiich sacrifice has quite generally acquired is

found in the fact that in the very same action

which continues the memory of this misdeed it

offers satisfaction to the father for the ignominy

put upon him.

In the further development the animal loses

its sacredness and the sacrifice its relation to the

celebration of the totem ; the rite becomes a
simple offering to the deity, a self-deprivation in

favour of the god. €k>d himself is now so ex-

alted above man that he can be communicated

with only through a priest as intermediary.

At the same time the social order produces

godlike kings who transfer the patriarchal sys-

tem to the state. It must be said that the

revenge of the deposed and reinstated father has

been very cruel ; it ciilminated in the dominance

of authority. The subjugated sons have used

the new relation to disburden themselves still

more of their sense of guilt. Sacrifice, as it is

now constituted, is entirely beyond their respon-

sibility. God himself has demanded and or-

dained it. Myths in which the god himself kills

the animal that is sacred to him, which he him-

self really is, belong to this phase. This is

the greatest possible denial of the great misdeed
with which society and the sense of guilt began.

There is an unmistakable second meaning in
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this sacrificial demonstration. It expresses sat-

isfcurtion at the fact that the earlier father substi-

tute has been abandoned in favour of the higher

conception of god. The superficial all^porical

translation of the scene here roughly corres-

ponds with its psychoanalytic interpretation by
saying that the gc^ is represented as overcoming

the aninial part of his nature**.

But it would be erroneous to believe that in

this period of renewed patriarchal authority

the hostile impulses which belong to the father

complex had entirely subsided. On the con-

trary, the first phases in the domination of the

two new substitutive formations for the father,

those of gods and kings, plainly show the most
energetic expression of that ambivalence which
is characteristic of religion.

In his great work, The Golden Bou^ Frazer

has expressed the conjecture that the first

kings of the Latin tribes were strangers who
played the part of a drity and were solemnly

sacrificed in this i6le on specified holidays.

« It ]» knotm that ttw oyeroomlng of one geaetatkn of goda by
another in mythology icpwenU the Uatorioal pcooeM of& ml^
Btitatioo of one idigioiM ayatem by another, either aa the reanlt

of oonqoeat by a atrange noe or by meana of a payobolQgnd devdop.
ment. In the fatter oaae the myth mpmaohea tiie “ fanottonal

Idienomona” in H. Silbeter’a aenae. niat the god trim kSli the
animal ia a aymbol of the UUdo, ae aaHrted by C. G. Jm^ (Le.),

imroppoaca a different oonoeptSon of the UUdo fHm that faftherto

h^ and at ai^ rate eeeme to me gneetiooalile.
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The yearly sacrifice (self-sacrifice is a variant) of

a god seems to have been an important feature

of Semitic religions. The ceremony of hiunan

sacrifice in various parts of the inhabited

world makes it certain that these human beings

ended their lives as representatives of the deity.

This sacrificial custom can still be traced in

later times in the substitution of an inanimate

imitation (doll) for the living person. The
theanthropic god sacrifice into which unfor-

tunately I cannot enter with the same thorough-

ness with which the animal sacrifice has been

treated throws the clearest light upon the mean-
ing of the older forms of sacrifice. It acknow-

ledges with unsurpassable candour that the

object of the sacrificial action has always been

the same, being identical with what is now
revered as a god, namely with the fatho*.

The question as to the relation of animal to

human sacrifice can now be easily solved. The
original animal sacrifice was already a substi-

tute for a human sacrifice, for the solemn killing

of the father, and when the father substitute

r^[ained its human form, the animal substitute

could also be retransformed into a human sacri-

fice.

Thus the memory of that first great act of

sacrifice had proved to be indestructible despite

all attempts to forget it^ and just at the moment
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when men strove to get as far away as possible

from its motives, the undistorted repetition of it

had to appear in the form of the god sacrifice.

I need not fully indicate here the developments

of religious thought which made this return pos-

sible in the form of rationalizations. Robert-

son Smith who is, of course, far removed firom

the idea of tracing sacrifice bac^ to this great

event of man’s primal history, says that the cere-

mony of the festivals in which the old Semites

celebrated the death of a deity were interpreted

as “ a comm^noration of a mythical tragedy ”

and that the attendant lament was not charac-

terized by spontaneous sympathy, but displayed

a compulsive character, something that was im-

posed by the fear of a divine wrath **. We are

in a position to acknowledge that this interpre-

tation was correct, the feelings of the celebrants

being well explained by the basic situation.

We may now accept it as a fact that in the

further development of religions these two in-

citing factors, the son’s sense of guilt and his

defiance, were never again extinguished. Every
attempted solution of the religious problem and

•• BMgia» of the SemUei. pp. 412-«13. “ The moaning is

not n spontuieoini expreHion of symiwthy with the divine tngedy.
hot oUigatoty and eofoned by fear of npematonl anger. Ail^

a diief object of the moamers is to dwdam respoHStbOriy for Oe
god’s deoA—a jioint which has already oome before ns in oon-
nezian witii theonthropio saoiifioe^ snoh as the ‘ogr-miirder at
Athem.’

”
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every kind of reconciliation of the two opposing
psyche forces gradually falls to the ground,
probably under the combined influence of cul-

tural changes, historical events, and inner psy-

chic transformations.

The endeavour of the son to put himself in

place of the father god, appeared with greater

and greater distinctness. With the introduc-

tion of agriculture the importance of the son

in the patriarchal family increased. He was
emboldened to give new expression to his incest-

uous libido which found symbolic satisfaction in

labouring over mother earth. There came into

existence figures of gods like Attis, Adonis,

Tammuz, and others, spirits of vegetation as

well as youthful divinities who enjoyed the

favours of maternal deities and committed

incest with the mother in defiance of the father.

But the sense of guilt which was not- allayed

through these creations, was expressed in

myths which visited these youthful lovers ofthe

maternal goddesses with short life and punish-

ment through castration or through the wrath

of the father god appearing in animal form.

Adonis was killed by the boar, the sacred ani-

mal of Aphrodite ; Attis, the lover of Kybele,

died of castration*^. The lamentation for

The few of caatration pUys an extiaordinarily big iSie in

diaturbang the relaUone to the father in the ease of our yoothfnl

nenrotka. In Feienou’a excellent study we have seen how the
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these gods and the joy at their resurrection have

gone over int6 the ritual of another son which

divinity was destined to survive long.

When Christianity began its entry into the

ancient world it met with the competition ofthe

religion of Mithras and for a long time it was
doubtful which deity was to be the victor.

The bright figure of the youthful Persian god
has eluded our undemtanding. Perhaps we
may conclude from the illustrations of Mithras

slaying the steers that he represented the son

who carried out the sacrifice of the father by
himself and thus released the brothers from
their oppressing complicity in the deed. There

was another way of allaying this sense of guilt

and this is the one that Christ took. He sacri-

ficed his own life and thereby redeemed the

brothers from primal sin.

The theory of primal sin is of Orphic origin

;

it was preserved in the mysteries and thence

boy recognised his totem in the snimsl which snaps at his little

penis. When children learn about ritual oiionmcasKm they iden-

tify it with castration. To my knowledge the psialld in the
psychology of races to this attitude of our childreD has not yet
bem drawn. The circumcision which was so frequent in nnmcr-
Hial tunes among primitiTe races hnlnnga to the period of initia-

tion m which its meaning is to be fou^; it has only secondarily

been relegated to an earlier time of life. It is very interesting

that anK»g primitive men oironmoiBton is combined with tx re-

placed by the cutting off of the hair and the drawing of teeth,

and that our ohildr^ who cannot know anything about this,

really treat tiieae two operations as equivalents to castration when
they display their fear of tiiem.
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penetrated into the philosophic schools of Greek

antiquity”. Men were the descendants of

Titans, who had killed and dismembered the

young Dionysos-Zagreus ;
the weight of this

crime oppressed them. A fragment of Anax-
imander says that the unity of the world was
destroyed by a primordial crime and every-

thing that issued from it must carry on the

punishment for this crime ••. Although the

features of banding together, killing, and dis-

membering as expressed in the deed of the

Titans very clearly recall the totem sacrifice

described by St Nilusi—as also many other

myths of antiquity, for example, the death of

Orpheus himself—^we i^e nevertheless disturbed

here by the variation according to which a

youthful god was murdered.

In the Christian myth man’s original sin is

undoubtedly an offence against God the Father,

and if Christ redeems mankind from the weight

of original sin by sacrificing his own life, he

forces us to the conclusion that this sin was
murder. According to the law of retaliation

which is deeply rooted in human feeling, a mmr-

der can be atoned only by the sacrifice of

another life ; the self-sacrifice points to a blood-
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guilt And if this sacrifice of one’s own life

brings about a reconciliation with god, the

father, then the crime which must be expiated

can only have been the murder of the father.

Thus in the Christian doctrine mankind most
unreservedly acknowledges the guilty deed of

primordial times because it now has found the

most complete expiation for this deed in the

sacrificial death of the son. The reconciliation

with the father is the more thorough because

simultaneously with this sacrifice there follows

the complete renunciation of woman, for whose
sake mankind rebelled against the father. But
now also the psychological fatality of ambival-

ence demands its rights. In the same deed

which offers the greatest possible expiation to

the father, the son also attains the goal of his

wishes against the father. He becomes a god
himself beside or rather in place of his father.

The religion of the son succeeds the religion of

the father. As a sign of this substitution the

old totem feast is revived again in the form of

communion in which the band of brothers now
eats the flesh and blood ofthe son and no longer

that of the father, the sons thereby identifying

themselves with him and becoming holy them-

selves. Thus through the ages we see the iden-
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tity of the totem feast with the ammal sacrifice,

the theanthropic human sacrifice, and the

Christian eucharist, and in all these solemn

occasions we recognize the after-efiects of that

crime which so oppressed men but of which they

must have been so proud. At bottom, however,

the Christian communion is a new setting aside

of the father, a repetition of the crime that

must be expiated. We see how well justified

is Frazer’s dictum that ** the Christian commun-
ion has absorbed within itself a sacrament

which is doubtless far older than Christian-

ity ” •*.

7

A process like the removal of the primal

father by the band of brothers must have left

ineradicable traces in the history of mankind
and must have express«i itself the more fre-

quently in numerous substitutive formations

the less it itself was to be remembered.” I am
Sating the Ood, p. 51. . . . Nobody faitiilwr with the htera-

tnre <m thi) snbjeot aaenme that the traoiiig book of the Chris-

tun oommimion to the totem feast u an idea of the author of this

book.
** Anel in The Tempest :

FuQ fathom five thy father lies

:

Of his b«mea are o(^ made;
Those are pearis that were his eyes;

Nothing of him that doth fade

Bat di^ softer a ssaohange
Into something rkh and strange. . . .
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avoiding the temptation of pointing out these

traces in mythology, where they are not hard to

find, and am turning to another field in follow-

ing a hint of S. Reinach in his suggestive treat-

ment of the death of Orpheus".

There is a situation in the history of Greek art

which is strikingly familiar even if profoimdly

divergent, to the scene of a totem feast discov-

ered by Robertson Smith. It is the situation of

the oldest Greek tragedy. A group of persons,

all of the same name and dressed in the same
way, surroimd a single figure upon whose words

and actions they are dependent, to represent the

chorus and the original single impersonator of

the hero. Later developments created a second

and a third actor in order to represent opponents

in playing, and off-shoots of the hero, but the

character of the hero as well as his relation to

the chorus remains unchanged. The hero ofthe

tragedy had to suffer ; this is to-day still the

essential content of a tragedy. He had taken

upon himself the so-called ' tragic guilt ',

which is not always easy to explain ; it is often

not a guilt in the ordinary sense. Almost

always it consisted of a rebellion against a

divine or human authority and the chorus ac-

companied the hero with their sympathies,

*> La Mort d*Otph^ CmUu. MyAts, H Bdigttmt. VoL U. p.
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trying to restrain and warn him, and lamented

his fate after he had met with what was con-

sidered fitting punishment for his daring

attempt.

But why did the hero of the tragedy have to

suffer, and what was the meaning of his * tragic
*

guilt 7 We will cut short the discussion by a
prompt answer. He had to suffer because he

was tbe primal father, tiie hero of that primor-

dial trag^y the repetition of which here serves

a certain tendency, and the tragic guilt is the

guilt which he had to take upon himself in order

to firee the chorus of theirs. The scene upon
the stage came into being through purposive

distortion of the historical scene or, one is

tempted to say, it was the result of refined

hypocrisy. Actually, in the old situation, it

was the members of the chorus themselves who
had caused the suffering of the hero ; here, on

the other hand, they exhaust themselves in

sympathy and regret, and the hero himself is to

blame for his suffering. The crime foisted upon
him, namely, presumption and rebellion against

a great authority, is the same as that which in

the past oppressed the colleagues of the chorus,

namely, the band of brothers. Thus the tragic

hero, though still against his will, is made the

redeemer of the chorus.

When one bears in mind the suffering of the
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divine goat Dionysos in the performance of the

Greek tragedy and the lament of the retinue of

goats who identified themselves with him, one

can easily understand how the almost extinct

drama was reviewed in the Middle Ages in the

Passion of Christ.

In closing this study, which has been carried

out in extremely condensed form, I want to

state the conclusion that the beginnings of reli-

gion, ethics, society, and art meet in the Oedi-

pus complex. This is in entire accord with the

findings of psychoanalysis, namely, that the

nucleus of all neuroses tts far as our present

knowledge ofthem goes is the Oedipus complex.

It comes as a great surprise to me that these

problems of racial psychology can also be solved

through a single concrete instance, such as the

relation to the father. Perhaps another psycho-

logical problem must be included here. We
have so frequently had occasion to show the

ambivalence of emotions in its real sense, that

is to say the coincidence of love and hate to-

wards the same object, at the root of important

cultural formations. We know nothing about

the origin of this ambivalence. It may be

assumed to be a fundamental phenomenon of

our emotional life. But the other possibility

seems to me also worthy of consideration : that

ambivalence, originally foreign to our emotional
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life, was acquired by mankmd &om the father

complex •*, where psychoanalytic investigation

of the individual tO'day still reveals the strong-

est expression of it»*.

Before closing we must take into account

that the remarkable convergence reached in

these illustrations, pointing to a single inclusive

relation, ought not to blind us to the uncertain-

ties of our assumptions and to the difficulties

of our conclusions. Of these difficulties I will

point out only two which must have forced

themselves upon many readers.

In the first place it can hardly have escaped

any one that we base everything upon the

assumption of a psyche of the mass in which
psychic processes occur as in the psychic life of

the individual. Moreover, we let the sense of

guilt for a deed survive for thousands of years,

remaining effective in generations which cotild

not have known anything of this deed. IVe
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allow an emotional process such as might have

arisen among generations of sons that had been

ill-treated by their fathers, to continue to new
generatimis which had escaped such treatment

by the very removal of the father. These seem

indeed to be weighty objections and any other

explanation which can avoid sudb assumptions

would seem to merit preference.

But further consideration shows that we our-

selves do not have to carry the whole responsi-

bility for such daring. \^thout the assump-

tion of a mass psyche, or a continuity in the

emotional life of mankind which permits us to

disr^ard the interruptions of psychic acts

through the transgression of individuals, social

psychology could not exist at all. If psychic

processes of one generation did not continue in

the next, if each had to acquire its attitude

towards life a&esh, there would be no progress

in this field and almost no development. \ye

are now confronted by two new qu^tions : how
much can be attributed to this psychic contin-

uity within the series of generations, and what
ways and means does a generation use to trans-

fer its psychic states to the next generation ? I

do not claim that these problems have been
sufficiently explained or that direct communi-
cation and tradition, of whidi one immediately
thinks, are adequate for the task. Social
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psychology is in general little concerned with

the manner in which the required continuity in

the psychic life of succeeding generations is

established. A part ofthe task seems to be per-

formed by the inheritanceofpsychic dispositions

which^ however, need certain incentives in the

individual life in order to become effective. This

may be the meaning of the poet’s words : Strive

to possess yourself of what you have inherited

from your ancestors. The problem would

appear more difficult if we could admit that

there are psychic impulses which can be so

completely suppressed that they leave no traces

whatsoever behind them. But that does not

exist. The greatest suppression must leave

room for distorted substitutions and their

resulting reactions. But in that case we may
assume that no generation is capable of con-

cealing its more important psychic processes

from the next. For psychoanalysis has taught

us that in his unconscious psychic activity

every person possesses an apparatus which
enables him to interpret the reactions of others,

that is to say, to straighten out the distortions

which the other person has affected in the

expression of his feelings. By this method of

unconscious understanding of all customs, cere-

monies, and laws which the original relation to

the primal father had left behind, later genera-
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tions may also have succeeded in taking over

this of feelings.

There is another objection which the analytic

method of thought itself might raise.

We have interpreted the first rules of morality

and moral restrictions of primitive society as

reactions to a deed which gave the authors of it

the conception of crime. They regretted this

deed and decided that it should not be repeated

and that its execution must bring no gain.

This creative sense of guilt has not become
extinct with us. We find its asocial effects in

neiurotics producing new rules of morality and
continued restrictions, in expiation for mi^eeds
committed, or as precautions against misdeeds

to be committed. •• But when we examine

these neurotics for the deeds which have called

forth such reactions, we are disappointed. We
do not find deeds, but only impulses and feel*

ings which sought evil but which were restrained

from carrying it out. Only psychic realities

and not actual ones are at the basis of the neu-

rotics’ sense of guilt. It is characteristic of the

neurosis to put a psychic reality above an
actual one and to react as seriously to thoughts

as the normal person reacts only towards
realities.

May it not be true that the case was some-

*• Coapue Chapter H.
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what the same with primitive men ? We are

justified in ascribing to them an extraordinary

over-valuation of their psychic acts as a partial

manifestation of their narcistic organization

According to this the mere impulses of hostility

towards the father and the existence of the

wish phantasy to kill and devour him may
have sufficed to bring about the moral reaction

which has created totemism and taboo. We
shoffid thus escape the necessity of tracing back

the beginning of o\ir cultural possession, of

which we rightly are so proud, to a horrible

crime which wounds all our feelings. The
causal connexion, which stretches from that

beginning to the present time, would not be im--

paired, for the psychic reality would be of suffi-

cient importance to account for all those conse-

quences. It may be i^eed that a change has

really taken place in the form of society &om
the father horde to the brother clan. This is a

strong argument, but it is not conclusive. The
change might have been accomplished in a less

violent manner and still have conditioned the

appearance ofthe moral reaction. As long as the

pressure of the primal father was felt the hostile

feelings against him were justified and repent-

ance at these feelings had to wait for another

See Chapter IIL
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opportunity. Of as little vah'dity is the second

objection, that everything derived from the

ambivalent relation to the father, namely
taboos, and rules of sacrifice, is characterized by
the highest seriousness and by complete reality.

The ceremonials and inhibitions of compulsion

neurotics exhibit this characteristic too and yet

they go back to a merely psychic reality, to

resolution and not to execution. We must be-

ware of introducing the contempt for what is

merely thought or wished which characterizes

our sober world where there are only material

values, into the world of primitive man and the

neurotic, which is full of inner riches only.

We face a decision here which is really not

easy. But let us begin by acknowledging that

the difference which may seem fundamental to

others does not, in our judgment, touch the

most important part of the subject. If wishes

and impulses have the full vidue of fact for

primitive man, it is for us to follow such a

(Kmception intelligently instead of correcting it

according to our standard. But in that case we
must scrutinize more closely the prototype ofthe

neurosis itself which is responsible for having

raised this doubt. It is not true that compul-

sion neurotics, who to-day are under the pres-

sure of over-morality, defend themselves only

against the psychic reality of temptations and
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punish themselves for impulses which they have

only felt. A piece of historic reality is also

involved ; in their childhood these persons had
nothing but evil impulses and as far as their

childish impotence permitted they put them
into action. Each of these over-good persons

had a period of badness in his childhood, and a
perverse phase as a fore-runner and a premise

of the latter over morality. The analogy be-

tween primitive men and neurotics is therefore

much more fundamentally established if we
assume that with the former, too, the psychic

reality, concerning whose structure there is no
doubt, originally coincided with the actual

reality, and that primitive men really did what
accor^ng to all testimony they intended to

do.

But we must not let our judgment about

primitive men be influenced too far by the an-

alogy with neurotics. Differences must fdso be

taken into account. Of course the sharp divi-

sion between thinking and doing as we draw it

does not exist either with savages or with neu-

rotics. But the neurotic is above all inhibited

in his actions ; with him the thou^^t is a com-
plete substitute for the deed. Primitive man is

not inhibited, the thought is directly converted

into the deed, the deed is for him so to speak

rather a substitute for the thought, and for that
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reason I think we may well assume in the case

we are discussing, though without vouching for

the absolute certainty of the decision, that
“ In the beginning was the deed

THE END








